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Introduction 

 
 
 
 
 
The object of the research is to discuss separately a number of 

essential issues of the history of the Armenian language which has 
not only linguistic value but also poses a great importance from the  
point of view of both historical grammar and comparative 
linguistics. 

The immense data on the Armenian language enables to 
develop  and study  more  thoroughly: it also outlines the probable 
ways of how the research on the history of the Armenian language 
should develop under new circumstances on the basis of the 
previously gained material. 

This study summarizes the research of some essential issues of 
the Armenian language in its ancient historical aspect, which also 
briefly outlines the results of the studies by different scholars. A 
part of the research was published earlier as scientific articles, 
another part was introduced as reports at various conferences. And 
the other part of the research will be published here for the first 
time. 

The first chapter discusses some fundamental issues of the 
history of the Armenian language. The solution of problems 
supposes a more detailed and extensive study of various facts and 
evidence of the Armenian language broadly implementing the 
latest linguistic data about the history of different stages of the 
Armenian language. 

The second chapter refers to a very important phenomenon, that 
is the history of IE plosives and their occurrence in the Armenian 
language. The latter shows that this phenomenon is not clearly and 
completely applied in Armenian. The above mentioned will give the 
etymology of a number of Armenian words that haven’t ever been 
studied before or have had ambiguous explanation. These words 
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have become the subject of this study. The latter will allow to 
illustrate several phenomena which haven’t been revealed before. 

The third chapter touches upon the etymology of a number of 
Armenian words of IE origin. Those words either haven’t been 
studied etymologically before or only to a certain extent. The latest 
data introduced in the comparative studies of the IE languages is 
used parallelly to the data about the traditional etymology. The 
etymology of the Armenian words of IE origin enlarges the 
vocabulary of the native semantic groups connected with different 
fields of life. 

During the last three or four decades the study of the IE 
languages has entered  a new development stage and acquired great 
interest. New studies have appeared, scolars have begun 
investigating completely new issues. Some models with incomplete 
explanation have been targeted again, taken a new modification or 
interpretation. 

In the field of comparative linguistics more realistic principles 
and approaches are worked out, which are nothing but further 
development of a number of methods and rules in comparativeness. 
Thus appear new criteria about the relationship of the languages 
and the history of linguistic phenomena which are substantiated 
from the point of view of different etymological studies [cf. 
Jakobson 1957; Якобсон 1963: 95-105; Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 
1984, etc.]. 

In the latest studies of the prehistoric (pre-literary) period of the 
Armenian language some researchers have focused on issues which 
have become the center of attention especially with mentioned 
criteria. Because of its features of archaism the data on Armenian 
acquires comparably great interest among scholars. 

The expression and description of both invariant (common) and 
variative (partial) units acquire greater significance not only for the 
reconstruction of the IE parent language but also for the discussion 
of modern trends on split, individual development and contacts of 
the coherent languages. In some cases theoretical generalization is 
considered to be ideal and in other cases separation and variative 
studies seem perfect [Джаукян 1982: 59-67; Djahukyan 1987]. 
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Many problems of the Armenian comparative lexicology can be 
revised through comparative and typological studies and also by 
means of so called variative studies. 

This work touches upon the variativity of some IE word roots  
and several noteworthy problems on the variative study of 
Armenian which will enable linguists to begin broader research of 
the subject in the future. The initiation of these studies supposes a 
new detailed and broad study of different Armenian roots. Thus, 
several matters on root and form of lexis may become a subject of 
interest from different aspects which will create a real basis for 
new etymologies or edition and revision of the old ones. Because 
of the importance of such issues we are going to investigate 
problems of the variative reconstruction and typological analysis, 
the solution of which will make it  possible to describe newly the 
root structure of both Armenian and cognitive languages. 

We give the etymology of some words taking into account 
especially the principle of the variative studies. 

The author expresses his acknowledgement to N. M. Simonyan 
for her comments and valuable observations on this study. 

 



Abbreviations 
 

1. Languages and Dialects 
 

Afgh. - Afghan 
Agn. - Agnean (dial. Toch. A) 
Agh. - Aghul (lang.) 
Akkad. -  Akkadian 
Alb. -  Albanian 
Anat.(Anatol.) -  Anatolian (lang.) 
Arab. -  Arabic 
Aram. -  Aramaic 
Arm. -  Armenian 
Arm. (Gyp.) - Armenian (Gypsy) 

(dial.) 
Avar. -Avarian 
Av. (Avest.) - Avestan 
Beng.- Bengali (Hind.-Hindi) 
Corn. - Cornish 
Cim. -  Cimric  
Cun.Luv. -  Cuneiform Luvian 
Darg. -  Darginian 
Engl. – English 
Gaul. – Gaulish  
Georg. - Georgian 
Germ. -  German 
Gk. -  Greek 
Gk. (Eol.) -  Greek (Eolic) 
Gk. (Hom.) - Greek (Homeric) 
Goth. -  Gothic 
GZ -  Georgian-Zan 
Hier. Luv. -  Hieroglyphic Luvian 
Hind. -  Hindi 
Hitt. -  Hittite 
Hurr. -  Hurrian 
Ind.- Indian 
Iran. -  Iranian (Avestan) 
Kart. -  Kartvelian (languages) 
Khot.- Sak. (Scyth.) -  Khotanese 

(Middle Sakian) 
Khutch. -  Khutchanian (dial. Toch. B) 
Kurin. - Kurinian (dial. Lesgin) 
Lak. -  Lak (language) 
Lat. -  Latin 

Let. -  Lettish 
Lezg. - Lezgian 
Lith. -  Lithuanian 
Luv. -  Luvian 
Megr. -  Megrelian 
Mit. - Mitanian (language) 
MLGerm. -  Middle Low German 
Myc. -  Mycenaean Greek 
OAgh. - Old Aghul 
OArm. -  Old Armenian 
OChin. -  Old Chinese 
OCim – Old Cimric 
OCS -  Old Church Slavonic 
OEngl. -  Old English 
OGk. -  Old Greek 
OHedr. -  Old Hebrew 
OHG - Old High German 
OIc. -  Old Icelandic 
OInd. -  Old Indian 
OIr. -  Old Irish 
OLat. -  Old Latin 
OPers. -  Old Persian 
OPruss. -  Old Prussian 
ORuss. -  Old Russian 
Osc. -  Oscan 
OScand. -  Old Scandinavian (lang.) 
Oss. -  Ossetic 
Pahl. -  Pahlavi 
Pal. -  Palaic 
Parth. -  Parthian 
Pel. (‘Pelasg.’) -  Pelasgian 
Pers. - Persian 
Phryg. -  Phrygian [Pre-Gk. (Hom.)] 
Pruss. - Prussian 
Russ. -  Russian 
Scyth. -  Scythian 
Sem. - Semitic 
Slav. -  Slav(on)ic 
Sogd. (Manich.) - Sogdian 

(Manichaean) 
Sumer. -  Sumerian 
Tabas. -Tabasaran (lang.) 
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Tchan. -Langue de Tchanes 
Toch. -  Tocharian 
 

 
2. Other abbreviations 

abl. - ablativ 
accus. – accusative 
anat. – anatomic(al) 
art. – articulate(d) 
bot. - botanical 
cas. - case 
cf. - confer (confirm) 
DAL - “Dictionary of the Armenian 

Language” 
dat. - dativ 
dial. - dialect(al) 
e. g. -exempli gratia 
etc. - et cetera 
gen. - genitive 
ib. (ibid) - ibidem 
id. -idem 
IE - Indo-European 
i. e. - id est 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ugar. – Ugarit (lang.) 
Urart. – Urartian 
 
 
 
instr. - instrumental  
lang. – language(s) 
loc. – locative 
medic. – medic(in)al 
metaph. - metaphoric(al/ly) 
miner. - mineral(ogical) 
MSL - “Memoire de la Société de 

linguistique de Paris” 
mus. - music(al) 
NAD - “The New Armenian 

Dictionary” 
nom. - nominative 
pl. –plural 
relig. - religious 
sing. - singular 
verb. - verbatim 
zool. - zoological 
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0. Preliminary 

 
 
 
 
 

Regardless of the attempts made in comparative and typological 
research devoted to the prehistory of languages in different periods 
of development of Linguistics to sketch the approximate picture of 
the kindred languages in order to restore the proto-language 
(prototype language) from which languages as dialectal groups or 
dialects have deviated, the problem of common prototype language 
remains hypothetical. 

The problem of common prototype language gives a rise to 
divergence of opinions in modern science as well. In order to solve 
the problem different methods and approaches of comparative as 
well as typological research have been proposed, various 
complementary and contradictory principles have been applied. 
Yet it has been impossible to outline the complete and real picture 
of genetically related languages though discussions going deep into 
the past have been expanded in that sphere. “However deep we 
may probe into the past of the IE languages, we cannot find a 
complete identity in vocabulary and grammatical structure. For this 
reason the common language which can be reconstructed 
represents a unity of very closely related but not completely 
identical tribal dialects”[Georgiev 1981: 320]. 

Thus, not only invariative but also variative reconstruction of 
real introduction of the original picture, e. g. of the system of 
plosive consonants of Indo-European languages have been 
proposed [Szemerényi 1970; Гамкрелидзе /Иванов, 1972: 15-18; 
Djahukyan 1982: 59-67]. 

According to this the appliance of the principle of variative 
reconstruction of the original state of languages is of primary 
importance. The variative studies of the original state of genetically 
related languages operates within the boundaries of probability like 
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any other compatarive-typological examination of languages in 
general. 

Thus, in a brief summary we represent some contemporary 
problems of the history of the Armenian language. Besides we 
examine the partial reflection of the traditional shift of the Indo-
European plosive consonants, revert to Indo-European 
variativeness and accordingly to variative manifestations in 
Armeninan, namely to the question of variative restoration of the 
Armenian word root. 

Data collected from Old Literary Armenian language and 
dialects have been used to a great extent especially new analysis 
and convincing motivations on them to make theoretical 
acknowledgments. 
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1. Current Issues of the Study of the History 

of the Armenian Language 
 
 
 
 
 

1.The history of the Armenian language has developed 
considerably and has yielded great achievements. Yet, there are a 
number of unsolved problems the solution of which becomes vital 
in the modern stage of the development of the Armenian studies. 
Thus, it is essential to carry out research in that direction [cf. 
Hambardzumyan 1995: 92-99]. As a cognitive language to other IE 
groups, the Armenian language becomes rather significant as a 
language source and typologically prominent among ancient 
languages of the Asia Anterior and others as well. It includes 
several linguistic phenomena such as phonetics, vocabulary and 
syntax which are attributed as following: 

a) Archaic which are illustrated only in etymological 
researches; 

b) Phenomena which testify about the interaction between 
neighbouring and related languages, not yet completely studied; 

c) Provide more comparable facts and typological evidence than 
has been exposed before. 

Thus, the interest in this kind of elements is increasing and it 
becomes a matter of significant concern. 

2. The history of the Armenian language is a comparably 
vast field of research because of its phonetic and syntactic 
structures, rather ancient layers of vocabulary, the written and 
spoken variations, the older strata of the vocabulary, the 
relation between the dialects and the literary variants at 
different stages of language development, as well as the 
differences in discourse of pre-written and written periods. The 
latter is associated with the attributes of time period, area and 
practical characteristics. 
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3. The history of the Armenian language is divided into two 
large phases; pre-literary (the beginning of the 3rd millennium B.C. 
till the end of the fourth century A.D.) and literary (or written) 
phase (from the fifth century till nowadays) [Hübschmann 1883, 
and 1895-1897; Adjaryan 1940-1951; Djahukyan 1987]. The 
recent studies denote that Armenian and some cognitive languages 
(Greek-Armenian-Indian-Iranian dialects) separated from other IE 
dialects at the same period of time as the Anatolian languages (4th 
millennium B.C. and even earlier) [Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1980, 
and 1981, 1984; Нерознак 1981: 24]. In the history of the 
Armenian language the two-stage separation is explained by the 
following reasons: 

a) Regardless of the lack of written manuscripts, the time of 
split dates back to the unknown period, that is when the related IE 
dialects and dialect groups were gradually becoming distinct, 
however, not completely separated yet. 

b) In the 4th millennium B.C. the first separations began when 
Armenian got isolated from the related languages (Anatolian, Indo-
Iranian, Greek ) and formed a dialect which gradually developed 
into a separate language (the 3rd millennium B.C. when the first 
separation of the IE languages started). 

c) A comparably new phase started for the new written 
Armenian in the fifth century A.D. connected with the adoption of 
the Armenian alphabet. Especially after putting ‘Mesropyan letters’ 
into practice Armenian started to develop, change in different 
development stages, namely, Ancient, Middle and Modern periods 
with numerous dialects and practical varianties. 

This period differentiation is widely accepted in Armenian 
Studies and there is no need for further changes in it [Djahukyan 
1987: 20-26]. It is obvious that the expressions of different 
development periods of the language are connected with the 
adoption of the Armenian alphabet in the fifth century (405 A. D.) 
and the new literature which thrived as a result of that fundamental 
event. The latter is rather arbitrary as it is connected with cultural 
changes and doesn’t express the merits and measures in the 
development of the written language. 
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3.1. The pre-written history of the Armenian language is a more 
difficult aspect to study. There are various, often controversial 
sources of information and written evidence about the peoples who 
had cultural or social contacts with the Armenians. 

The information is sometimes ambiguous. There are also 
difficulties in analyzing and interpreting the cuneiforms or other 
existing writing forms (vimagir ‘lapidary letter’). The history of 
writing period was monotonous and simple because the rules and 
the writing traditions were kept faithfully and precisely. The word-
lists preserved in various manuscripts testified about the stated 
practice. 

Non-homogeneity of the linguistic elements and the typology 
itself is specific to the pre-written period while the history of the 
written period demonstrates structural and typological cohesion. It 
is mainly linked with the written traditions of Ancient Armenian 
which became a foundation for the further development of various 
dialects. Thus, in pre-written period the phenomenon called 
“income components, mixture and interaction” as, in contrast to 
“basic layers” [Djahukyan 1987: 257-293, 382-417] is called 
borrowings in written period and they are mainly taken from other 
languages into Armenian and not vice versa. 

3.2. The history of Pre-Literary Armenian is chronologically a 
rather long period. Its origin hasn’t received a thorough illustration 
yet, and its typology is still incomplete. Several features of 
Armenian, in comparison with other languages, and typological 
description of IE languages are revealed in the study. As a result, a 
number of theories about those features, the degree of coherence to 
other languages, typological description and other views are 
exposed as well. In that sense the research of Djahukyan becomes 
radical [Джаукян 1960, and 1963, 1964, 1967, 1982 etc.; 
Djahukyan 1970; 1972, and 1987 etc.]. Presently, due to the 
achievements in the study of the history of the Armenian language 
there is still an immense work to do in order to enlarge and 
broaden this field. 

The studies about the history of that period are confined mainly 
as research of some phonetic and typological forms or the 
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examination of some word stems and morphemes (morphology). 
Little research is done about the comparative syntax, the Armenian 
sentences and morphologic phenomena in comparison with Indo-
European languages [cf. Meillet 1962; Benveniste 1969]. 

In the recent years great efforts have been made in the field of 
comparative semantics of IE languages where the material on 
Armenian is also implemented. That topic has a vital value in 
scheming and giving the complete picture of different areas of the 
IE life [Benveniste 1969; Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984]. 
Furthermore, during this kind of investigations it is important to 
use the data of Armenian not having found any attention yet. For 
example, Gk. ¸λίον κÐκλος ‘sun-ring; sun-wheel’ and the Arm. 
³ñ»·-³ÏÝ [areg-akn] ‘sun’, (verb.) “sun-ring; sun-wheel’ [cf. 
Нерознак 1981: 30]. 

The history of pre-literary period has different phases of 
development and various new research methods of implementation 
are necessary to be applied in order to distinguish these periods. 
All these current attempts can be classified into two types; they 
refer to the chronology of various linguistic data and, occasionally, 
linguistic facts are used to differentiate the period [cf. Hübschmann 
1898: 128-172; Fourquet 1948; Zabrocki 1951; Aghayan 1961: 67-
90; Джаукян 1967: 313-332, and 1987: 20-33 etc.]. In our opinion 
nowadays it is relevant to make a distinct and comprehensive 
division of the pre-literary period at present. Without a complete 
division based on detailed linguistic data it will be very difficult to 
depict the relation of the Armenian language within the IE 
language family tree or with other related languages, to show the 
development of Armenian and its interaction with other languages. 
By distinguishing the different development periods we realize the 
close unity of the IE, Armenian- Iranian dialect correlations, the 
intensive interaction between North-Caucasian (Khur-Urartian) 
and Iranian languages [cf. Иванов 1984: 61-62]. 

In the recent years the view that Armenian had features of 
Ancient IE consonants was a matter of serious discussions. First of 
all it refers to the system of plosive consonants [Гамкрелидзе 
1984: 31-34, and Гамкрелидзе/ Иванов 1984: 44-49; Haudricourt 
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1975]. It is stated that the Armenian consonant system is closer to 
IE language prototype system which gives us the reason to modify 
the traditional approach about the “consonant shift” 
[Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 44-46]. There arise the hypothesis 
about the glottal consonants which brings to the necessity of new 
description of the Armenian consonants. This is especially due to 
the data gathered on the dialects where the voiced aspirates occur 
beside the “pure” voiced consonants as variations of the same 
phoneme [cf. Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984; Широков 1972; 
Нерознак 1981: 39-40]. Other common type of consonant shifts 
and expressions (like palatalization, shift, the allocation of the 
fricatives and sonorous consonants etc.) brought to compliances 
functioning with certain sound rules as well as to numerous 
exceptions (deviation from the common rules) which caused 
various parallels [Джаукян 1984: 146-160]. It is known that the 
Arm. words ßáõÝ [šun] ‘dog’, ëÏáõÝ¹ [skund] ‘little-dog’ 
originated from the IE *k’Ëon, *k’Ëon-to. It is also known that in 
some words the IE phoneme group exposed the Arm. ß [š ] and in 
the other case ëÏ [sk] [cf. Adjaryan 1977: 534-535, and 1979: 230-
231; Szemerényi 1964; Джаукян 1967: 189, 228; Djahukyan 
1987:134 etc.].Then, we have the Arm. »ñÏ³Ý(ù) [erkan(kc)] ‘mill, 
mill-stone’ that originated from IE root *k’orāË- ‘grinder’ [cf. 
Adjaryan 1973: 61; Джаукян 1967: 226; Гамкрелидзе/ Иванов 
1984: 693]. 

We assume that the Arm. (dial.) ëéÝ»É [sÏnel] ‘to grind into big 
pieces; to break the corn into two’ also originated from the same 
word-stem with the shift of the main two phonemes forming the 
word root [see Hambardzumyan 1996: 191-192]. In both cases we 
deal with the phenomena of phonetic shift that was put into 
practice in different periods. This and the other parallel cases from 
the same source of words in Armenian confirm that the language 
developed and was affected to changes in different periods. We can 
confirm the existence of various development stages, as each 
period brought its specific rules, and, as a result, nowadays there 
are lots of Armenian words that were subjected to various 
consonant modifications left from each stage. The genealogical and 
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chronological studies  of these words denote that some of them are 
expressions and the result of the existing modification of a certain 
period , the rest are exceptions and deviations of the rules. The 
problem is whether the rules occurred in the same period of the 
Armenian language development and are the result of completely 
different changes, or they are the result of consecutive periodical 
changes. 

The above mentioned can refer to various cases of simple and 
palatalized consonant words that are semantically grouped by some 
scholars [cf. Джаукян 1967: 300-313; Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 
42-43]. 

Thus, we assume that the division of different historical periods 
of Ancient Armenian must completely be based on a greater 
number of linguistic data, whereas facts and conditions should not 
be considered essential. Furthermore, the linguistic data should be 
observed thoroughly, that is it should be a matter of inner 
reconstruction, external comparison, typological coincidences, 
corresponding analyses and, if necessary, we should work out new 
methods that will serve a thorough and broad study, together with 
the existing ones. And this kind of approach, will certainly promote 
the classification of more realistic system of Armenian at its earlier 
stages as well as the complete description of the language history. 

The thorough study of the language history is scholarly 
essential and it will exclude all types of hypotheses and “theories”, 
various views and images which are not based on real evidence. 

3.3. The written period of Armenian history is consistently 
divided into several stages. At present three stages of the language 
development are accepted undisputedly. They are Old, Middle and 
Modern Armenian with both literary and non-literary forms or sub-
periods [Djahukyan 1956, and 1964]. The division is arranged 
according to both external conditions and linguistic issues. 

Yet, there is biased approach to the separation of the stages. For 
instance, Middle literary Armenian which included two sub-
periods was described as Cilician Armenian variant. It is not clear 
if the separation was carried out only for the literary language of 
the Cilician Armenian or for Armenian as a whole with its all 
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areas, variations, etc. Accordingly, we assume that the issue needs 
a meticulous revision, especially, when the preserved written 
materials enable us to do so. 

Since the beginning of the written period till the 20s of the 
twentieth century Classical Armenian (“Grabar”) was used as the 
only dominant language or in some cases parallel with other 
languages. In this sense a special attention should be paid to Old 
Literary Armenian and to the language used much later as 
Common Grabar, as well as the interaction and influence of 
Grabar, Middle and Modern Armenian should be observed [cf. 
Hambardzumyan 1990]. The solution to issues should be based on 
new linguistic confirmations and written manuscripts. Thus, 
Modern Literary Armenian has a rich vocabulary and a variety of 
terms but it goes on enhancing due to the relation with the Grabar 
(especially in the 18th and 19th centuries). Both Middle Literary 
Armenian and Modern Armenian with its two variations have 
constantly prospered, becoming more complete due to their 
correlation with Classical Armenian (Grabar) and, still, keep 
improving their structure with the application of Grabar 
[Hambardzumyan 1990: 62-127, 128-261]. 

Finally, it is essential to clarify the sub-periods of Modern 
Armenian in connection with the recent data on the topic. The new 
study of the linguistic data enables us to make the precise stage-
division free of external impact or other negative pressure. 

4. Another current issue in the history of the Armenian 
language is the study of its dimensional variations. After collecting 
the data, the formation of the dialect map is greatly beneficial for 
detailed and comprehensive study of the history of the Armenian 
language. 

4.1. In this regard it is hard to solve instantly the problem where 
Armenian was split from the related IE proto-language and what 
other languages were associated with it during its detached 
development. The above-mentioned issues have always been the 
matter of scholars’ interest. In different periods there were 
completely different approaches to the solution. Recently 
especially at the IE language study there is a new approach 
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according to which the birthplace of the IE proto-language must be 
found in Asia Anterior [Нерознак 1981: 25; Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 
1984: 859-957, 890]. It is known that the separation of the IE 
languages took place in the fourth millennium B.C., as it was 
mentioned above, which became the source of separate languages 
(dialectal clusters) and Armenian started its development being 
used on its own and associated with other languages. Hence, it is 
necessary either to deny this new approach if it has no scientific 
proof or a completely new approach should be developed to study 
the pre-literary period problems concerning the internal (linguistic) 
features, the language environment and the contacts with the 
neighboring nations. It is also essential to base our study on 
complete and complex language associations instead of separate or 
random cases [cf. Djahukyan 1985: 151-160, and 1990: 1-16, 
1997: 45-66 etc.]. 

4. 2. In its written period Armenian was not applied persistent 
by manners because of the loss of independent government, 
prosecutions by the neighboring nations, the migration and other 
unfavorable reasons which often occurred in the history. This kind 
of events are inevitable, and their impact on the language 
development is obvious 

In the period of Classical (“Mesropyan”) Armenian we observe 
the Old Armenian language in its initial form. However, it hasn’t 
preserved the features specific to certain areas. Theoretically, the 
existence of those local features is not excluded, since the Old 
Armenian had its literary principles and traditions of oral 
interpretations maintained by the Armenian and foreign translators. 
It was too difficult to find the specific features of the spoken 
language of that time, though some of them were found by the 
Armenian scholars [Aytənean 1866; Adjaryan 1951; Djahukyan 
1972 etc.]. In the Armenian version of the “Bible” and in other 5th 
and 6th  century translations the traits and peculiarities of “the 
native dialect” of the translators are somehow evident. The 
comprehensive study of the vocabulary of “The New 
Armenian Dictionary” (vol.1-2,Venice,1836-1837) gives the 
opportunity to confirm that the Old (literary) Armenian had 
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some dialectal basis and besides the literary language local 
variations (dialects) were used with the interactions of which a 
lingual idiom (koine < Gk. κοιν½  ‘common; jointly, conjointly’) 
was created. It began serving as basis for the Old (literary) 
Armenian as a means of written communication. Later, those forms 
caused the development of a new language, that is the system of 
Middle Armenian. In this sense the history of the literary period of 
Armenian turned out to be significant especially connected with 
the study of the variations of the literary language and the dialects 
of Middle Armenian. 

4.3. Later the local variations of the language grew further apart 
as: 

a) the written sources contain lots of local (dialectal) forms and 
deviations from the literary language standards, 

b) the study of the latter is conducted thoroughly which is 
connected with the elucidation of the background of Middle 
Armenian, as well as, its dialects. Afterwards, in the new period, 
due to migration, foundation of national colonies, new schools and 
universities which were far from the motherland, the number of 
Armenian dialects grew to such an extent, that dialects and 
separate speech-forms expressed more variety of local features 
than those in previous centuries. There is a great number of 
theoretical and individual studies on dialect and speech. The 
creation of the typology of the various dialects of that period and 
demonstrating them in the dialect atlas has become an important 
undertaking. Boundless scientific efforts and motivation is 
necessary for the accomplishment in that task. 

The formation of the catalogue, the typology and cartography of 
the new literary language and certain modern dialects will enable 
us to picture the past and the current state of the Armenian people. 
The scientific study of the Armenian dialects will provide a basis 
for further standardization of modern Armenian language which is 
very vital nowadays. 

5. In all stages of development the Armenian language has had 
some prominent traits which have undergone changes from time to 
time, but, as a unity, they characterize an ancient nation with 
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cultural, scientific and linguistic traditions, as well as, its 
sociopolitical relations. 

5.1. Ancient Armenian with its vocabulary, phonetics and 
grammar emerged through the interaction which has been the 
subject matter of the above mentioned linguistic phenomena. Thus, 
the vocabulary that preserved after the process of separation from 
IE languages was categorized into semiotic (thematic) groups, i.e. 
with clear differentiation according to their practical use [cf. 
Adjaryan 1940: 108-113; Джаукян 1967, and Djahukyan 1987; 
Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984, etc.]. 

Respectively, the following issues have been focused on: 
a) a great number of Armenian words that have not been 

etymologically explained, 
b) dialectal words that have not been included in the Armenian 

word-stock or dictionaries of standard language, 
c) further semantic analysis and categorizing according to the 

semantic (thematic) meaning of the words which will enable us to 
find their complete semantics. 

Thus, as we have mentioned above, the Arm. »ñÏ³Ý(ù) 
[erkan(kc)] ‘mill, mill-stone’ and ëéÝ»É [sÏnel] ‘to grind into big 
pieces; to break the corn into two’ are included in a subgroup of 
the semantic (thematic) group “natural farmstead”. The second is a 
dialectal word which becomes a matter of semantic analysis only 
because of its phonetic correspondence and semantic closeness to 
the first word. 

5.2. Both the written and pre-written periods of the Armenian 
language have some differences in their practical aspect. They are 
well-observed in the vocabulary, as the latter changes more quickly 
than other linguistic phenomena. In Old literary Armenian there 
were more works of religious character and more translations of 
the same nature than in Middle Armenian. Fiction was specific to 
later Armenian. Historicographical works were equally common in 
Old, Middle and Modern Armenian, mainly written in Old 
Armenian (Grabar). Middle Armenian is copious with works on 
natural science, e.g. medicine, human anatomy, horse breeding, as 
well as law, trade, management and works concerning other fields 
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of life. Modern Armenian is characterized by its broad practical 
implementation. Press and publishing was a feature of this era. 

The main object of the history of Armenian is to study Old and 
Middle Armenian with reference to existing database, to classify 
them scientifically according to their linguistic criteria. The 
language of mass media, in the new period, which is significant 
from the point of view of customizing and accomplishing the 
language, hasn’t been completely investigated, moreover, it has 
never been a matter of study from the viewpoint of linguistic 
description. 

6. The long history the Armenian language has been a matter of 
separate sphere of investigation and has always been analyzed and 
revised as a vivid expression of the Armenian mentality and 
identity. 

It has always been investigated as a subject of grammar, 
lexicography, syntax and linguistics. However, Armenian is a state 
language today, and it must become a subject of thorough and 
comprehensive study more than ever. We have been granted with 
enormous literature which has become the matter of scientific 
assessment. The fundamental concern of Modern Armenian 
Studies is not only to maintain that tradition but also to develop 
and expand it to a new scientific level. 
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2. The Non-Complete Shift of IE Explosives 

in Armenian 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Armenian and other IE languages indicate common origins 
through their phonemic systems, not only for vowels and 
diphthongs, but also for consonants. The IE system of explosives is 
reflected in Armenian differently than in other languages. 
According to G. Djahukyan, this is the result of four types of 
processes: 

1) plosive shift; 
2) plosive palatalization; 
3) affricate and sonorant change; 
4) consonant cluster change [Джаукян 1967: 73-81]. 
There is no unified approach for the reconstruction of the 

system of plosives, a fact which causes certain problems. Until the 
1960s, the traditional consonant system was accepted [Brugmann 
1904; Szemerényi 1967: 96-97; Джаукян 1967; Djahukyan 1990: 
2-3]. Djahukyan indicates that “Classical Indo-European linguistics 
had assumed a paradigm of about twenty plosives, characterized by 
a series of voiced and voiceless consonant, aspirates and non-
aspirates, labials, front-lingual (apical) and back-lingual 
consonants, with back- lingual consonants including a number of 
palatalized, regular, and labialized consonants” [Djahukyan 1987: 
37] Correspondingly, a “protostate’ of plosives could be 
reconstructed for Armenian, with sixteen possible consonants 
rather than twenty. Instead of having three series of back-lingual 
consonants, just two series could de isolated: palatalized and 
common fricatives which also include archaic (labialized) 
sounds.Thus, the possibility that the IE “three series of back-
lingual (labialized) and the archaic (palatalized), *b, *k'h and *kËh 
voiceless aspirates are reflected in Armenian, is brought into 
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question” [Djahukyan 1987: 37-38]. This means that the Armenian 
data does not completely reflect the system in reconstruction, i.e. 
there are some missing data (“empty cages”). 

It should be noted that there are also some other missing points 
in the case of the IE back-lingual labialized (archaic) voiced 
aspirate *gËh and the voiced *gË, the common voiceless aspirate 
*kh, the front-lingual voiceless aspirate *th, and voiced labial *b1. 
In Djahukyan’s work  all Armenian words and roots of IE origin 
are compiled  (established before the 1960’s and featuring signs of 
plosive consonant  shifts).There are no sufficient data pertaining to 
the above-mentioned consonants [Джаукян 1967: 82-154, and 
1982: 45-54]. 

In the recent past, attempts have been made to revise that 
system, particularly with respect to the shift of plosives. The 
attempts are based not only on the evidence that in the IE system 
glottalized consonants are a distinct category [cf. Hopper 1973: 
141-166, and 1977: 41-53; Haudricourt 1975, and Hagége/ 
Haudricourt 1978: 123-125; Bomchard 1981: 333-335], but also 
the existence of such consonants is possible in Armenian [Solta 
1963; Kortlandt 1978: 9-16; Гамкрелидзе/ Иванов 1984: 41-45]. 
This possibility is closely associated with the shift of Armenian 
plosives - hence the assumption that Armenian glottalized 
consonants are the indirect reflection of equivalent IE plosives. Cf. 
IE *t’om > Arm. ïáõÝ [tun] ‘house; home’, rather  than IE *dom > 
Arm. ïáõÝ  [tun] ‘house; home’, IE *t’ō- > Arm. ï³Ù [tam] ‘to 
give’, rather than IE *dō- > Arm. ï³Ù [tam] ‘to give’, etc. 
[Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 41]. 

To these attempts, and in favor of the Armenian traditional 
system of explosives, serious objections have been made 
[Джаукян 1982: 59-67, and 1990: 1-16]. The matter can be solved 
by correcting the regularities and obvious deviations of the shift, as 
well as explanting the origin of some words that haven’t been 
etymologically studied yet. From that point there is much work to 

                                                        
1 In this part of the book the orthography of the IE phonemes and words are given 
according to traditional transliteration [see Джаукян 1967]: 
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do which should be proceeded by the detailed analyses that the 
statistic data provides [see Hambardzumyan 1996: 30-31]. 

2. The shift of the Armenian plosives demonstrates both 
regularities and exceptions. If we were to judge by the data of 
etymologized words before the 1960s, it would become obvious 
that those regularities constitute one third of the number of 
exceptions [Джаукян 1967: 86-154]. According to our 
calculations, there are 100 cases of regular shifts and 347 cases of 
exceptions. The so-called unshifted reflection of IE plosives in 
Armenian can be explained as a result of two processes: 

1) normal deviations, 
2) extraordinary cases. 
Onomatopoeia, the reduplication of the lexical root, and other 

secondary processes (i.e. the influence of neighbouring sounds) can 
be considered normal deviations; there are 20 cases of this type. 

There are 327 cases of extraordinary cases of deviation, 159 of 
which do not fall into the category of a consonant shift [Джаукян 
1967: 100-127], 161 cases reflect the IE consonant system without 
shift [Джаукян 1967: 128-153], and 7 cases are the result of the 
second shift [Джаукян 1967: 153-154]. 

3. It is known that in words and word roots, plosives are shifted 
in four positions: in initial position before a vowel, between 
vowels, after consonants, and before consonants. Correspondingly, 
the examined 100 cases could be divided into four groups: 

a) 39 cases in initial position of words before vowels: cf. IE 
*bhā- > Arm. μ³-Ý³Ù [ba-nam] ‘to open’, IE *dāiËer > Arm. 
ï³Û·ñ [taygr] ‘brother-in-law’, IE *pedo-m > Arm. Ñ»ï-áÛ [het-
oy] ‘trace; track’, IE *phōlo > Arm. ÷áõÉ [pcul] ‘phase, stage’ etc. 

b) 25 cases between vowels: cf. IE *au-dh-o > Arm. ³õ¹ (³õ-¹-
áÛ) [awd (awd-oy)] ‘shoes’, IE *steib(h)o > Arm. ëïÇå»Ù 
[stipem] ‘to insist’, IE *mātér > Arm. Ù³Ûñ [mayr] ‘mother’, IE 
*meu-thi > Arm. ÙáÛÃ [moytc] ‘pillar, pilaster; support’) etc. 

c) 18 cases after consonants: cf. IE *ambho- > Arm. ³Ùμ(áÕç) 
[amb(ołÍ)] ‘entire, whole; complete’, IE *k'erdi > Arm. ëÇñï [sirt] 
‘heart’, IE *penkËe- > Arm. ÑÇÝ· [hing] ‘five’ etc. 
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d) 18 cases before consonants: cf. IE *bhrªter > Arm. »Õμ³Ûñ 
[ełbayr] ‘brother’, IE *septÖ > Arm. »õÃÝ (»³õÃÝ) [ewtcn 
(eawtcn)] ‘seven’, IE *treÁes > Arm. »ñ»ù [erekc] ‘three’, IE 
*dhÐg'h-nā > Arm. ¹³é-Ý³Ù  [daÏn-am] ‘to turn, returm’ etc. [cf. 
Джаукян 1967: 86-97]. 

If we set apart the forth position before the consonant where we 
have no single example of being submitted to any plosive 
consonant in conformity with regularity, then in the rest three 
cases, i.e. in initial part of the word before the vowel, between the 
vowels and after the consonants, the plosives reveal “non-
complete” reflection. 

In this respect, the following should be noted: 
3. 1. In initial position of words before vowels, there are three 

cases of “non-complete” reflection: 
a) The IE back-lingual (labialized) *gËh is not presented in any 

word or word root in Armenian, unlike the IE *bh, *dh and *gh, 
which are reflected in Armenian as μ [b], ¹ [d],  · [g]. Cf. IE          
*bhā-n > Arm. μ³Ý³Ù [banam] ‘to open’, IE *bhā-nis > Arm. 
μ³Ý [ban] ‘speech, word; mind’, IE *dhªl- > Arm. ¹³É-³ñ [dal-ar] 
‘fresh; green’, and IE *ghÐsi > Arm. ·³ñß [garš] from which 
·³ñß»ÉÇ [garšeli]) ‘abominable’ [Джаукян 1967: 86-87, and 
1982: 46]. 

b) Armenian has no word or root in which the IE apical 
voiceless aspirate *th is reflected. However, the IE *ph and *kh 
consonants correspond to the Armenian ÷ [pc] and Ë [x]. Cf. IE 
*phōlo > Arm. ÷áõÉ [pcul] ‘phase, stage’, IE *phelg- > Arm. ÷»ÕÏ 
[pcełk] ‘shutter, window-shutter’, IE *khād-s- > Arm. Ë³Í-³Ý»Ù 
[xac-anem] ‘to bite;  to nibble’ [Джаукян 1967: 89, and 1982: 48]. 

c) Armenian has no word or root which reflects the IE back-
lingual (labialized) voiceless aspirate *kËh. However, the IE 
consonants *ph and *kh correspond to the Armenian ÷ [pc] and ù 
[kc] (compare the above-mentioned case b). 

3. 2. In the position between vowels, there is only one case of 
“non-complete” reflection, namely the IE back-lingual (labialized ) 
*kËh, for which Armenian has no correspondence; the IE *ph, *th 
and *kh consonants are rendered in Armenian by ÷ [pc], Ã [tc], and 
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Ë [x]. Cf. IE *eph- > Arm. »÷»Ù [epcem] ‘to cook; to boil’, IE 
*doph- > Arm. ïá÷»Ù //¹á÷»Ù [topcem, dopcem] ‘to stamp, to 
stample’, IE *meu-thi > Arm. ÙáÛÃ [moytc] ‘pillar, pilaster; 
support’, IE *mukho > Arm. -ÙáõË [mux] from which Ó»éÝ³ÙáõË 
(ÉÇÝ»É) [jeÏnamux (linel)] ‘to undertake’ [Джаукян 1967: 93, and 
1982: 49]. 

4. There are five cases of “non-complete” reflection in the 
position after consonants. 

a) For the IE labialized (archaic) voiced aspirate *gËh we have 
no correspondence in any  word or root in Armenian. However, the 
IE consonants *bh, *dh, and *gh are present in Armenian as μ [b], 
¹ [d], and · [g]. Cf. IE *ambh- > Arm. ³Ùμ-(áÕç) [amb-(ołÍ)] 
‘entire’, ‘whole’, ‘complete’, IE *sÐbh > Arm. ³ñμ-»Ù [arb-em] ‘to 
drink, to get drunk’, IE * Ëendhā > Arm. ·ÇÝ¹ [gind] ‘earring’, IE 
*srungh- > Arm. éáõÝ·Ý [Ïungn] ‘nostril’ [Джаукян 1967: 93-94, 
and 1982: 50], 

b) For the IE voiced aspirate *b there is no reflection in any 
word or root in Armenian, unlike the IE consonants *d and *g 
which are presented in Armenian as ï [t] and Ï [k]. Cf. IE *k’erdi 
> Arm. ëÇñï [sirt] ‘heart’, IE *ang-//*ank- > Arm. ³Ý·ÇõÝ // 
³ÝÏÇõÝ  [angiwn, ankiwn] ‘corner’ [Джаукян 1967:  94, and 
1982: 50]2, 

c) For the IE back-lingual voiced aspirate *gË there is no 
reflection in any word or word root in Armenian, unlike the IE 
consonants *d and *g (see the above-mentioned case under b), 

d) Armenian has no word or word root in which the IE common 
voiceless aspirate *kh is presented. However, the IE consonants 
*ph and *th are rendered in Armenian as ÷ [pc] and Ã [tc]. Cf. IE 
*phamph- > Arm. ÷³Ù÷- (÷³Ù÷-áõßï < *÷³Ù÷-μáõßï) 
[pcampc- (pcampc-ušt < *pcampc-bušt)] ‘bladder; bullet’, IE *por-
thu-> Arm. (bot.) áñÃ (áñÃ³ïáõÝÏ) [ortc (ortcatunk) ‘vine; vine-
stock, grape vine’ // (zool.) ÑáñÃ [hortc] ‘calf’ [Джаукян 1967: 94, 
and 1982: 50]. 

                                                        
2 See Pedersen 1951; Hamp 1954: 40; Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 6-7 ( cf. 
Джаукян 1982: 59-67; Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 1317-1318). 
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e) Armenian does not have any word or word root in which IE 
voiceless aspirate *kËh is presented. This is, however, not the case 
with the IE *ph and *th (see the previous case d). 

Thus, we have nine cases of incomplete reflection, or a “rule” 
according to which the shift of plosives is an exception within 
regularities. A closer look at these regularities shows that a 
substantial part of the back-lingual (labialized) consonants, and one 
of each set of a front-lingual consonants are “incompletely” 
reflected or rather not reflected in the shift of plosives. What is the 
reason? What kind of results can be expected from future 
investigations? These questions still need to be answered by 
comparative linguistics. 

5. In other positions, the shift of the Armenian plosives present 
the following quantitative regularities. 

5.1. In initial position the words before vowels: 
a) the IE voiced aspirates *bh, *dh, *gh are rendered in 

Armenian as μ [b], ¹ [d], · [g] in ten words and word roots. Cf. IE 
*bherō  > Arm. μ»ñ»Ù [berem] ‘to bring’, IE *dhē-no > Arm. ¹Ý»Ù 
< *¹(Ç)-Ý»Ù [dnem <*d(i)-nem] ‘to put’, IE *ghomo- > Arm. ·áÙ 
[gom] ‘cattle shed, cow shed; stable’ etc., 

b) the IE voiced *b, *d, *g (*gË) as ÷ [pc], Ã [tc], Ï [k] in seven 
words and word roots. Cf. IE *belō > Arm. å»Õ»Ù [pełem] ‘to 
excavate, to unearth’, IE *də-Áe-mi > Arm. ï³Ù [tam] (< ï³-Ù 
[ta-m]) ‘to give’, IE *gur-no-s > Arm. (anat.) ÏáõéÝ (>ÏéÝ-³Ï) 
[kuÏn (>kÏn-ak)] ‘back; shoulder’, cf. (dial.) (anat.) ×áõéÝ (>×éÝ-
ÇÏ) [čuÏn(> čÏn-ik)] ‘thigh, hip’, ‘throw off, overthrow’, IE *gËou- 
> Arm. Ïáí [kov] ‘cow’ etc., 

c) the IE voiceless *p, *t, *k (*kË) as Ñ [h] or Û [y], ø [(zero)], Ã 
[tc], ù [kc] in 12 words or word roots. Cf. IE *pel-nu-mi > Arm. 
Ñ»ÕáõÙ [hełum] ‘to fill (in);  to pour’, IE *pol- > Arm. ÛáÉ-áí [yol-
ov] ‘full, a lot of; many, much’, IE *pod- > Arm. áï-Ý [ot-n] 
‘foot’, IE *tā-n > Arm. Ã³Ý-³Ù [tcan-am] ‘to wet; to drench’, IE 
*kÖ- > Arm. ù³Ù-»É [kcam-el] ‘to press out’, IE *kËa-m > Arm. 
ù³-ÝÇ [kca-ni] ‘how; how much’ etc., 

d) the IE voiceless aspirates *ph and *kh as ÷ [pc] and Ë [x] in 
ten words or word roots. Cf. IE *phelg- > Arm. ÷»ÕÏ [pcełk] 
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‘shutte; window-shutter’, IE *khai-t- > Arm. Ë³Û-Ã-»Ù [xay-tc-
em] ‘to sting, to bite’ etc. 

5.2. Between vowels: 
a) the IE voiced aspirates *bh, *dh, *gh (*gËh) correspond to the 

Arm. õ [v (w)], ¹ [d], · [g] in seven words and word roots. Cf. IE 
*bhsə-bh- > Arm. ³õ³½ [avaz] ‘sand’, IE *au-dh-o- > Arm. û¹ 
(<*³õ¹) [od (<*awd)] ‘air’, IE *meighā > Arm. Ù¿· [mēg] ‘haze, 
mist’, IE *g'hagËh > Arm. Ó³· [jag] ‘young, youngling’ etc., 

b) the IE voiced *b, *d, *g and *gËh to å [p], ï [t], Ï [k] in five 
words and word roots. Cf. IE *steibo- > Arm. ëïÇå»Ù [stipem] 
‘to insist’, IE *Ëedo- > Arm. ·»ï [get] ‘river’, IE *bheg- > Arm. 
μ»Ï-³Ý»Ù [bek-anem] ‘to break’, IE *regËos- > Arm. »-ñ»Ï-áÛ [e-
rek-oy] ‘evening’ etc., 

c) the IE voiceless *p, *t, *k and *kË to õ [v (w)], Ã [tc] (or Û [y]), 
ù [kc] in eight words or word roots. Cf. IE *prep- > Arm. »ñ»õÇÙ 
[erevim] ‘to appear’, IE *auti- > Arm. ³õÃ (>ûÃ) [awtc (>otc)] (cf. 
ûÃ¨³Ý [otcevan] ‘shelter, lodging; dwelling’, IE *mªtér > Arm. 
Ù³Ûñ [mayr] ‘mother’, IE *tek- > Arm. Ã»ù-»Ù [tcekc-em] ‘to 
incline, to tilt; to bend’, IE *likË- >Arm. Éù³Ý»Ù (<*É(Ç)ù-³Ý»Ù) 
[lkcanem (<*l(i)kc-anem)] ‘to abandon’ etc., 

d) the IE voiceless aspirates *ph, *th and *kh are reflected in 
the Armenian ÷ [pc], Ã [tc] and ù [kc] in five words or word roots. 
Cf. IE *eph- > Arm. »÷»Ù [epc-em] ‘to cook; to boil’, IE *meu-thi 
> Arm. ÙáÛÃ [moytc] ‘pillar, pilaster; support’, IE *mukho > Arm. 
ÙáõË [mux] ‘smoke’ etc. 

5.3. After the consonants (sonorant or plosive): 
a) the IE voiced aspirates *bh, *dh and *gh are reflected in 

Armenian as μ [b], ¹ [d] and · [g] in four words or word roots. Cf. 
IE *sÐbh- > Arm. ³ñμ-»Ù [arb-em] ‘to drink, to get drunk’, IE 
*Ëendhā > Arm. ·ÇÝ¹ [gind] ‘earring’, IE *srungh- > Arm. éáõÝ·Ý 
[Ïungn] ‘nostril’ etc., 

b) the IE voiced *d and *g as the Armenian ï [t] and Ï [k] in 
two words or word roots. Cf. IE *k'erdi > Arm. ëÇñï [sirt] ‘heart’, 
IE *ang-//*ank- > Arm. ³Ý·-ÇõÝ//³ÝÏ-ÇõÝ [ang-iwn, ank-iwn] 
‘corner’ etc., 
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c) the IE voiceless *p, *t, *k and *kË as the Armenian μ [b], ¹ 
[d] and · [g] in five words or word roots (sonorisation of the 
voiceless). Cf. IE *kÐpi- > Arm. ù³ñμ [kcarb] ‘asp(ic); viper’, IE 
*ar-t- > Arm. ³ñ¹ [ard] ‘now’, IE *snerk-> Arm. Ý»ñ·»õ [nergew] 
‘down, underneath’, IE *penkËe > Arm. ÑÇÝ· [hing] ‘five’ etc., 

d) the IE voiceless aspirate *ph and *th are reflected in 
Armenian as ÷ [pc] and Ã [tc] in two words or word roots. Cf. IE 
*phamph- > Arm. (anat.) ÷³Ù÷-áõßï [pcampcušt] ‘bladder; 
bullet’, IE *por-thu > Arm. (bot.) áñ-Ã (áñÃ³ïáõÝÏ) [ortc 
(ortcatunk)] ‘vine; vine-stock, grape vine’,  ‘calf’ etc. 

e) the IE *t in the clusters *bt, *kt, *pt result in the Armenian Ã 
[tc] in five words or word roots. Cf. IE *gÑb-ti- > Arm. Ï³ñÃ 
[kartc] ‘angle, fish-hook’,  (dial.) ‘marc (of hen)’, IE *galakt > 
Arm. Ï³ÃÝ [katcn], (dial.) Ï³Õó [kałcc] ‘milk’, IE *pter-i-ski- > 
Arm. Ãé-ã-ÇÙ (<*Ã(Ç)é-ã-ÇÙ ) [tcÏ-čc-im (< *tc(i)Ï-čc-im)] ‘to fly, to 
fley away’ etc. [see Джаукян 1967: 86- 95]. 

6. Etymological essays written later on, especially in the 1960s, 
introduce some additional observations and corrections into this 
quantitive picture. Here are some of them [Hambardzumyan 1996: 
95, and 1998: 25-26]: 

a) Based on Hübschmann’s data, Adjaryan connects Arm. ¹³ÛÉ 
[dayl] (also (dial.) ¹³É [dal]) ‘milk resin’ with the Arm. ¹Ç»Ù 
[diem] ‘to breast-feed’ deriving it from the IE form *dhªl-(also 
*dhēi-, *dhē-,*dhəi-,*dhī-) [cf. Hübschmann 1983: 437; Adjaryan 
1971: 611-612, 668], although in J. Pokorny’s dictionary the Arm. 
¹³ÛÉ [dayl] is derived from the IE *dəili [Pokorny 1959: 829-831]. 
Djahukyan indicates the IE root *dhē(i)- from which he derives the 
IE *dhēÁe-; from this he originates the Arm. ¹Ç»Ù [diem] ‘to 
breast-feed’, and from the IE root *dhəi-li- the Arm. ¹³ÛÉ (¹³É) 
[dayl (dal)] ‘milk resin’ [Джаукян 1967:247, and 1987: 119, 211]. 
According to this, Arm. ¹ [d] corresponds to the IE *dh and not *d, 
if we ignore the more probable IE form *dhāl-, from which the 
Arm. ¹³É-³ñ [dal-ar] ‘fresh; green’ originates. 

b) According to Adjaryan, Arm. ·ÇÑÇ (also ·ÇÛÇ, and ·Ç) [gihi 
(giyi, gi)] ‘a sort of tree’ originates from the IE *wītā [Adjaryan 
1979: 627]. He also considers the Georgian γvia ‘a sort of tree’ and 
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Tush (Georgian dial.) γwiē ‘a sort of tree’ to be borrowings from 
the Arm. ·ÇÑÇ [gihi] ‘a sort of tree’. As a proof he compares the 
Arm. ·ÇÝÇ [gini] ‘wine’ ~ Georg. γwini, γwino ‘wine’ and the 
transition Arm. · [g] ~ Georg. γw (instead of Arm. *·õ/*·áõ [*gw 
/*gu] ~ Georg. γw) [Adjaryan 1971: 554, 558]. Djahukyan does not 
give the etymology of Arm. ·ÇÑÇ [gihi] ‘a sort of tree’ although he 
mentions for the transition of Arm. ·ÇÝÇ [gini] ‘wine’ ~ Georg. 
γwino ‘wine’ the IE *gËhinÁo- with a question mark [Джаукян 
1967: 53; Aghabekyan 1998: 49-144]. 

Another example for the transition of the IE *gËh > Arm. 
labialized ·' (< or *·õ // ·áõ) [g' (*gw//*gu)] to Georg. γw is the Arm. 
íÇñ³å [virap] ‘pit; cellar, prison‘ ~ Georg. γwirabi ‘opening, 
aperture; hole’ which derived from the IE *gËhirap-(?) [cf. 
Джаукян 1967: 53]. 

The Georgian must have borrowed these words before they 
became the Arm. ·ÇÝÇ (<*·áõÇÝÇ <*·áõÇÝÇ) [gini (<*guini 
<*guini)] and íÇñ³å (<*·áõÇñ³å <*·áõÇñ³å) [virap (< *guirap 
<*guirap)]. The proto-Armenian forms *·áõÇÝÇ (< *·áõÇÝÇ [*guini 
or *gowini]) and *·áõÇñ³å (< *·áõÇñ³å [*guirap or *gowirap]) 
are hypothetical [see Hambardzumyan 1996: 31]. 
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3. The Variativity of the IE languages 

and Some Questions on Variative Studies of Armenian 
 
 
 
 
 

1. The principal (formula) completeness of linguistic studies 
includes certain structural regularities and typological similarities 
along with different specific features and non-typological qualities. 

a) As a subject of the study of the development constancy 
(diverse periods) the linguistic phenomena appear free, and as a 
subject of a certain period (contemporary period) they appear in 
relation to objective distribution. These phenomena are in invariant 
(common) and variative (specific) relation at different stages in the 
history of the related languages or languages in different 
genealogical closeness. 

b) So far the problems of the correlations of the invariant 
(common) linguistic phenomena have got the foremost significance in 
the studies of the IE languages. On that account a number of theories 
were practiced, some schools were opened, different methods and 
principles were worked out, various phonetic and other rules were 
applied, different approaches were used which most of the time 
completed each other, but sometimes also excluded each other. 

c) The history of the IE languages is much older than it is 
accepted and its clarification based on the linguistic studies can’t 
be considered sufficient. During the prehistoric and historic stages 
those languages had the function of communication regardless of 
their similarities and closeness. While initiating the study of the 
living and “dead” (old) languages known to us only through 
written sources and literary manuscripts we must pay attention to 
the fact that first of all they were all natural and living means of 
communication. 

Therefore while sketching the prehistory or the main history of 
those languages we must be led not only by the invariant but also 
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by the variative forms and formulas. In order to reconstruct any 
prehistoric status of these languages it is necessary to solve the 
phenomena which occurred as a result of convergantion and 
divergention. Thus, the IE languages also could be changed, and 
they were distinguished because of the internal and external factors 
of development. 

d) Being a consequence of the social, periodic and local 
development and a result of the expression of the structural factors, 
as signs of the language, the invariant and variative forms describe 
a certain language in its progress and shifts, its correlation and 
interaction with other languages [see more details in 
Hambardzumyan 1977: 5-9; 1978: 50-54; 1981: 182-192 etc.]. 

e) At the early stage of the study of the IE languages the main 
attention was concentrated on the external side (form of 
expression) of the linguistic phenomena. Recently the problems 
concerning the semantic side (form of content) of these phenomena 
have parallel to the form become the matter of great importance 
[cf. Buck 1949; Dumezil 1968; Benveniste 1969; Гамкрелидзе/ 
Иванов 1984 etc.]. 

f) At different stages of linguistic studies the investigation of 
various linguistic patterns was carried out from the view of either their 
form or content. That’s why most of the time both these approaches 
were severely criticized and considered formalisms, logicisms etc. In 
these cases it was not necessary to avoid the extremism. More than 
that the practical side of these factors was ignored. 

The study of the phenomenon can be considered sufficient only 
if it is based on the structural side ( form of expression), semantic 
side (form of content) and practical side (functional form) of the 
linguistic unit because the subject of the study is characterized 
based not only on its structural-semantic attributes but also on its 
practical features. 

The smallest element of each level of the language becomes a 
matter of interest only with the unity of these three forms which 
enables us to give a comprehensive account of the corresponding 
units (phonemes, root words, morphemes or any syntactic segment) 
[cf. Макаев 1967: 26-33]. 
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2. The language, as a subject of a separate study, is examined 
by different linguistic scientific circles. So it is natural that they are 
separated and classified in accordance with basic linguistic-
semantic criteria. 

a) Like many of his predecessors Djahukyan gives a 
comparably determined classification of linguistic scientific status 
considering that the universality (the dimensions of the concept) of 
the subject, its historic quality (the study of target subject in its 
diverse and contemporary periods) and variativity (invariant as an 
ideal condition and variative as a subject presenting the real 
condition) are the most significant qualities. 

Separate studies are being written based on this comprehensive 
theoretical approach. They have not only linguistic-awareness 
feature but they also concern certain languages including IE 
languages, the clarification of some problems in the comparative 
investigation of the Armenian language and the solution of some 
disputable problems [see Джаукян 1976: 45-55, and 1978: 35-43, 
1984: 59-67, 1999: 76-217 etc.]. 

First, we want to mention that from the viewpoint of our 
interest this type of classification with its main features 
corresponds to the outlook we had earlier [cf. Hambardzumyan 
1978: 50-51]. Besides, this kind of classification allows us to 
realize not only the Armenian comparative-typological 
observation but also the variative-typological study based on the 
already known data and the data or the theories recently worked 
out. It’s worthwhile mentioning that Djahukyan remarks “in its 
broad interpretation the basic meaning of the concept of 
variativity including dimensional-local, contemporary-
chronological, social-practical, systematic-structural variations” 
[Джаукян 1978: 42]. 

b) Such an approach, if not completely, is mainly based on the 
predecessors’ viewpoints and attitudes (compare the separation of 
the IE dialects, the disconnection of IE “lingual period”, 
localization of the languages etc.) [Meillet 1908, and 1931; 
Bonfante 1931: 69-185; Porzig 1954 (Russ. vers. 1964); Георгиев 
1958: 276-283; Georgiev 1981 etc.]. 
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This reality is obvious especially when the problem of the IE 
dialects becomes the subject of study [cf. Djahukyan 1987, 58-64, 
Широков 1988, 45 etc.]. We also mention that according to such 
separation, inequality and the general linguistic variativity, the 
studies which appeared later and those which were devoted to the 
description and differentiation of the shift of the IE plosive 
consonants acquire special significance, cf. the classification of 
languages according to the attribute of centum//satəm, and 
decem//taíhun etc. [see, e. g. Иванов 1958: 12-23; Hopper 1981: 
133-142 (Russ. vers. 1988: 173-182), Mayrhofer 1983 (Russ. vers. 
1988: 520) etc.]. 

c) Unlike some earlier or other modern researchers, Djahukyan 
considers the variativity as a separate branch of linguistic and 
comparative study, in which linguistic phenomena have certain 
development perspectives. According to it we can assume that it is 
possible to make corrections or give new solutions to many 
unsolved or incomplete issues of the Armenian pre-writing or 
writing periods e.g. a more accurate description of the plosive 
consonants preserved in Old Armenian literary works, the 
expression of the IE vowels in Armenian especially with their 
attributes of length and shortness, the nature of the Armenian root 
word construction, and the separation of specific root word, the 
genealogical clarification of the words, morphemes and root words 
which do not have received their etymology or have only partial 
and incomplete etymology etc. 

3. Comparably later Djahukyan also developed the idea of the 
language variativity, when in the mid 60s of the 20th century he 
tried to investigate the problem of the consonant system of the 
Armenian and other IE languages, practically paying special 
attention to etymological doublets and their reconstruction [see 
Джаукян 1967: 300-313]. 

a) The variativity of the linguistic examples have awareness-
psychological base, it is conditioned by the physical and 
physiological attributes of the mother tongue [cf. Блумфилд 1968: 
35-86]. Linguistically variativity is a separated study of the plan of 
expression of different communication (linguistic) units containing 
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certain plan of content. According to it we can say that the 
dichotomy of language and speech mentioned by F. de Saussure is 
connected with style or stylistic uniqueness since style is the 
difference between the communication means [see 
Hambardzumyan 1981: 184]. Such an approach has linguistic, 
awareness and much more significance. 

We should pay attention to the following consequences as well: 
in the 60s of the same century H. Martinet devoted a whole study 
to the variants of the language structure stating that language 
variants can be investigated not only according to their attributes of 
time and dimension but also according to their structure and the 
shifts that have occurred in the language system [see Martinet 1962 
(Russ. vers. 1965: 450-464)]. With this study on the one hand we 
focus our attention on language structure, different expressions 
(variations) of phonetic, semantic transitions of the language, on 
the other hand we practically raise issues relating to diachronic 
assessment (in this case chronological and loc al) [Мартине 1965: 
450-455]. 

At the same time in Russian linguistics the concept of variative 
study appeared which was connected with the analysis of word 
variants and so called ortology as an independent branch of 
synchronic study with potential separation [cf. Ахманова 1957: 
192-230; Филин 1963: 128-133; Ахманова /Бельчиков / 
Веселитский 1960: 35-42; Семенюк 1965: 48-55 etc.]. In this 
case the subject of the interest was the problems of the synchronic 
study of modern Russian such as the choice of different parallel 
forms of phonetic or other units of different linguistic level forms, 
the preference of the accurate and accepted forms from different 
linguistic and stylistic variants etc. There was the urgency of 
forming a special discipline to study these issues. However, they 
were unjustly and severely criticized as if they were already a 
matter of interest of the language norm, stylistics and other 
disciplines [see Скребнев 1961: 140-142]. 

In addition, the question of the synchronic study of the word, 
syntactic and different variants of Russian, German and other 
languages becomes research matter [cf. Горбачевич 1978]. 
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Comparably later separate linguistic works were devoted to the 
problems of the variative reconstruction of the ancient status of the 
IE languages (phonetic, root word, morphemes and syntactic 
structure etc), as well as to the similar expressions in related 
languages [cf. Гигинейшвили 1972: 48-52; Клычков 1975: 100-
110 etc.]. 

b) Later Djahukyan paids special attention to the Armenian 
double and parallel forms including the possible dialectal examples 
into the existing facts [Джаукян 1983: 23-34, and 1985: 151-160, 
1983: 5-116, 1984: 146-160; Djahukyan 1976, 1987: 252-265, 
363-382; Simonyan 1979; Sukiasyan 1986 etc.].  

c) From the point of view of our target issue, the disconnection 
of Armenian as a separate IE language, the research of the possible 
variants of the dialects existing in the transition period from the 
ancient Armenian to the Old Armenian, becomes more important. 
No doubt there were dialectal variations at different stages of pre-
writing Armenian, which somehow have become the basis for 
general Armenian [cf. Патканов 1869, amd 1875 (twice), 1882, 
and 1884 etc.; Мсерианц 1897, and 1901; Msereants 1898, and 
1899 etc.). At the present stage of the Armenian studies the 
importance of that question is quite a different matter. 

In the paper we are going to discuss the dialectal variants 
connected with the consonant shifts, their first palatalization and 
other phenomena in syntactic and morphologic (root forming) 
parallels along with the differences between the standard language 
and dialect, the structural regularities and some peculiar cases. 

From the point of view of the Armenian variative-typological 
studies  the  solution  of these types of questions anticipates new 
problems. 

4. The history of the languages, the assessment of the 
phenomena referring to their interaction can become a separate 
object of examination. According to the attribute of variativity 
Djahukyan classifies the following disciplines; 

a) disciplines which study the phenomena of invariants ( as 
ideal ) which first of all are expressed as a standard language (e.g. 
literary language), or gradually transform into such one (e.g. 
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universal language, reconstructing proto-language, automatic 
translation of the language) etc.; 

b) disciplines which demonstrate the variativity (inconstancy) 
of the phenomena, i. e. different variants of a certain language or 
generally all the languages (e.g. invariant linguistics, variative 
linguistics) etc. [Джаукян 1978: 42]. 

a. In this thesis Djahukyan means the variativity (inconstancy) 
in a broad sense and includes the dimensional-local, contemporary- 
chronological, social- practical, systemic-structural variations of 
the language that can be expressed united, parallel or separately 
according to the certain approach connected with the subject 
(object) of study [Джаукян 1978: 42-43; Hambardzumyan 2001: 
203-218]. Furthermore, genealogical and typological variants occur 
during the separate or related study of the IE and other languages 
regardless of the degree of the relation of those languages. 

During the study of the languages of such relations we have to 
consider the occurring expressions of the synchronism and 
diachronism of the phenomena along with the circumstance in 
which the languages exist in the course of their development or 
stopped being a living means of communication. Their existing 
changes (variations) are a result of the extra-lingual (external) 
factors and intralingual (internal) cause (in broad sense-language 
factors), and a certain short period [Hambardzumyan 1978: 50-54]. 

b. We are apt to think that these variants are primarily 
characterized as self-directed linguistic phenomena in their steady 
development, in the settings of some interaction with 
corresponding phenomena of other languages. Those interactions 
can exist among both related and non-related languages, both in 
close or distant circumstances, in nostratic frequency or possible 
generalization. 

Thus, at different phases Armenian was linked with related and 
non-related (as they can be considered) languages and as a result 
Armenian provided or borrowed words, root words, suffixes and 
other forms, which were utilized along with the Armenian 
equivalents as variants. At the time they have been used either as 
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parallel forms and variants or in the new settings one of them 
expresses superiority over the other and excludes it. 

c. According to it the current problem of the history of the 
Armenian language is to study these types of variants in order to 
discover the correlations, the estimation of the phenomena 
inherited from the IE period along with those acquired at the period 
of independent development. Linguistic variativity has the 
opportunity of new investigation perspectives connected with the 
study of Indo-European languages, with its distant relatedness, as 
well as with the comparative and etymological study of nostratic 
languages. 

5. As an IE language, Armenian includes such linguistic 
variants, which were used both in pre-writing and writing periods. 
So far there has been no special research devoted to the separate 
and complete study of those variants. Armenian can provide 
copious data with its special features because it has a long history 
and it contains lots of archaic traits of the IE Armenian and is 
comparably abundant in linguistic variants [cf. Гамкрелидзе/ 
Иванов 1984: 41]. 

For the current comparative study of the Armenian language we 
need to use intensively the existing methods and work out new 
ones for the investigation of the linguistic variants. We also need to 
generate new approaches to the accumulated data and the 
principles of their analysis, as well as to suggest new theoretical 
principles, new methods for application, etc. [Hambardzumyan 
1998: 11-13, and 2001: 201-218, 2001: 21-22, 2003: 125-127]. 

a. The doublets and parallel forms separated by Djahukyan create a 
base for broad research on the variativity using new approaches and 
principles. These doublets and parallel forms are practiced as variants 
attributed to specific period of time in different regions. The genetic 
interpretation and comparative analysis of these or similar forms in a 
definite period of time, local forms and practices denote that some of 
them are the result of certain rules that worked at a certain period of 
time in a certain dialectal area and had a certain practical value. The 
rest of the forms were exceptions from the rule and didn’t cover any 
linguistic area. 
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A broader and updated study of the corresponding facts of the 
Armenian language with new principles and implementation of 
existing literary monuments, dictionaries and co-dictionaries of the 
dialects reveal new data, allow further, more detailed and complete 
analysis. 

We mean that the latest studies on the IE languages having been 
written since the 70s, and having explained the data on Armenian 
with a new approach contribute greatly to the study of the 
Armenian variative forms connected not only with the new type of 
reconstruction of the IE root words but also connected with the 
more organized utilization of those root words. 

b. The newest comparative and typological studies of the 
Indoeuropean languages confirm the necessity of the 
reconstruction of the phonetic, syntactic and lexical variants which 
will enable us to comprehend the pre-IE stage. Furthermore, it is 
hard to show if all the related languages were separated from the IE 
in the same way or if it is possible to reconstruct the IE 
protolanguage, if it is also likely first to receive a general IE 
language then separate the related languages and the dialectal 
subgroups in each group. Thus, the comparative and typological 
database on IE languages allows us to reconstruct the variative 
forms, which could have been the reason of the corresponding 
forms of the related languages. During the process of their 
independent development those forms appear in either invariant or 
variative types according to the existing conditions. So the data on 
Armenian enables us to compare a great number of variative forms 
(root words, suffixes and other linguistic elements) to reconstruct 
the IE protolanguage, as well as to confirm the accuracy of such 
reconstruction and to denote more distinct borders [cf. 
Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 200, 221-223, 263 etc.]. 

c. The existence of the Armenian double or parallel forms is the 
result of different consonant shifts. In Djahukyan’s list the number 
of those examples surpass more than several hundreds [Джаукян 
1967: 300-313] and most of the variants are characterized with 
regional attributes. These become a special matter of interest in 
another work of Djahukyan [Djahukyan 1985: 151-160]. It is 
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worthwhile mentioning that literary and dialectal variants are 
copious in Armenian and they have been analysed in different 
studies. That’s why in our further studies it is essential to complete 
the existing lists formed by other scholars as well as to examine the 
whole linguistic material in a comparably new and broad 
theoretical environment. 

The source of the Armenian phonetic, syntactic and lexical 
variants is the language derived within the period of IE 
generalization. It has got its manifestation in dialects and expresses 
variativity specific to the semiotics, synonyms, homonyms and 
other similar attributes of the IE period at the same time preserving 
the features peculiar to IE languages. 

Djahukyan considers the pre-writing period variants of 
different Armenian phases as archaic dialectal phenomena and 
mentions that their comprehensive study and chronological 
distribution, especially for pre-writing period, is a matter of 
future research. At the present stage of scientific development 
it is only possible to make general observations [Джаукян 
1984: 252]. 

For instance, as the general and initial meaning of ‘to fill, pour, 
flow’, ‘filled, full’ along with further acquisition ‘to spread, to 
stretch, to broaden’, ‘area, spread’ and for other meanings we have 
the Armenian following examples: 

1) Ñ»Õ- [heł-] ÑáÉ- [hol-], Ñ³É- [hal-]; 
2) Û»Õ- [yeł-], ÛáÉ- [yol-], Û(Á)Õ- [y(ə)ł-]; 
3) ÉÇ (*-ÕÇ) [li (-łi)], (½)»Õ- [(z)eł-], áÕ- [oł-]; 
4) Ñ³Õ- [hał-], ÑáÕ- [hoł-]; 
5) ³É- [al-], ³Õ-[ał-], Ñ(Á)É- [h(ə)l-]; 
and other roots which form a number of words and morphemes 

used in the Armenian literary and dialectal variants and probably 
had their initial expressions at the pre-writing period. 

Thus we can suppose that from the point of view of the 
Armenian lexical and semiotic variativity (even with the separation 
of homonyms) those stem-words are lexical variants of the 
Armenian pre-writing and writing periods and express the 
variativity with different semiotic correspondence which remained 
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from the period of IE unity and have various principles of the 
phonetic and morphologic explanation. 

We should also mention that previous scholars etymologized 
most of the root words, which go back to any IE variant. The 
problem is that the systematic study of the facts confirms the 
accuracy of these etymologies and furthermore becomes a realistic 
and trustful sowice for the etymology of new words. A number of 
words and roots that didn’t have their etymology obtain their 
genealogical analyses and comprehension which we are going to 
discuss further. 

If we use the above mentioned approach to solve the occurrence 
of variative root words it becomes clear that they are expressions 
of the IE root variants like *p(h)el-H-, *p(h)l-eH- and *p(h)Ó-H- which 
are derived forms. These are different derivations of the same root 
word, i.e. they are different degrees of IE root words of mobil 
vowel alternation (Schwebeablaut) used with guttural (laryngeal) 
suffix [cf. Anttila 1969: 145-147, apud Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 
232-242]. 

We should note that the Armenian expression of the IE first 
degree vocalic alternation root word *p(h)el-H- proves the existence 
of such root word in other languages along with Indo-Iranian ones. 
It is attributive and specific to Armenian and the mentioned 
phenomenon denies Antila’s statement according to which that 
type of root word can hardly be common for the Indo-European 
period [cf. Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 234-235]. 

Thus, the number of the Armenian expressions with such lexical 
variants increase on account of the possible etymology of the 
words and root words which haven’t had their etymology or have 
an unknown origin. New phonetic rules are being established 
which supply the number of already known rules (confirmed by 
Hubschmann and his followers) and become a realistic foundation 
for the chronological, local and practical study of the Armenian 
variative root words and the broad study of expressions justified 
with their own status (we’ll consider those expressions separately). 

d. The comparative-variative study of the Armenian language 
gives us the chance to have a complete idea not only about the 
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individual  development of the linguistic phenomena inherited 
from IE but also  about the preservation of the inherited features. 
As a result of the phonetic, semiotic and other types of grouping of 
the root words and words, new root words and morphemes appear 
during the development of the Armenian language and obtain 
independent application and when we reconstruct those glosses we 
can speak about their genetic similarities i.e. they are derived from 
the same root word. 

As a consequence in order to comprehend the understanding 
‘animation’ (‘fauna and flora’) the IE variative word-root *k’oi-, 
and *k’oei- have recently been reconstructed, at the period of IE 
unity it was probably expressed with both primary and secondary 
(derivative, syntactic etc.) structural forms [cf. Курилович 1971: 
122-126]. We are inclined to think that lots of widely used 
Armenian literary and colloquial (dialectal) forms concerning to 
the fields of “animal world-fauna” and “plant world-flora” are 
originated from the above mentioned variants and their derivations. 
According to it we can distinguish two types of root words and root 
forms: 

1. a) Ï»(³)-//Ï»³- [ke(a)-,  kea-]; 
b) Ï»³ó- (Ï»ó-) [keacc- (kecc-)]; 
c) Ï»³Ý-(Ï»Ý-) [kean- (ken-)]; 
d) Ï»³Ýë- (Ï»Ýë-) [keans- (kens-)]; 
e) Ï»³Ýó- (Ï»Ýó-) keancc- (kencc-), 
f) Ï»Ý¹- (Ï»Ý¹³Ý-) [kend- (kendan-)] etc. [see Adjaryan 1973: 

564-565; Djahukyan 1987: 129-209 etc.]. 
2. a). ÍÇÉ- //Í³Õ- (<*ÍÇ-, *Í³-) [cil-, cał- (<*ci-, *ca-)]; 
b) Í»Õ-, ÍÇÕ-, ÍÇõÕ- (cf. ÁÝ-ÓÇõÕ) [ceł-, cił, ciwł (cf. ən-jiwł)]; 
c) ×»Õ-, ×ÇÕ-, ×ÇõÕ-, ×áÕ- [čeł-, čił-, čiwł-, čoł-]; 
d) ßÇÕ-, ßÇõÕ- [šił-, šiwł-]; 
e) ÓáÕ-, Ó»Õ- (cf. Ó»Õ-áõÝ) [joł-, jeł- (cf. jeł-un]); 
f) óáÕ- (i. e. óáÕ-áõÝ//ó³õÕ-áõÝ or óûÕ-áõÝ) [ccoł- (ccoł-un, 

ccawł-un)] ‘stem, stalk’ etc. [see Adjaryan 1973: 435, 438-439, 
463, and 1977: 203-204, 517-518, 1979: 460, 466 etc.; Bediryan 
1975: 451-459, and 2012: 18-20, 27-28 etc.; Djahukyan 1987: 124-
125 etc.]. 
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First, the mentioned root words and root forms (morphemes) 
have either simple or derived structure and they are effected by 
different vowel and consonant changes. Besides they have their 
variative and similar expressions either only in literary language or 
only in dialects, though they have some specific stylistic 
differences in the literary manuscripts (e.g. óáÕáõÝ [ccołun], 
ó³õÕáõÝ//óûÕáõÝ [ccawłun, ccołun] ‘stem, stalk’ etc). We should 
pay attention to the fact that some of the mentioned root words 
haven’t got their precise etymology yet. 

We get the chance to establish more precise phonetic 
correspondences during the variative-genealogical examination of 
the forms presenting certain semiotic regions. We are also able to 
confirm the nature of the root words and words with comparably 
true etymology or of those that need of further etymology. 

The variative forms of the above mentioned semantic groups 
are first of all attributed to the contradiction of the plosive 
/affricate consonants before the initial vowel: cf. Arm. ÏÇÝ//ÍÇÝ 
[kin,cin] ‘woman, wife; born, birth’ < IE *k’en- [see Гамкрелидзе 
/Иванов 1984: 41-42]. In their turn the variations of plosive-spirant 
consonants express the variativity of the contradiction in the 
quality of voiceless/non-voiceless and voiced/non-voiced 
consonants. The forms with the latter type of contradiction are 
more common in both literary and dialectal Armenian variants [see 
Джаукян 1967: 167 etc. ]. 

It’s worthwhile mentioning that the singular instrumental case and 
generally the plural of the Arm. ÏÇÝ [kin] ‘woman, wife’ derives with 
the help of ³ [a]: cf. Ï³Ý³Ùμ //ÏÝ³õ [kanamb, knaw] (instr.), 
Ï³Ý³Ûù [kanaykc] (pl.) < IE *k’oen-,*k’o(e)naH2-s, and á  [o] deriving 
particles in singular forms ÏÝáç [knoÍ] (gen.), ÏÝáç¿ [knoÍē] (abl.), so 
they cause phonetic-syntactic variativity in the system of old literary 
Armenian.That variativity is more connected with the expression of 
the Old Armenian general noun concept than with the expression of 
grammatical concept of plural forms [cf. Djahukyan 1959; Туманян 
1978: 306; Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984:185,758]. 

Afterwards, the semantic (thematic) group of the fauna   
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(“animal world”) encloses variativity of the contradiction of the 
plosive //affricate connected with the parts of body, precisely, with 
the upper and lower limbs: cf. ÏáõéÝ//×áõéÝ [kuÏn, čuÏn] ‘back; 
shoulder’, ‘throw off, overthrow’ < IE *gēu-, and *keu- [see 
Джаукян 1967: 68, 167, 199 etc.;  Aghayan 1974: 88-91, 102-108; 
Hanneyan 1979: 154, 158]. 

These and similar root-words become the base for the forms 
like ÏéÝ³Ï [kÏnak] (anat.) ‘back; shoulder‘, ÏéÝ³ï [kÏnat] 
(anat.) ‘armless, one-armed’, ×éÝÇÏ [čÏnik] (dial.) ‘throw off, 
overthrow’ (Mush, Alashkert etc.) and others not only in literary 
manuscripts but also in dialects. 

However, literary and spoken (dialectal) variants of the 
Armenian language along with chronological, dimensional variants 
comprise a number of words and root words with such 
contradictions. These root words haven’t received their 
genealogical study especially from the viewpoint of comparative-
typological study [cf. Simonyan 1979: 188-248]. One of the best 
modern works of this type detects such variativity as an expression 
of phonetic and lexical archaism as compared with the Old 
Armenian literary canonic system and the variativity of the 
phonetic level becomes a matter of special attention [see Simonyan 
1979: 210-248]. 

Such consonant and vowel shifts occur at the pre-writing period 
of the IE unity and the period of the Armenian independent 
development. They caused the formation of the variativity of the 
same words and root words which present distant semantics and 
syntax. 

e. From the viewpoint of the origins of the Armenian words or 
root words and the tribal correlations (cultural, also mythological), 
the variative research creates real status for the new comparative-
etymological approach. This new approach makes the latest 
explanation of the basic questions on the history of pre-literary 
period as well as the accurate etymology of previously incomplete 
etymologies or the etymology of other words and root words 
accidentally. 
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Obviously, this type of task is necessary for the complete and 
convincing solution of the major problems of the Armenian pre-
writing period. It has prior consequence because the modern 
studies of the IE languages suggest a more important role to 
Armenian because of its old archaic features [cf. Гамкрелидзе / 
Иванов 1984: 16-17, 41- 43 etc.]. 

It refers not only to the real value of the Armenian phonetic 
system [see Mayrhofer 1988: 530, gloss.73], the etymological 
reconstruction of morphological and derived forms, the 
clarification of the correction and distributive relations but also to 
the interpretation of legends, the specific features of poetic works 
and the structural principles of old Armenian original works 
(texts), which originated from the IE family. 

Thus, the people who used the IE dialects had completely 
different perception like ËÙ»É [xmel] ‘to drink (water)’ and ÁÙå»É 
[əmpel] ‘to drink (a refreshing liquid)’ which has the IE variants 
*ek(h)o- and *p(h)oH(i)- [see Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 702-703]. 

We have different Armenian forms to express the meaning of 
‘to use liquid” which probably originated from IE language itself. 
This approach makes the new analyses of some Armenian words 
and morphemes rather realistic. They are found both in the 
Armenian literary and spoken (dialectal) forms as well as the forms 
in children’s vocabulary. 

We consider that the following root words and morphemes 
containing the Armenian plosive and fricative consonants originate 
from the IE *ek(h)o-: 

1. ËáõÙ [xum] ‘to drink’, ËáËáõÙ [xoxum] ‘gorge, ravine’, 
ËáËáÙ»É [xoxomel] ‘to water, to irrigate’, ËáËáõÙÝ [xoxumn] 
‘irrigation’, ËáËáç [xoxoÍ] ‘voice of water’ (also ËáÕËáç // 
ËáÕËáÝç [xołxoÍ,  xołxonÍ]) (id.), ËáËáïÇÉ  [xoxotil] ‘to dare; to 
attack, to assault’, ËËáõÙ (dial.) [xxum] ‘to swallow; to gulp 
down, to absorb’, ËËÙ»É (dial.) [xxmel] (id.) etc. [cf. Adjaryan 
1973: 386-387: Джаукян 1967: 119: Djahukyan 1987: 314, 591 
etc.]; 

2. ÏáõÙ [kum] ‘drink, mouthful’, ÏÙÏÙ³É [kmkmal] ‘to 
stammer, to falter’, ÏÙáõÏ (dial.) [kmuk] ‘the upper part of the 
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throat to the palat’ etc. [cf. Adjaryan 1973: 658; Джаукян 1967: 
148; Djahukyan 1987: 591 etc.]. 

First, none of the above mentioned words have had their 
etymology. The rest are considered either onomatopoeic words or 
borrowings from other languages. We can suggest that they 
originated from another language presumably from IE *ek(h)o-. The 
data listing about the Armenian literary and colloquial (dialectal) 
variants make it possible to study the above mentioned questions or 
the like. The study becomes completely realistic especially when 
we use the latest data about the related languages and rely on the 
possibilities and corresponding principles of comparative-
typological variativity. 

Then, Arm. ÁÙå»Ù (< ÁÙ-å»-Ù ) [əmpem (< əm-pe-m)] ‘to 
drink’ originated from the IE *p(h)oH(i)-. It is in variative relation 
with the words Ñ³ÙμáÛñ (< Ñ-³Ù-μá-Ûñ) [hamboyr (< h-am-bo-yr)] 
‘kiss’, μ»ñ³Ý (< μ»-ñ-³Ý) [beran (< be-r-an) ‘mouth’ if we 
acknowledge the initial root word variants μá-//å»- [bo-//pe-], and 
μ»- [be-] of the pre-writing period [see Hambardzumyan 2003: 41]. 

Adjaryan connects ÁÙå»Ù [əmpem] ‘to drink’ to áõÙå (< *ááõÙå) 
[ump (<*oump)] ‘sip’, ËÙ»É [xmel] ‘to drink’, ËáõÙ [xum] (id.) and 
considers it unetymologized word [cf. Adjaryan 1977: 599-600]. 
Djahukyan like Zolta [see Solta 1960: 90-91] separates the 
morphemes ÁÙ- [əm-] and -å»Ù [-pem] and consequently connects 
them with IE *anti ‘opposite, in front’ or *Údhos ‘bellow, under’ and 
IE *pō(i)-//*pi- ‘to drink’ [see Djahukyan 1987: 52, 144 etc.]. He also 
believes that the proto-form ÁÙå»Ù [əmpem] ‘to drink’ produces 
some difficulties which makes us to confirm a hypothesis because 
“áõÙå [ump] ‘sip’ has Armenian features with the reconstruction of 
the analogy áõ [u]” [Djahukyan 1987: 187]. It is necessary to add that 
later the researchers considered the Arm. ÁÙå»Ù [əmpem] ‘to drink’ 
to be originated  from the IE *p(h)oH(i)- with the separation of the 
guttural element from the vowel of the main simple word stem and 
that  phenomenon  forms a long vowel in the pre-writing Armenian 
which is not specific to the writing period [cf. Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 
1984: 426, 702-703; Майрхофер 1988: 127]. 
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6. During the last two decades the comparative-etymological 
study gives a special significance to the Armenian language among 
the other related Indo-European languages as well as in the unity of 
other related languages. Regardless of  its amount and the 
accuracy, the data about Armenian is widely considered along with 
other languages while investigating the diverse approaches and 
principles for different theories and scientific analyses. 

The Armenian language became noteworthy in the 
traditional and modern comparative study because of its 
ancient (archaic) features, long-lasting history, independent 
preservation during the separation and diffusion of the IE 
languages and for many other reasons. Both foreign and 
Armenian linguists have their immense contribution to that 
area. Most of the Armenian linguists have been faithful to the 
traditional theories, developed and tried to make them as  
much perfect as possible, the rest have expressed their 
individual approaches and expanded rather unique ideas. 

We assume that at the current stage of the IE comparative-
typological study, it is necessary to implement the Armenian 
glossary which has been included in historical, etymological and 
other dictionaries, in various studies of researchers, in the 
Armenian dialects, widely etc. The core problem of the modern 
Armenian studies is to reveal it and include as much new 
information as possible. For the realization of this problem it is 
necessary to follow the principles of the comparative-typological 
linguistics and if possible to apply new approaches and new 
principles. 

The implementation of the variational approach in the study of 
the history of the Armenian pre-writing and writing period makes it 
possible to solve a number of problems concerning the relations of 
Armenian and Indo-European along with other related languages. 

The new etymologies of the words (roots) representing 
correction of relative timeline (approaching the true time), 
consonants, vowels and other varieties have more importance in 
the history of language, as well as etymological revisions, the 
confirmation or definition of new regularities by means of inner 
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reconstruction, etc. Later we need to clarify whether this or that 
variativity   has been formed within the Armenian language or 
within the IE language in general or in later periods. 

Adjaryan has gathered together all varieties existent in 
Armenian handwritten (manuscripts) and pen written (books) that 
anyhow reflect the pronunciation of the time as oral penetration 
[Adjaryan 1957] . Djahukyan completes them basing on Armenian 
dialectological data [Djahukyan 1972]. However, there still are pen 
written and oral words and word-forms that can separately be 
studied from the point of view of the analysis of the Armenian 
variative etymology. 
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4. The Variative Reconstruction of the Armenian 

Roots of IE Origin 
 
 
 
 
 

1. The comparative-typological study of the IE languages has 
interested many scholars for three and a half decades. Several 
works have been published in Russian and other languages which 
claim that though chronologically Armenian was recorded 
comparably later, still it possesses such features and traits which 
are very valuable for the re-estimation and correction of the nature 
and proximity degree of the related languages. 

Armenian contains a lot of evidence on the phonetic system, 
morphological and grammatical structure which might have a 
decisive role in outlines of general status of IE, split up of the 
related languages. It might help also for inner language (dialect) 
perception of core problems of the typological parallel forms [see 
Simonyan 1979; Aghabekyan 1979]. 

2. In this case we are more interested in the principle problems 
of the IE root word reconstruction which concerns the variativity of 
the root words. According to the data of both pre-written and 
written periods, Armenian contains a great number of variative root 
words which are a result of manuscript variants (forms set forth 
from the script writers) and dimensional, chronological and other 
type variativity [cf. Adjaryan 1971: 773-842;  Джаукян 1967: 
300-349 etc.]. 

The results of the latest research denote that it is impossible to 
reconstruct any root words, morphemes or other linguistic 
examples of common Indo-European without taking into 
consideration the variativity of the concept, as well as 
mythological, cultural and other factors. This feature has long been 
neglected, i.e. the examples have been studied only according to 
the principles of phonetic-grammatical correspondence [see 
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Adjaryan 1971-1979; Aghayan 1974; Джаукян 1967; 1982 etc.]. 
Thus the problem of the variative reconstruction and typological 
analysis of the Armenian root words of  IE origin stands  out as one 
of the branches of the modern Armenian studies. 

3. We have already mentioned that in recent years the issue of 
the variative study of the Armenian root words of IE origin has 
drawn attention of several scholars [see Hambardzumyan 1997: 
149-152; 1998; 2002: 43-59; 2002: 242-260; 2003: 39-43 etc.]. 

Here we should state, that the research of the Armenian root 
words of the IE origin could solve a number of problems connected 
with  not only the explanation of the words and root words of 
“unknown origin” but also with the words which have incomplete 
etymology and need comparative-typological corrections. 

The Armenian Root Theory supposes to apply the latest data 
accumulated in the study of the phonetic system and grammar 
structure of related languages and if possible, compare them with 
the database of Armenian with necessary corrections. 

4.Thus, some foreign and Soviet linguists, not irrespective of 
previous achievements [see Pedersen 1951; Martinet 1962: 67-78 
etc.] set forth the idea of reconsidering the traditionally 
reconstructed system of IE plosive consonants because the 
aspirates might have had glottal or ejective articulation 
[Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1972:15-18; Gamkrelidze/Ivanov 1973: 
150-156;  Hopper 1973, 141-166; 1977: 41-53 (Russ. vers. Хоппер 
1988: 160-172) etc.]. According to Hopper, the plosives in Eastern 
Armenian are aspirates and a bit glottalized [Hopper 1981: 133-
142, and 1988: 173-182]. 

But T. Gamkrelidze and V. Ivanov think that the system of 
Armenian plosives inherited the Indo-European inventory with the 
oldest features, and according to them it is obvious not only in 
some modern dialects but also in old Armenian literary variants 
[see Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 17, 41 etc.]. 

5. The latest studies have caused different problems pertaining 
to the exclusion of voiceless aspirates from the system of plosive 
consonants, the triple row classification of back lingual plosives, 
the new elucidation of the attributive structure of Indo-European 
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guttural and aspirate phonemes etc. As a result, the necessity of the 
use of the corresponding Armenian data increases. 

Consequently, until the recent time the Armenian variative root 
words Ñ»ï(ù) [het(kc)] ‘track; footprint, footstep’, áï(Ý) [ot(n)] 
‘foot’ and Û»ï [yet] ‘back, backwards’ were considered to be 
reconstructed from IE *pedo [see Adjaryan 1977: 82-84; 
Djahukyan 1987: 14, 185, 214 etc.]. The latest studies concern the 
IE variative root words *p(h)et’-//*p(h)ot’- in which the particle *t’ 
probably had the glottal articulation and it is best expressed in 
Armenian (a number of root words are expressed with Mesropyan 
voiceless ï [t] either separately or in their variations which reflect 
that phenomenon. Cf. ï³Ù [tam] ‘to give’, áõï»Ù [utem] ‘to eat’, 
ïáõÝ [tun] ‘house’, ïÇõ [tiw] ‘day, time, a part of the day’ etc. 

According to the regular expression of this phonetic rule in 
Armenian and the expression of IE *p in Armenian Ñ [h], õ [w] or ø 
[zero], and å [p], we can assume that the Armenian word ³åï³Ï 
[aptak] ‘slap in the face’ originated from the IE suchlike root word 
variants. 

In this case we can suppose that first, the Armenian word 
‘aptak’ hasn’t had its accurate etymology, besides, the data of the 
related and non-related languages prove that IE root words *p(h)et’-
//*p(h)ot’- have the meaning of áï(ù) (pl.) [ot(kc)] ‘foot’ which 
denotes both ‘front’ and ‘back feet’. Consequently, we can assume 
that the component of the Arm. ³åï³Ï (³-åï-³Ï) [aptak (a-pt-
ak)] ‘slap in the face’ is -åï- [-pt-] and it originated from the 
above mentioned root word (cf. OInd. upa-bdá- ‘stomp’, Av. fra-
bda ‘front foot’, a-bda ‘a place not to step’, Gk. «π-ί-βδα ‘the day 
after a holiday’, ‘on one foot’ (with the precise meaning) 
[Гамкрелидзе / Иванов 1984: 154-155; Майрхофер 1988: 126, 
136-148]. 

In Old literary Armenian the word ³åï³Ï [aptak] ‘slap in the 
face’ acquires narrower meaning ‘hit with a hand’ to distinguish 
from the word ³ù³óÇ [akcacci], (dial.) ù³óÇ [kcacci]) ‘kick; hit 
with a foot’. We should  mention that the root word of the latter is 
³ù- [akc-], which initially had the meaning of ‘foot’; cf. ë³ÛÃ³ù»É 
(ë³ÛÃ-³ù-»É) [saytcakcel] ‘to stumble’, ³é³ù»³É (³é-³ù-»³É) 
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(relig.) [aÏakceal] ‘apostle; missanger’, ³é³ùÇÝÇ (³é-³ù-ÇÝÇ) 
[arakcini] ‘virtuous; honest’, μ³ñÓñ³ù»³ó (μ³ñÓñ-³ù-»³ó) 
[barjrakceacc] ‘a person of a long shank’ etc. 

The Arm. word Ñ³ÙμáÛñ [hamboyr] ‘a kiss’ initially was 
considered a word of unknown origin. Djahukyan considered it 
derived from the Iranian form ham-bōd [Adjaryan 1977: 25; 
Djahukyan 1987: 530]. As mentioned above, Adjaryan 
connected the Armenian verb ÁÙå»Ù [əmpem] ‘drink’ with the 
supposed root word áõÙå [ump] ‘sip’ while Djahukyan believed 
“it to be originated from the present tense of the thematic double 
form”, stating that “it is hard to reconstruct its protoform” and 
the “word áõÙå [ump] ‘sip’ has an Armenian origin” [see 
Adjaryan 1973: 124, and 1977: 599-600; Djahukyan 1987: 187]. 
However, we are apt to think that the particles of μá-//å»- [bo-, 
pe-] and μ»- [be-] ‘drink’ in the Arm. Ñ³ÙμáÛñ (Ñ-³Ù-μá-Ûñ) 
[hamboyr (h-am-bo-yr)] ‘kiss’, ÁÙå»Ù (ÁÙ-å»-Ù) [əmpem (əm-
pe-m)] ‘to drink’ and μ»ñ³Ý (μ»-ñ-³Ý) [beran (be-r-an)] 
‘mouth’ are variative root words which are in close relation with 
their phonetic expression and semantic frequency. The 
variativity is supposed to occur long before the Old literary 
Armenian. They are the expression of the IE *p(h)oH-, its double 
form *p(h)ip(h)oH-, and according to Mayrhofer, *peh3- form etc. 
[Гамкрелидзе/ Иванов 1984: 220, 402; Майрхофер 1988: 127]; 
see the comparative forms of the related languages at the same 
place. The Armenian particles ³Ý- [an-] ‘un-’, ÁÙ- [əm-] ‘on, 
upon’, Ñ³Ù- [ham-] ‘on; to’ can be compared with the Arm. 
³ÝÓ»éáóÇÏ [anjeÏoccik] ‘serviette’, ÁÙμéÝ»Ù [əmbÏnem] ‘to 
understand’, Ñ³ÙμáÛñ [hamboyr] ‘kiss’ and other compounds. 

6. Until recent years the study of the Armenian root-word 
structure especially the phonetic rules and the degree of relatedness 
was mainly realized according to the principles of relationship  of 
Hübschmann’s school the phonetic rules and the degree of 
relatedness. The latest comparative-typological studies of the IE 
languages touch upon the problem of reconsidering those 
principles [see e.g. Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 31-34, Kortlandt 
1983: 54-70, Mayrhofer 1983; Майрхофер 1988: 507-530 etc.]. 
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Thus, the preservation of the archaic forms in the Armenian 
phonetic structure which was not wholly and completely expressed 
in the Mesropyan writing becomes a significant base for the study 
of the Armenian pre-written period as well as for the 
comprehensive and detailed study of various phenomena common 
in IE [Майрхофер 1988: 530, footnote 73; see Hambadzumyan 
2002: 15 etc.]. 

As a result, there rise essential questions one of which refers to 
the variative reconstruction and typological analysis of the 
Armenian root words of Indo-European origin. In order to solve 
this problem there is need to generate new principles and 
approaches and use them in certain researches. The new principles 
and approaches must preserve the traits of the traditional principles 
including broader use of linguistic phenomena. We believe one of 
those principles is the detailed and careful variative-typological 
study of the Armenian root word structure, its phonetic and 
morphologic (as well as syntactic/poetic speech, etc.) structure. 

7. Naturally, the variative reconstruction of IE root words was 
the target for previous scholars, and there is a conventional 
tradition on this matter. The development and accomplishment of 
these new principles and approaches may become a new branch of 
study which will contribute to more detailed assessment of the 
Armenian core phenomena (of IE origin and comparative-
typological ) as well as clarification and solution of many unsolved 
problems. All those phenomena have been studied from the 
linguistic point of view which ignores the semantic side, 
particularly the concepts inherited from IE and somehow expressed 
in the Armenian mythology, legends and other cultural inheritance. 

8. The language variants emerge not only due to the internal, 
namely, under the circumstances deriving from chronological, 
regional or functional features, but also owing to the persistence 
and transfer of the most general etymological or genetic traits of 
more than one language regardless of any peculiarities obtained in 
the course of their development. 

As a matter of fact, since the 1970s of previous century a 
considerable amount of work has been done in the sphere of 
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etymological and typological research of languages in comparison, 
with certain extent of attention attributed to the facts investigated 
in the Armenian language. The facts explored so far could be of 
much wider use within the context of much deeper insights into the 
facts detected in all the possible language variants. 

Consequently, the issues of utmost attention are those which 
have been reflected and, at best, have found proper solutions not 
only through traditional comparative and typological methods 
developed so far, but also based on the latest data obtained in the 
realm of the studies of Armenian, as well as, other genetically 
correlated languages. 

The contemporary and most recent studies evidence that within 
the general Indo-European linguistic situation it is almost 
impossible to restore or recover, for instance, any word root (stem) 
without taking into consideration not the historical, social and 
cultural, but also mythological and other varieties of conceptions 
underlying the concept. Thus, the discussions on the reconstruction 
of variants of words (or stems (roots)) of Indo-European origin and 
typological verification gradually grow into one of the key issues 
of contemporary science. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Part II. 
 

The Etymology of the Armenian  
Words of IE Origin 
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0. Preliminary 

 
 
 
 
 

1. The questions concerning to the history of the Armenian 
language remain in the center of the scholars’ attention. There are 
certain achievements in this field that have become a matter of 
further studies. However we distinguish some problems which 
have not found their complete explanation yet. The latter mainly 
refers to the phonetics, syntax and lexicology. There is a large 
group of words of Indo-European origin that need thorough 
etymological study. 

The etymological study of most of these words and the 
occurrences of phonetic shifts could seem essential concerning 
several unsolved issues in accordance with the study and 
evaluation of the Armenian language. 

2. Regardless of the previous etymological studies there are a 
great number of Armenian words that are considered to have Indo-
European origin. They are based on etymological data and also are 
confirmed by the correspondence between the Armenian and other 
related languages. 

The etymology of the Armenian words which have Indo-
European origin is not based on random classes (e.g. according to 
the alphabetical order) but on the semantic groups they are 
included in according to their position in 23 semantic (thematic) 
groups stated by G. Djahukyan [see Djahukyan 1987: 46-58, 204-
222; cf. Buck 1949; Benveniste 1969 etc.]. 

Therefore, the following Armenian words of IE origin are 
included in five semantic groups directly. Some corrections are 
made as a result of semantic changes due to the development of the 
Armenian language. 

For instance, the word ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] ‘girl’ according to the data 
of manuscripts has the concept of the semantic group of ‘humanity, 
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gender, age, family relation’[Djahukyan 1987: 207-208]. The new 
data shows that the word formerly meant ‘a woman grounding 
flour’, in other words ‘a person of feminine gender working in 
natural farmstead’. That meaning is older than the one mentioned 
in the manuscripts. Thus, the word ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik]  ‘girl’ is included 
in another semantic group indicating “food and drink, food 
preparation and cutlery”. The latter is related to the group denoting 
“physical actions or arts and handicraft performed with different 
tools, material and product” [Djahukyan 1987: 213-214]. The 
above mentioned group also includes the Arm. (dial.) ëéÝ»É [sÏnel] 
‘to grind into big pieces; to break the corn into two’. 

The Arm. (dial.) ·'³É·'³ÉÇ [g'alg'ali] ‘two-wheeled cart’ has IE 
origin and is included in the semantic group of farming. Later the 
Arm. ë³ÛÉ, (dial.) ë»É [sayl (sel)] ‘cart’ acquired a name of another 
concept. The other glosses of this group are the Arm. Ï³ÙÝ [kamn] 
‘thresher’ and Arm. ³ß³Ý [ašan] ‘thresh, thrash of ear’; 
‘threshing, thrashing of ears’. 

The Arm. ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] ‘tiara, mitre, diadem’, 
Ë³õ³ñï (bot.) [xavart] ‘greens, vegetables, legumes’, ïÇó (gen. 
pl.) [ticc] (< ïÇù [tikc]) ‘age‘ that were metaphoric units in Pre-
Christian ideology belong to different semiotic groups according to 
their different meanings. While observed in their broad meanings 
these words belong to the semantic groups of “feelings, character, 
moral and esthetic understandings” and refer to words connected 
with culture. 

The Arm. Ã³ÝÓñ [tanjr] ‘thick; dense’ of the IE origin is 
analysed for its need of phonetic structure correction in the root 
stem and it belongs to the semantic group of “dimensional relations 
of place and shape” [Djahukyan 1987: 215-216]. 

3. The new etymology and the etymological corrections of these 
words are based on the data of the comparative study of the Indo-
European languages. Thus, we tried to preserve the existing 
traditional approach as well as to update the study according to the 
current data. The ancient layers of the Armenian vocabulary may 
become a matter of semantics and word-investigation as a result of 
our achievements and thorough analysis. 
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4. A part of the Armenian vocabulary has been considered 
“uncertain” or “not etymologized”. At different periods the 
etymological traditional means and methods (rules) had their role 
in the clarification of the Armenian wordstock. Great work is done 
by the followers of Hübschmann and other scholars. 

At recent times the etymology of the Armenian vocabulary has 
been studied more by foreign linguists than by Armenian scholars 
themselves. 

5. Like other cases Root Theory (especially etymology) also 
supposes to carry out the research considering the existing 
achievements and data as well as to produce and set forward new 
principles, means and methods of analysis which will promote the 
accomplishment of further studies. 

6. The part of the Armenian vocabulary of unknown origin or 
with incomplete etymology can become matter of interest if we 
state new phonetic rules regarding the phenomena of certain 
phonemes, phoneme clusters, syllable structure or stress. The new 
rules must be the logical result of the data in both literary language 
and dialects including the variativity of time, area and language 
practice. 

As we have already mentioned the variative study of this 
phenomenon was ignored by the followers of “Hübschmann’s 
school”. The only exceptions are Djahukyan’s works and some 
other books that somehow demonstrate etymological doublets and 
parallel forms [see Hambardzumyan 2002: 22]. 

7. We keep on reflecting the etymology of some words via the 
comparative-typological methods. They refer to certain semantic 
groups and complete the set of the words and root words of IE 
origin. 

Consequently, by means of the etymology of the Arm. 
³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] ’god’ we may speak about the supreme God of 
the Armenian mythology as well as to complete the semantic group 
of religion, superstition and prejudice [cf. Djahukyan 1987: 50, 
273-274 etc.]. Affected by the Iranian pantheon, instead of it we 
have the name ²ëïáõ³Í [astuac] ‘God’ of native IE origin as the 
top of the Armenian pantheon. 
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With the etymology of the Armenian words Í³õ(Ç) [caw(i)] 
‘azure; sky-blue’ and Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] ‘basket’ we enlarge the number 
of the Armenian original words and study them in relation with 
Hittite-Luvian (Anatolian) languages. The study is performed with 
the principle of utilizing and comparing the data of Old Armenian 
(Grabar) and dialects with other languages. 

Below we present the study of some Armenian words in their 
semantic groups. The study is comparative research of Old 
Armenian  and  dialect data viewing them as options and as such 
comparing them with other languages: not only by the usage of 
known phonetic rules, but also by newer explanations and possible 
confirmations of new ones. 
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1. Arm. ałÍik < IE *al- 

 
 
 
 
 

1. The Armenian word ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] ‘girl, virgin’ has IE origin 
and belongs to the semantic group denoting ‘mankind: gender, age, 
family relations’ [Djahukyan 1987: 145, 207 etc.]. The subject of 
our interest is the IE semantic root-stem from which the word was 
originated [cf. Hambardzumyan 1997: 149-152]. 

2. The word ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] ‘girl, virgin’ was used in the 
Armenian manuscripts in the fifth century. It consists of the root-
stem ³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] and -ÇÏ [ik] softening-familiarizing suffix. The 
word ³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] was also used in ancient times. The word had 
several meanings; a)’maid, maiden, virgin’; b) ‘young woman’, c) 
‘maid, servant’. Much later  it got the meaning of  ‘a daughter, not 
a male child’ [Adjaryan 1971: 129]. The initial form of the word 
³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] was ³ÕÇ× [alič]. So the fricative voiced ç [Í] was 
replaced by voiceless × [č] probably under the influence of Õ [ł] 
[see ibid]. 

It is supposed that some Armenian words with -ÇÏ [-ik] suffix, 
as well as the word ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] in Pre-Armenian had the root-
particle -ÇÏÝ [-ikn] (< IE *-i-kon), because later in Grabar (Old 
Armenian) such words had internal declension; e.g. Í³ÕÇÏ [całik] 
(<*Í³ÕÇÏÝ [całikn]) ‘flower’, (gen.-dat.) Í³ÕÏ³Ý [całkan] ‘of 
the flower’, Ù³ÝáõÏ [manuk] (<*Ù³ÝáõÏÝ [manukn]) ‘baby, 
infant; child’, (gen.-dat.) Ù³ÝÏ³Ý [mankan] ‘the child’s’, ³ÕçÇÏ 
[ałÍik] (<*³ÕçÇÏÝ [ałÍikn]), ‘girl, virgin’, (gen.-dat.) ³ÕçÏ³Ý 
[ałÍkan] ‘girl’s’ etc. It means that the sonorant Ý [n] was dropped 
[Meillet 1936: 80; Djahukyan 1987: 238, 356, 368]. 

In Old Armenian (Grabar) the word ³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] is used with its 
common meaning as “girl, virgin, maiden” [see Timotheos Kuz 
1908: 238; “Knikc hawatoy” 1914: 168 etc.]. In the future the word 
aquired other meanings like “immoral, depraved” [see Eusebeos 
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Kesaratsi 1818: 204 etc.] and as we can see below all these 
meanings were the result of further development. 

3. H. Adjaryan considered the word ³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] (<³ÕÇ× [ałič] 
‘girl, young, lady’ (also ‘proostitute, strumpet, women of easy 
virtue’) as “non-etymologized word” (i. e.”anstoyg bar") and “as a 
borrowing from Khaldi (Urartian) language” [Adjaryan 1979: 129, 
1940, 186] in another work. In his early studies Djahukyan gives 
the etymology of the word ³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] (< ³ÕÇ× [ałič]) [Джаукян 
1967: 121; 1982, 122]. In his first study he mentions its connection 
with the words ³ÕË [ałx] ‘family’ and ³Õ³ËÇÝ [ałaxin] ‘servant, 
maid-servant’. “Meillet connects the words ³Õç³ÕçÇÝ [ałÍałÍin] 
‘servant’ and ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] ‘girl’ with the IE *al- ‘to grind, to 
mince, to crush’”[Джаукян 1967: 121]. Later this important 
observation was ignored. 

Afterwards Djahukyan states the new etymology of the word 
³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] from the IE *pə-li form [Djahukyan 1987: 145]. Being 
concordant with Adjaryan he considers the word ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] 
‘girl’ as a borrowing from “Urartian” as one of the words denoting 
family relationship [Джаукян 1987: 436]. 

4. Lately there is an opinion that the word woman in some IE 
dialects has the meaning of ‘grind, mince the corn’ (< IE *mel- 
‘crush, mince, grind’ has been said connectedly (< IE *mÓ-//*mul- 
‘mill, mincer’); cf. Lat. mulier ‘woman’ etc. The Arm. ³ÕçÇÏ 
[ałÍik] ‘(young) woman’ is considered to be related to the Arm. 
³Õ³É [ałal] ‘to grind’ and ³Õ³õñÇ [aławri] ‘mill, grind’ 
[Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 692-693]. 

The authors of this new view also state that grinding and 
mincing are  phenomena connected with natural farmstead which 
were mainly conducted by the female, the woman. In this sense, it 
is a remarkable fact that hieroglyph Hitt. SALNA4ARA means 
‘miller’ or literally ‘grinding-woman’[see idem]. 

The authors observe that the occurrence of the “mill, grinder” 
dates back to the fifth millennium B.C. (the north part of Iran, 
which also finds its expression in Egyptian culture) and it was 
brought to Europe through Middle East [idem, 693-694]. There is 
the view that in the Indo-European dialects the word stem *mel- 
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(‘mince, crush, grind’) later got the new expression of *ał- which 
is connected with the Arm. ³Õ³É [ałal] ‘grind’, ³Õ³õñÇ [aławri] 
‘mill, grind’. Cf. Gk. ¡λέω ‘mince’, Av. aša-, and *arta- ‘ground’, 
Pers. ārd ‘flour’, Hind. and Beng. āèā ‘flour’ etc. [idem, 693]. 

5. Obviously, the Arm. ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] (< *³ÕÇç-ÇÏ [ałiÍ-ik]) ‘girl’ 
and ³Õ³É [ałal] ‘to grind’, ³Õ³õñÇ [aławri] ‘mill, grind’ are 
originally close and connected to a certain fact of IE natural farmstead. 
But the existing ancient pre-writing root stem ³Õ-  [ał-] (*³É- [al-]) is 
not connected with the IE *mel- and it is completely different. 
Gamkrelidze and Ivanov do not distinguish this kind of root stem. 

It does not mean that the origin of the Arm. ³Õ³É [ałal] ‘to 
grind’, ³Õ³õñÇ [aławri] ‘mill, grind’ is unknown. On the contrary, 
it is known that the words originated from the IE root stem *al- 
[Adjaryan 1971: 118]. Djahukyan thinks that the word ³Õ³É [ałal] 
‘to grind’ comes from the IE root stem *alā-, and the word 
³Õ³õñÇ(ù) [aławri(kc)] ‘mill, grind‘ from the IE *alətriÁo-. They 
both have the common root stem as the IE origin *al-. Those are 
just the statements that Hübschmann and Adjaryan stated 
[Hübschmann 1895-1897: 414; Adjaryan 1971: 118]. 

6. Meillet pays special attention to the Armenian word ³Õ³É 
[ałal] ‘to grind’ and its derivatives and finds a certain connection 
between the Arm. ³Õ³É [ałal] ‘grind’ and the Gk. ¡λέω ‘mince’ 
[Meillet 1924: 4-6; 1978: 227-228]. The connection was found out 
even earlier, at the beginning of the last century. In one of his 
articles G. Aivazovsky denotes the similarity between the Arm. 
³Õ³É [ałal] ‘to grind’ and Gk. ¡λέω ‘mince’ [Aivazovsky 1852: 
15]. Later other authors describe the same coincidence [Adjaryan 
1971:118]. Meillet describes this concept in its complete 
expression with the implementation frequency of this IE 
phenomenon (in IE dialects Baltic, Slav, Celtic, Italian, Albanian 
used the various dialects). He mentions that the northeastern group 
word-stem *mel- expressed the meaning of ³Õ³É [ałal] ‘to grind’, 
‘to mill’ while eastern group (Indian, Iranian, Greek, Armenian) 
used the word-stem *al-. According to this the existence of the 
word-stems *mel- and *al- become an important and unavoidable 
attribute to distinguish the dialects in IE languages. 
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Recently there has been an attempt to consider the IE *h2elhl- as 
the source of the Arm. ³Õ³Ù [ałam] ‘I grind’ and the Gk. ¡λέω 
‘mince’ as well as to show the IE origin of the Arm. Ù³É»Ù [malem] 
‘to geld, to castrate’ from IE *m(Ë)elh2- [cf. Barton 1996: 21-27]. 

7. The same distinction by Meillet referred to the IE *al-, while 
some Armenian words of the Indo-European origin refer to the IE 
*mel-. For instance, the Arm. Ù³É- [mal-] ‘to mince, to crush’ 
originates from the IE *mel- which has various expressions in the 
Arm. Ù³É»É [malel] ‘to geld, to castrate’, Ù³Ýñ»É [manrel] ‘to 
grind, to crush’ (i.e. ‘reduce into small pieces’), Ù³ß»É [mašel] ‘to 
wear out, to rags’, ç³ñ¹»É [Íardel] ‘to mince, to crush, to wear out’ 
as well as Ïéï»É [kÏtel] ‘to castrate, to emasculate’, ³ÙáñÓ³ï»É 
[amorjatel] ‘to castrate’, the word-stem ÙáõÉ- [mul-] with its 
derivatives ÙÉ³Õ³ó [mlałacc] ‘a mill’, ÙÉÙÉ»É [mlmlel] ‘to rub, to 
scratch’, Ù³ÙáõÉ [mamul] ‘(printing) press’, the word-stem Ù»Õ- 
[meł-] and its derivatives Ù»Õ-ù [meł-kc] ‘sin’ and Ù»Õ-Ù [meł- m] 
‘mild, soft’ etc. [Adjaryan 1977: 255 ]. Furthermore there are a 
number of words in the Armenian dialects that originated from that 
special word-stem. According to this peculiarity Armenian belongs 
to the IE northeastern group marked out by Meillet. 

8. Summarizing the historic, cultural and linguistic facts we can 
say that the Armenian word ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] ‘girl; virgin’ has been 
originated from the form ³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] (< *³ÕÇ× [ałič] ) and refers 
to the IE *al-. Thus the word-stem ³Õ- [ał-] (<* ³É- [al-]) of the 
Arm. ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] ‘girl; virgin’ had the meaning of  "to grind 
with grinding stones, a working homemaker". Later the meaning 
was narrowed from " a feminine working at the natural farmstead" 
to "a woman, non male child", then to "virgin, maiden", and much 
later to "a wicked, immoral woman". The semantic changes are the 
result of perpetual linguistic development. Since the 5th century the 
Arm. ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] (<³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] - < *³ÕÇ×- [ałič]) has been used 
with its new meaning. The later was testified by the Armenian 
written traditions and acquired the exact modern meaning. 

9. The new interpretation of the Arm. ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] (<³ÕÇç- 
[ałiÍ] < *³ÕÇ×- [ałič]) can be considered complete if we illustrate 
the -Çç [iÍ] (*-Ç× [ič]) particle (component) of the word. 
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We have several words in Armenian with the particle -Ç× [ič], 
e. g. ³Õ³õÝÇ× [aławnič] (bot.) ‘vervain; holy herb’, ³ñïÇ× [artič] 
(bot.) ‘vetch’, ÉáõÇ× [luič] ‘worm’, Ï³åÇ× [kapič] 1)’a measure of 
trade’; 2)‘a helmet (or peel) for legs’, Ï³õÇ× [kawič] ‘chalk’, 
ÏáåÇ× [kopič] ‘gravel, pieces of stone’, å³ïÇ× [patič] (bot.) 1) 
‘peel, skin’; 2) ‘spur’; 3) ‘trunck’), Ñ³ïÇ× [hatič] (bot.) ‘corn’, 
å³ï³ÕÇ× [patałič] (bot.) ‘ivy’, áõïÇ× [utič] ‘moth’ etc. 

The Armenian words with particle -Ç× [ič] are historically and 
linguistically divided into several groups: 

a) words which have not been etymologized yet, e. g. ³Õ³õÝÇ× 
[aławnič], ³ñïÇ× [artič], Ï³õÇ× [kawič], ÏáåÇ× [kopič], Ñ³ïÇ× 
[hatič], å³ï³ÕÇ× [pałatič], å³ïÇ× [patič] etc.; 

b) words of the IE origin, e. g. ÉáõÇ× [luič] (< IE *plusos), 
áõïÇ× [utič] (< IE *ōd- ) etc.; 

c) borrowings from Iranian, e.g. Ï³åÇ× [kapič] (~ Pahl. kapič ) 
etc. [cf. Djahukyan 1993: 257-269]. 

The following words of the IE origin have the particle -Ç× [ič], 
the Iranian borrowing Ï³åÇ× [kapič] also has that special particle. 
We may assume that the particle -Ç× [ič] is a later expression and 
the Armenian language has borrowed it from the Iranian language. 
The simple word-stems Ï³õ [kav] (miner.) ‘clay’, Ñ³ï- [hat-], 
å³ï- [pat-] etc. in the words Ï³õ-Ç× [kawič], Ñ³ïÇ× [hatič], 
å³ïÇ× [patič] etc. support this hypothesis. 

10. If in these words, with the exception of the word Ï³åÇ× 
[kapič] ‘peel’, the particle -Ç× [ič] is not the result of Iranian 
influence (according to the law of analogy, which is quite difficult 
during affixation) we can draw a hypothesis according to which a 
particle similar to the Iranian ending -Ç× [ič] was used in the pre-
writing and ancient stages of the Armenian language. That particle 
was used in the word ³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] (< ³ÕÇ× [ałič]), as well as in 
ÏáåÇ× [kopič] (< Ïáå-Ç× [kop-ič]) (cf. Ïáå³ñ [copar] ‘confines, 
boundaries’, i. e. ‘divided, shared’) as a component and not as a 
derivation. 

11. Thus we can assume that the Armenian word ³ÕçÇÏ [ałÍik] 
(< *³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] < *³ÕÇ× [ałič]) has an IE origin and comes from 
the IE *al- with the meaning of ‘a person working in the natural 
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farmstead, a homemaker’. Not previously etymologized and later 
derived from IE *pə-li- form the Arm. ³ÕÇç [ałiÍ] has probably 
originated from the IE *al- from the historical, cultural and 
etymological points of view. 

In this way we make corrections in the semantic (thematic) 
group of the Armenian vocabulary. 
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2. Arm. ałtamułt < IE *alghi- 

 
 
 
 
 

This word exists in the explanation of the head word ³Õç³ÙáõÕç 
[ałÍamułÍ] ’twilight, dusk’, i. e. ³Õï³ÙáõÕï [ałtamułt] ‘darkness, 
obscurity’, and Ë³õ³ñ [xawar] ‘gloom; gloomy’ (also ‘darkness, 
obscurity’) [see Eremia Meghretsi 1975: 12]. There is also a version 
with ï [t] determinative in declined form ³ÕïÇó [ałticc]] ‘dark’ (³Õ 
[ał] ‘salt’), which is explained as ³Õï³ÕïáõÏ [ałtałtuk] ‘saliferous 
ground, salt-mine’, but the main meaning bears the word ³Õï ‘dark’ 
as salty places are very humid. 

According to “The New Armenian Dictionary” the word 
³Õï³ÙáõÕï [ałtamułt]  (see ³Õç³ÙáõÕç [ałÍamułÍ]) is explained 
as a place where the dark falls. Consider an example from 
Oskeberan: “Æμñ¨ ûñÝ ï³ñ³Å³Ù»ó³õ, ¨ ³Õï³ÙáõÕï »Õ»Ý, 
·³ÕïáõÏ ÙáõÍÇÝ ½Ý³ ³ß³Ï»ñïùÝ Ç ù³Õ³ùÝ” [ibrew awrn 
taražameccaw, ew ałtamułt ełen, gałtuk mucin zna ašakertkcn i 
kcałakcn] "When the day turned into evening, and it got dark, the 
disciples brought him to the city in secret" [NAD, 1836: 44]. Also 
"³Õç³Õç, is the same as ³Õç³ÙáõÕç [as ³ÕçáõÙ³Õç or 
³ÕïáõÙ³Õï) and ³Õï³ÙáõÕï etc." [see ibid, 1836: 43]: 

Adjaryan uses the root ³Õç [ałÍ] ‘dark’ to form ³ñçÝ [arÍn] 
‘black’, and at the same time he mentions that it has two more 
forms ³Õç ³Õç [ałÍ ałÍ] ‘darkness’ and ³Õï [ałt] ‘gloom, dark’, 
which are not used separately and ³ÕçáõÃÇõÝ [ałÍutciwn] ‘gloom; 
blackness’, ³Õç³Õç [ałÍałÍ] ‘fog’, ³Õç³ÙáõÕç [ałÍamułÍ] ’twilight, 
dusk’; darkness’, ³Õç³ÙÕçÇÝ [ałÍamłÍin] ‘on twilight’, 
³Õç³ÙÕç»³É [ałÍamłÍeal] ‘to get dark’, ³Õï³ÙáõÕï [ałtamułt] 
‘darkness; blackness’ (see also the root ÙáõÕï [mułt] which 
derives from it [cf. Adjaryan 1971: 135, 335]. 

It is considered as a loan word borrowed from north Caucasian 
languages, which in Djahukyan’s opinion is not right [Джаукян 
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1967: 171; Djahukyan 2010: 39]. Djahukyan doubts about the 
origin of this word: "if ³Õï³ÙáõÕï [ałtamułt] is not a compound 
word or a reduplication, it means there is a model of surplus 
sonorous, which became very common in the Armenian language 
later" [Djahukyan 1987: 252; 2010: 39]. 

But the word is not a reduplication for the particle Ù [m], but for 
³Ù [am]. And this is not only true for the word ³Õç³Õç [ałÍałÍ] 
‘fog’, but also ³Õç³ÙáõÕç [ałÍamułÍ] ’twilight, dusk’, ‘darkness’, 
³Õç³ÙÕçÇÝ [ałÍamłÍin] ‘at twilight’, ³Õç³ÙÕç»³É [ałÍamłÍeal] ‘to 
turn dusk’ words. Moreover the word ³Õç³ÙáõÕç [ałÍamułÍ] 
’twilight, dusk’, ‘ darkness’ does not mean simply ‘dark; gloom’, 
but ‘thick (bushy) dark’. 

In “Dictionary of Armenian Roots” the root ÙáõÕï [mułt] ‘ash-
grey’ is considered as not current and it isn’t etymologized. The 
words ÙÕï³Ý³É [młtanal] ‘to cover with gloom’, ÙÕï÷³ñ³ï 
[młtpcarat] ‘dispelling darkness’, ÙÕï³·áÛÝ [młtagoyn] ‘sombre, 
obscure’, ÙÕïáõÃÇõÝ [młtutciwn] ‘darkness, gloom’, ³Õï³ÙáõÕï 
[ałtamułt] ‘darkness’ are derived from it. It is  also   mentioned 
that: "Pokorny  2: 274 and 275 Scheftelowitz’s description is 
denied because of the sound Õ [ł]. According to him that ÙáõÕç 
[mułÍ] ‘ash-grey’ originated  from IE *mel- ‘black’ is suspicious. It 
takes the independent root ÙáõÕç-, which is only in ³Õç³ÙáõÕç 
[ałÍamułÍ] ‘twiligh, dusk’, which according to Adjaryan is the 
reduplicated nform of the word ³Õç with surplus Ù [m] (Meillet 
also has the same meaning; see MSL 18, 253)" [Adjaryan 1977: 
357]. This incorrect explanation has recently been considered as 
right [see Martirosyan 2010: 37-39]. 

There is a contradiction from the point of view of explaining 
³Õç³ÙáõÕç [ałÍamułÍ] ’twilight, dusk’ as a reduplicated word and 
a word with surplus Ù [m]. 

According to Djahukyan Arm. root ³Õç-//³Õï- [ałÍ-, ałt-] 
‘gloom, dark’ (from which ³Õç³Õç [ałÍałÍ] ‘fog’, ³Õç³ÙáõÕç 
[ałÍamułÍ] ’twilight, dusk; darkness’, ³ÕçáõÃÇõÝ [ałÍutciwn] 
’darkness; obscure’, ³Õç³ÙÕçÇÝ [ałÍamłÍin] ’on twilight’, 
³Õç³ÙÕçÇÏ [ałÍamłÍik] ’twilight’, ³Õï³ÙáõÕï [ałtamułt] 
‘darkness’ etc.) originated from IE *alghi- (before *alghÁo-) 
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[*aghl(u)-] form. Cf. Gk. ¡χλÏς ‘obscure; gloom, dark, darkness’, 
OPruss. aglo ‘rain’ [see Джаукян 1967: 171, 303 etc., Djahukyan 
1987: 111, 207; 2010: 39], but on the other hand Armenian 
(³Õç³-)ÙáõÕç (?) [(ałÍa-)mułÍ] < IE *mōl- [before *mulghio- < 
*mughlio- < *(s)meugh-//*(s)mughlio ‘smoke; fill with smoke’] 
[see Джаукян 1967: 171, 319 etc.; Djahukyan 1987: 138]. The 
same is (³Õï³-)ÙáõÕï (?) [(ałta-)mułt] ‘darkness’ < IE *mōl- 
[*mel-] [ibid ]. The etymology of these two is ambiguous, which 
means that the identification is impossible. The latter becomes 
possible for the previous etymology. 

According to “The New Armenian Dictionary” Arm. 
³Õï³ÙáõÕï [ałtamułt] is composed of the components ³Õï [ałt] 
and ÙáõÕï [mułt], besides the etymology of the word 
³Õï³ÙáõÕï [ałtamułt] is not right. Like this word many other 
words in the Armenian language, whose components are different 
roots, have different structures, which means that they have 
undergone vowel changes or are particles (cf. ³Õ-ç- // áõÕ-ç-[ ał-Í, 
uł-Í], ³Õ-ï-//áõÕ-ï- [ał-t , uł-t] etc. 

For example: 
1) Some words in the Armenian language have a reduplicated 

structure, moreover they can contain a simple vowel or particle -³Ù- 
[-am-], or ³ //áõ [a, u], ³ //á [a, o] vowel alternation, or without 
vowel alternation. So all these words ³Õç-³Õç [ałÍ-ałÍ] ‘fog’ and 
³Õç-³Ù-áõÕç [ałÍ-am-ułÍ] ’twilight, dusk’, ³Õï-³Õï(áõÏ) [ałt-
ałt(uk)] ‘saliferous (ground), salt-mine’, ³Õï-³Ù-áõÕï [ałt-am-ułt] 
‘darkness, obscurity’ and ³ñÑ-³Ù-³ñÑ-(»Ù) [arh-am-arh-(em)] ‘to 
despise; to disdain’, ³ÛÉ-³ÛÉ(»Ù) [ayl-ayl(em)] ‘to agitate; to trouble’ 
and ³Õ-³Ù-áÕ-(»Ù) [ał-am-oł(em)] ‘to change; to pervert’, 
(μ³½Ù)³ÕË-³ÕË [(bazm)ałx-ałx] ‘multichanged’ and ³ÕË-³Ù-
³ÕË [ałx-am-ałx] ‘changed’ are of the same type. 

According to Adjaryan Arm. ³ñÑ-³Ù-³ñÑ- [arh-am-arh] 
‘shameful, vile¦ (from which we have ³ñÑ-³Ù-³ñÑ-³Ýù [arh-am-
arh-ankc] ‘contempt, scorn’, ³ñÑ-³Ù-³ñÑ-»Ù [arh-am-arh-em] ‘to 
despise, to hold in contempt’ etc.)"is reduplicated from ³ñÑ- [arh], 
which is an unknown root, as compared with ³ÕË-³-Ù³ÕË [ałx-
a-małx], Ë³éÝ-³-Ù³éÝ [xaÏn-a-maÏn]" [Adjaryan 1971: 323]. 
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2) Dulaurier  was right, when he separated the particle -³Ù- 
[am] in the word ³ñÑ-³Ù-³ñÑ»É [arh-am-arhel] ‘despise, hold in 
contempt’, also ³ÕË-³Ù-³ÕË [ałx-am-ałx] ‘changed’, Ñ»ÕÓ-³Ù-
ÁÕÓ(áõÏ) [hełj-am-əłj(uk)] ‘close, stuffy; suffocating’ [Dulaurier 
1870: 125-129; see Adjaryan 1971: 323]. 

3) There are many words originated by the same model, in 
which there exists the particle ³õ- [-aw-] instead of the particle -
³Ù- [-am-], also ³ÛÉ-³ÛÉ(»Ù) [ayl-ayl(em)] ‘to agitate, to trouble’, 
³Õ-³õ-³Õ (»Ù) [ał-aw-ał(em)] ‘to distort, to pervert’, etc. 

According to Adjaryan the Arm. word ³Õ³õ³Õ [aławał] 
‘distorted, perverted; spoiled, weak (body)’ is reduplicated from 
the form ³Õ [ał] of the word ³ÛÉ [ayl], which is not used 
separately, so the old form of this word is ³Õ»õ³Õ, the same is 
true for the word ³ÛÉ³ÛÉ»É [aylaylel] ‘to agitate, to trouble’ (= 
³ÛÉ»õ³ÛÉ»É [aylewaylel]) ‘id.’, which originated from IE *alio-: cf. 
Gk. ¢λλος ‘other; another’, Lat. alius ‘other; another’, Goth. aljis 
‘other; some other’ etc. [Adjaryan 1971: 122, 168- 169; Djahukyan 
1990: 10, and 2010: 48]. 

4) For the Arm.word ³ÕË //³Ë [ałx, ax] ‘lock; ring; property’ 
Adjaryan mentioned ³ÕË³Ù³ÕË disregarding Dulaurier’s 
opinion. As to Adjaryan this root is not etymologized ("³ÝëïáÛ·" 
[anstoyg]) [Adjaryan 1971: 131-132]. 

5)The compound word Ñ»ÕÓ³ÙÕÓáõÏ [hełjamłjuk] ‘stifling; 
suffocating’ is derived from the word-root Ñ»ÕÓ [hełj] ‘throttle, 
stifle’ and is formed by  the components Ñ»ÕÓ-³Ù-(Á)ÕÓ(áõÏ) 
[hełj-am-(ə)łj(uk)]. According to Adjaryan’s dictionary the Arm. 
word-root Ë»Õ¹ [xełd] ‘strangle’ with Ë³Ý¹  // Ë³ÝÓ [xand, 
xanj] ‘jealousy’, also Ý³Ë³ÝÓ [naxanj] ‘envy; envous’, ÷áËÇÝ¹  
// ÷áËÇÝÓ [pcoxind,pcoxinj] ‘the flour of fried and ground wheat’, 
ËÇÝ¹ [xind] ‘joy, gaiety’//ËÝÓ(áÕ) [xnj(oł)] ‘give a coarse laugh’, 
(metaph.) ‘seductress; dissolute, licentious’) etc. are not 
etymologized. 

6) According to Adjaryan the Arm. root ³Õ³ÙáÕ [ałamoł] 
‘perverted’ has an "ambiguous meaning, and that is ‘go astray; 
move a side; bend, warp; stray’. The meaning is seen from 
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³Õ³ÙáÕÇÉ verb"[Adjaryan 1971: 119]. The right meaning of this 
word is driven by the authors of   “The New Armenian Dictionary” 
describing it as ³ÛÕ-áõÙ-³ÛÕ [aył-um-aył] ‘diverse, various; 
different’, ³ÛÉ-»õ-³ÛÉ [ayl-ew-ayl] ‘id.’, where the verb group É [l] 
//Õ [ł], particle -áõÙ- [-um-] and conjunction-particle -»õ- [ew-] are 
seperated [see NAD, 1836: 89]. 

There also exists the word ³É(ù) [al(kc)] ‘depth, deep (place)’ 
which give rise to the word ³Éáõó [alucc] ‘interior, deeper’. In his 
“Dictionary of Armenian Roots” Adjaryan mentions that this word is 
found not only in Eznik’s work “Disproof of Sects”, but also in Petros 
Duryan’s poem ‘Lamentation’, which remained erroreous in further 
publications [Hambardzumyan 1990:  4, and 1991: 2]. This word can 
also be found in S. Roshka’s dictionary. Adjaryan does not give any 
etymology, but presumably it originated from IE *alio-. 

7) Arm. ³Ý¹-áõÝ¹ [and-und] ‘abyss, gulf’ has a simple 
structure, but it is accepted as a word with negative particle ³Ý- 
[an-] and unexact root *¹áõÝ¹ [dund] ‘ringing; sound’ (in 
Adjaryan’s dictionary it is mentioned with asterisk) which is 
wrongly said to have originated from IE *dhundhos. Cf. Gk. ¡-
βυσσος, OSlav.bez-dŭna, Russ. бéздна, Germ. ab-grund, Gaul. an-
nwfn etc., that by no means is not right [see Adjaryan 1971:190]. 

We have the Arm. word áõÝç [unÍ] ‘under; depth; floor’ which is a 
version of Arm. root ³Ý¹ [and] ‘piece of ground; place’ with 
distinction ³  //áõ [a, u] and ¹  //ç [d, Í]. It is used in old Armenian, for 
example: “ÚáñÅ³Ù Û³ç áïÝë Û»ÝáõÇ, ½³ç É»³éÝ ÁÝ¹ ·»ïÇÝ 
ï³Ý¿Ç, ÛáñÅ³Ù Ç Ó³Ë áïÝÝ Û»ÝáõÇ, ½Ó³Ë É»³éÝ ÁÝ¹ ·»ïÇÝ 
ï³Ý¿Ç: ²å³ Ñ³ñó³Ý¿ñ Ã³·³õáñÝ ä³ñëÇó Þ³åáõÑ »õ ³ë¿. 
³Õ¿΄ ïáõñ ÇÝÓ ·Çï»É. á±í »Ý É»ñÇÝùÝ ³ÛÝáùÇÏ` ½áñë ¹áõ ÁÝ¹ áõÝç 
ï³Ý¿Çñ” [Yoržam yaÍ otns yenui, zaÍ  leaÏn ənd getin tanēi, yoržam i 
jax otnn yenui, zjax leaÏn ənd getin tanēi. Apa harccanēr tcagaworn 
Parsicc  Šapuh  ew asē: ałē, tur inj gitel: ov en lerinkcn ajnokcik, zors du 
ənd unÍ tanēir?] "When I used to stand on my right foot, the right 
mountain was splashed under the ground, when I turned on the left 
foot, the left mountain was splashed. Then King Shapuh of Persia 
asks: Let me know, which were the mountains you splashed?" 
[Phawstos Buzand 1987: 260]. 
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3. Arm. ašan < IE *(e)s-en 

 
 
 
 
 

1. There are lots of phenomena in the Ancient Armenian 
vocabulary that have been preserved and nowadays they are either 
of rare and specific use in literary or in dialects as names of narrow 
application. They comprise some words belonging to the thematic 
subgroup of agriculture (farming) and naming certain phenomena 
connected with harvest. They have old origins and mainly come 
from IE: ³ß [aš] (bot.) ‘granule, grain (wheat corn)’ [see Qadjuni 
1892: 17], ³ß³Ý [ašan] ‘thresh, threshing’, ³ß³ñ³Û [ašaray] 
(³ßáñ³Û [ašoray]) (bot.) ‘rye’, ·³ñÇ [gari] (bot.) ‘barley’ (< IE 
*ghьriÁo or *g(h)Ði-) [Djahukyan 1987: 128; Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 
1984: 656],  ·É·ÇÉ [glgil] (dial.) (<*·ÇÉ-·ÇÉ [gil-gil]) and ·ÉáõÉ 
[glul] (<*·ÇÉ-·áõÉ [gil-gul]) (dial.) (bot.) ‘great millet’, ¹³Ý [dan] 
(dial.) (bot.) ‘grain to grind’, Ï³É [kal] (Ï³É-ë-»É [kal-s-el]) ‘to 
beat the grain’, Ïáñ»³Ï [koreak] (> Ïáñ»Ï [korek]) (bot.) ‘a kind 
of grain; millet’, Ñ³×³ñ [hačar] (bot.) ‘spelt, german wheat’, 
Ñ³ëÏ [hask] ‘ear, ear of grain (corn)’, Ñ³ïÇÏ [hatik] (> Ñ³ï-ÇÏ 
[hat-ik]) (bot.) ‘grain’, óáñ»³Ý [ccorean] (> óáñ»Ý [ccoren]) 
(ëáñáõÝ [sor-un]) (bot.) ‘a kind of wheat’, ùÇëï  [kcist] (bot.) 
‘awn, deard’ etc. 

These and some other similar words are still considered as 
“non-etymologized words” (Adjaryan). The etymology of another 
group of words from different sources has in some way been 
clarified. 

2. The Arm. ³ß³Ý [ašan] ‘thresh, threshing’ is an agricultural and 
farming lexeme, connected with harvest and presume corresponding 
work may be still preserved in a number of dialects (Araratyan, Mush, 
Alashkert, Kharabał, Goris etc.). There is a derivative word ³ß³Ý»É 
[ašanel] ‘to harvest, to thresh’ which exists in subdialects too (the 
same dictionary) [cf. Hambardzumyan 1997: 38]. 
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3. In the dialectal dictionaries the following definitions are 
given for the word ³ß³Ý»É [ašanel] ‘to harvest, to thresh’: a) 
wheat to hay, b) to fill the cereal crop into the thresh ground to 
thresh [see Amatuni 1912: 384; Adjaryan 1912]. The word hasn’t 
been a matter of etymological study before. 

Recently Djahukyan has conducted etymological study on the 
word ³ß³Ý [ašan] explaining the word with the same way as 
Adjarian did [Djahukyan 1993; 22-23; 1994, 75-76]. But A. 
Margaryan objects to both explanations stating that the word has 
the meaning of “threshing the hay in the turf” and its derivation 
³ß³Ý»É [ašanel] bears the meaning of “to thresh the hay in the 
turf” [see Margaryan 1994: 72-74]. 

It is necessary to mention that the definitions for these words 
are rather precise and they derive from their application in dialects. 
That’s why they don’t completely express the meaning of the root 
word form of their origin which is connected with the word ³ßáõÝ 
[ašun] ‘autumn’. Djahukyan’s observation is acceptable that this 
word was used in ancient (pre-literary) period and it could have 
been connected with the word ³ßáõÝ [ašun] ‘autumn’ reasoning 
that it is in autumn (‘³ßáõÝ ’[ašun]) that people start the harvest 
‘³ß³Ý’ [ašan] [ibid, 22]. 

The word ³ß³Ý [ašan] denotes both “the cereal crop and 
anything to thresh” as well as “the action of threshing, to turn the 
hay from time to time and then make a pile”. According to it the 
words ³ß³Ý [ašan] ‘to thresh, threshing’ and ³ß³Ý»É [ašanel] ‘to 
thresh, to harvest’ denote important work connected with the 
harvest and that work precedes beating off the grain kernels and 
cleaning the grain (give to the air by a pitchfork’; cf. Arm. (dial.) 
¿ñÝ»É [ērnel] ‘beat off the grain’. Now it is hard to say what time 
period or part of the year this phenomenon was specific to; at the 
end of summer or the beginning of autumn or at quarter of the year 
unfamiliar to us when the harvest took place (with its old meaning 
“in autumn”). 

4. As we mentioned before the word ³ß³Ý [ašan] is not 
included in Adjarian’s etymological dictionary and the first 
etymology of the word belongs to Djahukyan. According to it the 
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word a) is probably connected with the word ³ßáõÝ [ašun] 
‘autumn’, b) it is noted the latter is usually compared with its 
Russ., Pruss. and Goth. forms, c) he denies the IE. prototypes *es-
en/r-, *os-en-r- which are based on Slav., Balt., Germ. At the same 
time Djahukyan reminds about his previous suggestion, i.e. the IE 
prototype *oskhon “which is the most probable but not pure” 
[Djahukyan 1993: 22-23]. Djahukyan restructures the IE form 
*oskhÚ for the word ³ß³Ý [ašan]. This issue is very significant 
and worthwhile for further investigations. 

5. We may assume that the Arm. (dial.) ³ß³Ý [ašan] originated 
from the IE *(e)s-en ‘time of reaping’; ‘summer’ [cf. 
Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 691, 868]. The authors who have 
improved the restructure of IE *(e)s-en bring the following 
parallels from the related languages: Gk. (Hom.) ¿π-ώρη ‘the end 
of summer’; ‘autumn’; ‘reaping period’, Goth. asans ‘crop’; 
‘summer’, OHGerm. aran ‘harvest’ (Germ. Ernte), Pruss. assanis 
‘autumn’, OIc. ónn ‘harvest’, ORuss. oсeнь (Abl. Sing. осени ‘in 
autumn’), Hitt. zena- ‘autumn’ (Dat.-Abl. zeni ‘in autumn’) [ibid: 
691]. The Arm. (dial.) ³ß³Ý [ašan], also ³ß³Ý»É [ašanel] and the 
root-word ³ß³Ý [ašan] in other words must have originated from 
the IE *(e)s-en. 
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4. Arm. artaxoyr (< art ‘out’+*xōδ) < IE *ar-(t[h]o)- 

 
 
 
 
 

1. There are a number of Armenian words that have apparently 
been a matter of attention but they haven’t received their complete 
etymology yet. One of them is the word ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] 
‘shawl; covering’ mentioned in the extract from the Ancient 
Armenian epic work “The Desire of Lady Sathenik” written by 
Movses Khorenatsi. In the original text the word is used in the 
following form: 

 
“î»Ýã³Û ê³ÃÇÝÇÏ ïÇÏÇÝ ï»Ýã³Ýë`/ 
¼³ñï³ËáÛñ Ë³õ³ñï »õ ½ïÇó Ë³õ³ñÍÇ” 
[Tenčcay Satcinik tikin tenčcans/ 
Zartaxoyr xawart ew zticc xawarci] 
‘Queen Satcinik had great desire for the 
vegetable artakhur and the shoot tits’ 
[Khorenatsi 1913: 84]3. 
 
This fragment as we have mentioned is a piece of metaphor, and 

the simile is achieved according to the pagan mentality 
[Hambardzumyan 1995: 227-236]. It is necessary to remember that 
it is a good example of μ³Ùμ³é³Ï »ñ·»ñ [bambaÏak erger] 
‘dissolute (amoral) songs’ in the Armenian epic work [see Ter-
Mkrtchyan 1979: 131; Дюмезиль 2001: 58-65]. 

2. There is a lot of philological, linguistic and source-study 
estimation literature on the elucidation of this fragment. Adjaryan 
studied this problem not only as a separate unit but also connected 
it with its bibliographical value [Adjaryan 1908: 124; 1971: 340-

                                                        
3 See Moses Khorenats’i, History of the Armenians, translation and commentary 
on the Literary Sources by R.W.Thomson, London, 1978, p. 122. 
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342] though there were several views which remained out of 
Adjaryan’s notice. 

3. Some of linguist-philologists considered the word 
³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] ’shawl; diadem’ as a borrowing which was 
influenced by some word-structure changes. We agree with K. 
Patkanyan’s opinion that “all the translators accepted the initial ½ 
[z] as a particle of Accusative (Objective) case. Only P. de Lagarde 
[see de Lagarde 1877: 53] states ½³ñï³ËáÛñ [zartaxoyr] ‘shawl; 
diadem’ and compares it with Pers. zardachwar ‘covering‘” 
[Patkanyan 1882: 240; cf. Musheghyan 2000, 41-44, 81-82]. 

P. de Lagarde states that the particle ½ [z] is undividable from 
the word stem and it was derived from the Persian word zardxau 
(‘name of a flower’) and it is nothing but the distorted (as Adjaryan 
used to express: "perverted") form of the word zardxwar [de 
Lagarde 1877: 53]. Hübschmann  as we know denies de Lagarde’s 
etimology stating that “the etymology and the application of that 
word is still obscure” [Hübschmann 1895-1897: 150]. Later, 
comparative-linguists such as Adjaryan and Djahukyan avoid to 
give the etymology of the word considering it a word impossible to 
elucidate thus giving no opinion on the existing view (e.g. de 
Lagarde, Hübschmann etc.) [Adjaryan 1971: 340-342; Djahukyan 
1987: 367]. 

4. We think that the word ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] ‘shawl; 
diadem’ is not a derivative word but it is a compound one and it 
consists of ³ñï(³)- [art(a)-] ‘out’ used in Proto-Armenian [cf. 
Adjaryan 1971: 340, column 2, up. 6] and ËáÛñ [xoyr] ‘diadem; 
tiara’ (cf. ³å³Ëáõñ»É [apaxurel] ‘to uncover the head’. The word 
³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] ’shawl; diadem’ came from the dictionary 
by Eremia Meghretsi not in that exact form but as ³ñï³Ëáõñ³Ï 
[artaxurak] ‘external wreath, or condition’ [Eremia Meghretsi 
1975: 41]. In the “Dictionary of the Armenian Language” by 
Mkhithar Sebastatsi ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] ’shawl; diadem‘ is 
given as ³ñï³Ëáõñ³Ï [artaxurak] ‘external wreath, or condition’ 
which is explained in the following way: “This word comes from 
the word ËáÛñ [xoyr] which means ‘headpiece, i.e. hood or crown’ 
etc. And hence ³ñï³Ëáõñ³Ï [artaxurak], i.e. visible headpiece 
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which is called (dial.) Ù¿ÝïÇÉ [mēntil] ‘headpiece’ (was worn by 
noblemen on their heads)” [Sebastatsi 1749: 112]. 

5. The word ³ñï [art] ‘out (of house); pasture; threshing’ was 
used in Literary Armenian much later or exactly during the Post-
classical Armeninan, when ³ñï(³)- [art(a)-] ‘out’ was turned into 
a prefix. In Hellenistic (Greecized) Armenian (after 460 AD ) it 
was used as a prefix (equivalent to Gk. «χ-, ¬ξ- ; cf. with «χπνέω 
‘to exhale’, «χφέρω ‘to articulate’ etc. which was much later used 
in Latinized Armenian (the equivalent of Lat. ex-; cf. ex-portō ‘I 
win, take, carry’, exemplum ‘example, exponent’, experientum 
‘experience, habit’ etc). Those words are used in Modern literary 
Armenian. 

However, we come to the conclusion that Arm. root ³ñï- is a 
native word that first of all has to have the meaning of ‘to put, to 
carry, be close, to unite’ the issue form IE *ar-(t[h]o)- that in its 
general meaning meant ‘to suit; to unite’. In ritual and legal 
meaning it meant ‘be proper, decorous; be correspondent to’ (cf. 
M. Khorenatsi’s expression “áñå¿ë ûñ¿Ý ¿ Ã³·³õáñ³ó” [orpēs 
orēn ē tcagaworacc) ‘as a rule for kings’ [Khorenatsi 1913]. Cf . 
Hitt. ara ‘by a rule’, ULara ‘it not lawful, its unjust’, DAra ‘Result’, 
‘Right’ [cf. Arm. ²ñ³ ¶»Õ»óÇÏ [Ara Gełeccik] (mythological 
name)]4, OInd. Ðtá- ‘holy law’, ‘right, order’, Avest. arəta- ‘law’, 
OPers. arta- ‘law’, ‘right’, ‘holy right’, Gk. ¢ρσιον. δίκαιον ‘just, 
justful’, ‘rightious’, etc. [see Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 810]. 

6. According to Hübschmann the word ËáÛñ [xoyr] ‘oriental 
crown, wreath, headpiece, hood’ is a borrowing from Iranian < 
Pahl. *xōδ; cf. Av. xaōδa- ‘helmet’, OPers. xauda- ‘hood, Parth. 
xwd and xūd, Pers. xōi ‘helmet’, Afg.. xol, Os. xodā, xūd ‘hood’ 
etc. [Hübschmann 1895-1897: 160; Adjaryan 1971: 392; 
Djahukyan 1987: 527; Периханян 1993: 9-11 etc.]. The Iranian 
forms were joined to make Lat. cūdo ‘canvas’, ‘helmet’ and they 
became the IE *sqeu- ‘cover’. 

7. According to that the first part of the word ³ñï³ËáÛñ 
[artaxoyr] ’shawl; diadem’ is a native word, the second one is an 
                                                        
4 In this context the king’s name ²ñ³ ¶»Õ»óÇÏ [Ara Gełeccik] may have totally 
a different comment which we will discuss later. 
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Iranian borrowing of IE origin. Thus we can assume that it was not 
a complete borrowing but only the second part was borrowed, i.e. 
the word has an Armenian structure joint with -³- [-a-]. 

8. In the extract of our interest the word ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] 
‘shawl; diadem’ is used with the meaning ‘something outer, round, 
spheral’, which in the context metaphorically means “testicle or 
testicles”. It is worthwhile mentioning that in his “Dictionary of 
Armenian Roots ” [Adjaryan 1971:339-342; 1973: 392] Adjaryan 
emphasizes the word ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] only using the 
meaning of the word from the original work by Khorenatsi which 
is explained in a different way. It is the same as the word 
³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] in Agathangeghos’s work [Agathangeghos 
1909: 7].Those words are mentioned as different functions in 
Adjaryan’s "Dictionary of Armenian Roots” and it seems that we 
deal with two different words of ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr]. We don’t 
agree with the statement. In reality Agatangeghos used the word 
³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] with its initial meaning while Khorenatsi 
used it as a metaphor, not the exact meaning of the word. Thus it is 
not so accurate to mention this single word as an expression of 
different words in Adjaryan’s dictionary. Both Agathangeghos’s 
and Khorenatsi’s works testify the applications of this word in its 
direct (and unfortunately no evidence is preserved) and metaphoric 
meanings. 
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5. Arm. astuac < IE *Has-t’ieË-os 

 
 
 
 
 

1. The Arm. ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] ‘god’ hasn’t had a complete 
and accurate etymology. Along with this word the Arm. ï¿ñ [tēr] 
‘master, ower; lord’, ó»ñ»Ï [ccerek] ‘day; daytime’, ·Çß»ñ [gišer] 
‘night’, ³ñ»õ³·³É [arewagal] ‘sunrise; dawn’, Ù³Ûñ³Ùáõï 
[mayramut] ‘sunset, sundown’ and others have ancient (very old) 
origin. The Armenian apostolic church gave new meanings to these 
names at the same time preserving the antique meanings of those 
and other similar words. 

The word ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] ‘god’ belongs to the original layer 
of our language and corresponds to a number of parallel forms of 
related languages. We follow the variative linguistic principle 
while reconstructing the root words and words linking to it 
[Hambardzumyan 1998; also 1999; Амбарцумян 2001: 21-22]. 

a) The detailed study of the analyses of the existing 
observations, philological, etymological and source study 
interpretations denote that the works about the Armenian word 
³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] ‘god’ cannot be considered complete and 
precise [cf. DAL,749; NAD,1836-1837; Adjaryan 1971, 280-281; 
Hilmarsson 1983: 5-15; Djahukyan 1986: 51-52; Hamp 1984: 87-
89 etc.]. 

b) The interpretations of the ancient authors are merely the 
slight descriptions of the word ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] ‘god’ 
(³ëïáõ³Í < ³ëï and ³Í or ¿³Í [ēac], ³½¹áõ and ³Í [azdu ac], 
³½¹áõ³Í [azduac], and Ñ³ëïÇã [hastičc] or ³ëï [ast] ‘creator, 
maker’ , Û³ëïÇë ³ÍáÕ [yastis acoł] ‘id’, ³ë- [as-] ‘to say; word 
and giving breathe’ and ïáõ³Í [tuac] ‘giver’, etc.) [cf. Adjaryan 
1971: 281]. 

According to the opinion of succeeding authors the Arm. 
³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] has Iranian, Thracian or Phrygian, Urartian and 
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other origin [cf. Hilmarsson 1983: 5-15; Djahukyan 1987, 274]. 
More accurate views are considered by the authors who tried to see 
the particle of *ïáõ [*tu- (or *ïáõ³Í [*tuac]) (cf. ïÇõ [tiw] ‘day, 
daytime’) as a separate component and connected it with the data 
of the other languages. We mean the approach of the old scholar 
Karapet Shahnazaryan, and new author V. Pisani [cf. Adjaryan 
1971: 280-282; Pisani 1969: 257-269 and "Handēs amsoreay" 
("Monthly magazine") 1961: 549-562]. 

c) V. Pisani reconstructs  the form *Áag'i-diË-ag' for the Arm. 
word ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac], Djahukyan considers only the IE particle 
*diË- and accepts the interpretation of (Ñ)³ëïáõ³Í [(h)astuac] 
‘confirmer, establisher’ [see Pisani 1969; Djahukyan 1986: 52]. 
The previous researchers see connection between the Armenian 
words ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] and (Ñ)³ëïáõ³Í [(h)astuac] but it is a 
possible hypothesis not a final or an accurate view. Those who 
accept this view don’t state any protoform. H. Pedersen following 
Kluge’s ideas mentions some forms from related languages [cf. 
NAD 1836: 320; Pedersen 1906: 239, 243, and 1982: 107, 111; 
Adjaryan 1971, 281 etc.]. 

d) G. Melikishvili tries to connect the Arm. ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] 
‘god’ with the Urart. Aštiuzi  ‘god; picture of god’ which occurs in 
one of the cuneiforms of Argishti. We can believe the reverse too, 
i.e. the source of the Urart. Aštiuzi  ‘god; picture of god’ is the 
form Arm. ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] [cf. Melikishvili 1980: 35-36; 
Djahukyan 2000: 128]. In this case Urartian form Aštiuzi expresses 
the phonetic state of the Armenian word (compare ë [s] > ß [š], áõ 
[u] > Çáõ [iu], Í [c] > ½ [z] contradiction) which can also have the 
factor of the specifics of cuneiform writing. 

2. The variative forms of the Armenian writing and pre-literary 
stages can certainly become a matter of origins and typological 
studies of languages due to their forms (phonetic) and meanings 
(the name of the subject/object). Consequently, the Arm. 
³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] ‘god’ can get its etymology based on both form 
(morphologic) and semantic (a name of a concept specific to the 
ancient world) with the help of the Armenian inner resources and 
thus establish new data among the related languages. 
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3. The Arm. ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] ‘god’ is not a simple but a 
complex compound. As for the phonetic and semantic comparison 
with the Indo-European languages it becomes real in a sense of 
their original meaning and also typology of that single word. In the 
most ancient Armenian vocabulary it had first and foremost 
significance because of the social structure and spiritual 
understanding of the world of myths and legends. The data of the 
myths and legends of the related people is extremely essential for 
the new variative interpretation of the word under examination. 
They have got their parallels and associations in the traditions 
preserved in the Armenian written and oral monuments. 

a) We distinguish the particle *ïáõ³Í [*tuac] in the Arm. 
³ëïáõ³Í [astuac]. Cf. Hitt. šiËaz ‘daytime divinity’, Pal. tiÁaz 
‘idem’, Luv. TiËat-‘the god of the heaven’, OInd. Dyáu− ‘heaven’, 
Gk. Ζεύς (Gen. Διός ‘god’), Lat. deus (OLat. Diouis) ‘god’ etc. 
[Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 36, 46, 223, 226-227, 242, 8972]. 

This form is also comparable because originally it refers to such 
forms of the related languages that express the concepts of ‘god’ 
carrying the meanings of ‘to light’, to shine’, ‘to radiate’, ‘to 
seem’, ‘to appear’ [see Watkins 1974: 101-110; Гамкрелидзе/ 
Иванов 1984: 791]. 

Therefore, the Armenian names *ïáõ³Í [*tuac] and (³ë)-
ïáõ³Í [(as)- tuac] must have initially denoted ‘light’ and ‘to 
light’. 

b) We can also separate the root-word *ïáõ [tu] (articulated 
*ïááõ [tou]) which is parallel to the Hitt. šiuš (acc. šiun, gen. 
šiunaš); comp. Arm. ê³Ý³ë-³ñ [Sanas-ar] ‘mythological name; 
god’(?), perhaps and êÇõÝ-Çù [Siwn-ikc] ‘toponymic name’(?), 
Luv. DTiËaz ‘god’, OInd. Dyáu¥ ‘god’(also dyªuh ‘sky’; comp. 
Urart. DiauÜi, which is a borrowing from Mitanian or through the 
latter from Armenian), Gk. Ζεύς ‘the god of the sky’ (gen. ΔιFός, 
Mik. Gk. di-we), OLat. Diousis (gen. Jouis ‘Jupiter’, Osc. Diúvei 
‘to Jupiter’ etc. [Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 227, 791; Weitenberg 
1984: 172-179]. 

c) As we see most of the above mentioned meanings of ‘the god 
of the sky and the sun’ in related languages are proper names. As a 
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common name they have the IE *t’ÁeË- ‘god’; cf. OInd. devá- 
‘god’, Av. daēva- ‘demon’, Lat. deus ‘god’, di-vus ‘divine’, OIr. 
dia (gen. dé) ‘god’, OIc. tívar ‘gods’, Pruss. deiws ‘god’, Lith. 
diẽwas ‘god’ etc. [see Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 791]. Most 
probably this word is the source of the Arm. ¹Ç-ù [di-kc] (<*ïÇ-»õ 
[ti-ew], articulate *ïÇ-»áõ [ti-eu]) ‘gods’ [cf. Djahukyan 1986: 
49]. 

d) These forms along with the root word variations *t’eÁË- and 
*t’iË- are separated from the IE unity. IE *t’iË- ‘god’ expresses the 
concept of ‘day’ [Pisani 1969: 257-269; Djahukyan 1986: 52] and 
it best was expressed in Anatolian languages as well as in 
Armenian. Cf. Anat. *Tiu- (Hitt. Šiu-, Luv. *TiËa-, and TiËat- ‘the 
god of the sun’, Pal. TiÁa etc.) as well as (according to me) Arm. 
ïÇõ [tiu] ‘daytime’, ‘a part of the day’ and Urart. Šivini ‘god’ 
(mythological name), Hurr. Šimigi etc. [see Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 
1984: 792; Djahukyan 1986: 45, 48-49; Амаякян 1982: 141-143; 
Hmayakyan 1990: 44-45; Hmayakyan/Grekyan 2010: 3-19]. In 
other languages this root-word has the following expressions: 
OInd. diva-, divya- ‘divine’ (e. g. Arm. ïáõÁÝç»³Ý [tuənÍean] 
‘daytime’, articulated *ïááõÁÝç»³Ý [touənÍean]), Gk. δïος, Lat. 
dius (*diËÁos) ‘devine’ etc. [see Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 1984: 242]. 

e) Hence, Armenian and other languages have ancient 
expressions for the three variative states of the reconstruction of 
the Indo-European proto-language with different stages of the root 
word formation. They can be analyzed by means of utilizing the 
applied variativity in root word structure. 

4. Above we separated root-word *ïáõ [tu] in the form 
*ïáõ³Í [tuac] (articulated *ïááõ [tou]) as basic particle , so the 
particle -³Í [-ac] occurs as a separate element. We don’t have any 
accurate explanation of its word forming (base forming) value in 
the earliest or antique Armenian. The same can be said about the 
origin of that particle [cf. Djahukyan 1998: 5-45 etc.]. 

a) We suppose the Armenian particle -³Í [-ac] has IE origin 
and it can be confirmed with the latest data about the comparative 
linguistics and the method of variative assessment of the data. The 
Armenian particle -³Í [-ac] originates from the IE morpheme *-os 
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which along with the particle *-s- as nominative ending has 
syntactic and semantic value in the IE languages. So T. 
Gamkrelidze and V. Ivanov not independent from K. Shilds, find 
that the IE endings *-os- and *-s- are attributes for the classified 
group of living-beings while the group for not living-being gets the 
IE ending *-om. Then, for the first case we have an active class and 
for the second case we have a passive (object) one. They are 
simply the attributes (endings) for the nominative and objective 
cases [see Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 272]. 

b) Accordingly the Arm. *ïáõ³Í [tuac] leads to the IE *t’eÁË-
os (and *t’ÁeË-s) ‘god’; cf. OInd. devá−, Av. daěva ‘demon’ (initial 
meaning), Lat. diuus ‘god’, OIc. Tỳr ‘the god of war’, Lith. diẽvas 
‘god’ etc. [cf. Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 46, 271-272, 799 etc.]. 

c) The Arm. *ïáõ³Í [tuac] was not used separately in Old 
Armenian (Grabar) manuscripts, but the form ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] 
‘god’ supposedly comes from Pre-Grabar (ancient or prehistoric) 
period. In Old literary Armenian such structure was considered as a 
separate word though it must have had lexical (syntactic unit) value 
before. The word ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] is comparable with the 
complex word ³é³õûï (³é³õ³õï) [arawot (arawawt)] 
‘morning’ not only for its semantic but also for its syntactic-
practical function. 

5. The particle ³ë- [as-] in the word ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] (<³ë-
ïáõ³Í [as-tuac]) as a separate root word probably originates from 
IE *Has- ‘shrine; source of fire, fire (the main idea ‘sun’)’. In 
traditional comparative etymology that root word is presented 
without guttural feature, i.e. ‘fire’, ‘to burn’ and ‘to dry’, ‘to turn 
into ash’, ‘ash’ in which the semantic variant is the Indo-European 
root word *as- [Pokorny 1959-1969: 3-4]. We have a number of 
Armenian root- words that bear the variants of the IE *Has- or *as- 
(cf. ³½³½»É [azazel] ‘dry, get dry‘, ³×ÇõÝ [ačiwn] ‘ashes, cinder’, 
áëïÇÝ [ostin] ‘arid, dry‘ etc.) [see more details in 
Hambardzumyan 2002: 30-31]. 

6. The Arm. ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] (²ëïáõ³Í [Astuac] ‘God’ at 
the Christian period) has IE origin for which we reconstruct the 
form *Has-t’ieË-os. It is a derived form and its components have 
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their correspondence in the other IE languages, especially in 
Anatolian languages. 

a) Consequently the form *îáõ³Í [Tuac] which was shaped 
during the Armenian earliest or antique period can be considered as 
a correspondence to Anatolian, Indo-Iranian, Greek and other 
forms; cf. Hitt. ŠiËaz (<*ŠiË-az), Pal. TiËaz (<*TiË-az), Luv. TiËat 
(<TiË-at), OInd. Dyáu− (<*Dyá-u−), Gk. Ζεύς (< Ζε-ύς, Gen. Διός 
<* Δι-ός), Lat. deus (OLat. *Diou-is), Mik. Gk. di-we etc. 

b) Keeping impartial to the discussions of the application of 
such forms and their phonetic correspondences we have to mention 
that the form *ïáõ³Í [tuac] (as a mythoologic name *îáõ³Í 
[Tuac] derives from the Armenian form *ïáõ- [tu-] and it is 
probably the name of the Indo-Eueopean origin ‘the supreme 
power’ (initially ‘light’, later ‘God’) that in Pre-Grabar (ancient or 
prehistoric) period has got its semantic and variative forms 
‘sunlight’, ‘daylight’, ‘source of light’, ‘abode’ and ‘lighter’. 

c) The etymological-typological analyses of the Arm. *ïáõ³Í 
(>*îáõ³Í) [tuac (Tuac)] as a mythological name (the name of 
supreme divinity, i.e. theonym) can be a matter of a special study 
when it will be discussed comparative-variatively with such names 
as are ÷»é»Ï [pceÏek] ‘crack’, ÷»ÕÏ [pcełk] ‘curtain, wall of a 
tent’, etc. The structure of the Arm. ³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] as a word 
unit was considered an independent phenomenon with its certain 
connotation and application at a later period but not later than the 
5th century A.D.That’s why many authors in different countries try 
to find any explanation to that word and find out its primary 
meaning. 
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6. Arm. gałgał < IE *k[h]oel- 

 
 
 
 
 

The Arm. ·³Õ·³Õ [gałgał] ‘wheel, gathering, appearance’ 
evidently has a double formation [Eremia Meghretsi 1975: 61]. We 
cannot find it separately in Adjaryan’s “Dictionary of Armenian 
Roots”, perhaps, for being reduplicated word. [Adjaryan 1971]: 
Djahukyan’s “Armeinan Etymological Dictionary” lacks ·³Õ·³Õ 
[gałgał], but it has the form ·³Õ(·)³Õ»É [gał(g)ałel] ‘enlarge; 
make large’  referring to ·³Õ·³½ÇÉ [gałgazil] (misprint, in case of 
·³Õ·³ÕÇÉ [gałgałil]). No other evidences of this word’s origin and 
formation exists (see also ·³Õ»Ù [gałem] ‘cover; conceal; keep’) 
[Djahukyan 1987: 155, 199 etc., and 2010: 146-147]: 

It is a doubled complexity with the root ·³Õ- [gał-] the main 
meaning of which is ‘whirl’ whereas in the original it is explained 
as ‘wheel’. 

If for the root ·³Õ- [gał-] we understand ‘rotation’ as a 
universal meaning, then it may also include not only ‘wheel’, but 
also other two meanings of ‘gathering’ and ‘discovery’. 

The same meanings are for ë³ÛÉ [sayl] ‘an old wheeled 
transportation’, (main meaning is ‘pulled by an ox a rough 
carriage’, (metaph.) ‘Great and Little Bears’ constellation’, as well 
as ‘North or North Pole’, ‘axis, shaft’, ‘a kind of musical sound’ 
etc.) and ·³É·³ÉÇ [galgali] (dial. ·'³É·'³ÉÇ [g'alg'ali]) ‘two-
wheeled one shaft transportation’ that come from the IE *k(h)oel- 
‘turn around, move’, ‘wheel, wagon’: cf. OIr. cul ‘cart’, OIc. hvel 
‘wheel’, Pruss. kelan ‘idem’, Latv. du-celis ‘two-wheeled’, OSlav. 
kolo,  (gen.)  kolese   ‘wheel’, Lat. colus ‘winch’, ‘spinned thread, 
yarn’ etc. 

From the IE *k(h)oel- we also have the *k(h)o(e/o)k(h)olo double 
root form having genealogical  reflection  not only upon Armenian 
but also other languages of Indo-European family: cf.Toch. A 
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kukäl ‘cart’, Toch. B kukale ‘idem’, OInd. cakrá ‘idem’ (in  
§gveda-) ‘sun wheel - wheel’, Gk. κύκλος ‘circle’, ‘wheel’, Phryg. 
κίκλην (Hesich.) ‘a cluster of constellations’, and ‘cart’ etc. 
[Гамкрелидзе /Иванов  1984:718-719;  Hambardzumyan 1998: 
34-38]. 

It should also be mentioned that it is common with the 
pronunciation of Arm. ·//ë [g, s], also Õ //É [ł, l]: cf. ·³ÛÃ-»É 
//ë³ÛÃ-(³ù)-»É [gaytc-el, saytc-(akc)-el] ‘stumble’, çÇÕ //çÇÉ (dial. 
×ÇÉ) [Íił, Íil] ([čil)] ‘nerv; tendon, sinew’, as well as post lingual 
and palatal sounds. 

The word ·³Õ·³Õ [gałgał] in the sense of ‘gathering’, 
‘appearance’ is closer in form to the words ·³Õ·³Õ³Û [gałgałay] 
‘clear appearance’, ·»Õ·»Õ [gełgeł] ‘turning’, ’turn’, as well as 
·³Õ³Õ»É (<*·³Õ-·³Õ-»É) [gałałel(< gał-gał-el)] ‘abhor’. These 
words are subject to a different discussion [see Eremia Meghretsi 
1975: 61- 64]: 

Derivationally the abovementioned words are identical to the 
Arm. ë³ÛÉ [sayl] ‘cart’[ibid]. 
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7. Arm. əmpem < IE *p(h)oH(i)- 

 
 
 
 
 

The Arm. verb ÁÙå»É [əmpel] ‘to drink (a refreshing 
liquid)’ in Adjaryan’s "Dictionary of Armenian Roots”, is 
similar to the root áõÙå [ump] ‘mouthful; sip, gulp, drink’. In 
Old Armenian (Grabar) manuscripts it appears also as ÁÙμ»É, 
ÁÝå»É, ÁÝμ»É, as ÁÝμ³Ý//ÁÝå³Ý ‘the upper part of the mouth; 
the pharynx’ and as Ã»ñáõÙå//Ã»ñáõÙμ, etc. It generally exists 
in the words having the μ//å [b, p] and Ý//Ù [n, m] phonetic 
changes [see Adjaryan 1977: 599-601]. 

In the part of the root history Adjaryan presents the attempts of 
the past. The most notable of them are the opinions of Petermann, 
P. de Lagarde, Hübschmann and Charpentier. However, their 
explanations are incomplete. Thus, according to Adjaryan, the 
origin of the word is unknown. 

He also mentions that Petermann separates the particle ÁÝ- of 
the root and the other part generates from OInd. pa- ‘drink’. After 
that  de  Lagarde compares it with the OInd. pa- ‘drink’, and the 
Gk. πίνω ‘I drink’. 

According to Adjaryan, these are forms generated from IE *po-
//*pi- . Cf. OInd. pa-, also pibami ‘I drink’ (Indic. Pres. 1 pers.), 
Arm. (Gyp.) μÇ»É //åÇ»É [biel, piel] ‘drink’, Gk. πίνω, (Eol.) 
πώνώ, πεπώκα (Indic. Perf.) ‘to drink’, ποσις, πώμα ‘drunkenness’, 
Lat. bibo (< *pibo) ‘drink’, pōtus ‘drink; beverage, liquor’, OIr. 
ibim ‘I drink’, OCim. iben ‘a drink’, Corn. evaf  ‘to drink’, OPruss. 
pouit ‘to drink’, OSlav. piti , Russ. пить ‘to drink’, Alb. pī ‘to 
drink’ etc. Then, the following is mentioned: “In this rich linguistic 
family, only Armenian has no cooresponding word to it. The form 
ÁÙå»É is mentioned with its p sound (i.e. sound value - V. H.) 
which resembles the IE pō-//pōi-//pī-, however, it does not go into 
details” [ibid: 599]. 
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It is noteworthy that these "details" are the subject of later 
discussions. 

Then, comes Hübschmann’s comparison with IE *pō-//*pī- . 
However, as Hübschmann and Adjaryan claim, this comparison 
remains abstained [see Hübschmann 1883 (Arm. vers. 2004: 197); 
Hübschmann 1897-1898 (Arm. vers. 2003: 447)]. 

Later on, S. Tervishyan made a partly correct description in the 
etimology of áõÙå [ump]. He mentions that it comes from the IE 
*pō-// *pī- by means of inversion, with the determinative Ý [n] 
(*åáõ [pu] > * áõå [up] > áõÙå [ump] ’mouthful; sip, gulp, 
drink’). Adjaryan does not admit  Meillet’s verson, as he mentions, 
“a smart explanation”, especially as H. Hübschmann rejects it. 
Charpentier connects áõÙå [ump] ‘mouthful; sip, gulp drink’ with 
IE *pō-// *pī-, too. But he mentions that first there has taken place 
repetition of the root IE *pop- and addition of the particle *popmo 
and then inversion *pompo. This is the origin of the word áõÙå 
[ump] which is incredible [see Adjaryan 1977: 600]. 

Adjaryan focuses his attention on the dialectal and childish 
forms of this root. Thus, in some dialects we find áõÙμ (Kharberd, 
Nor Nakhitschevan), ÁÙμÇ· [əmbig] (< ÁÙåÇÏ [əmpik]) (Arabkir) 
‘a small drop’, in child language  μáõ [bu], μáõ³ [bua], μÇí³ 
[biva], åáõ [pu], ÁÙåáõ [əmpu] ‘water’, ÁÙÁ· [əməg] (the latter is 
found in the Svedia  dialect child language). Moreover, there is an 
opinion, that the existing dialectal form áõÙμáõ [umbu] ‘water’ in 
other languages is a loan word from Armenian. 

Perhaps, not independently  Zolta tries to find another solution 
to the etymological problem of the word ÁÙå»Ù [əmpem] ‘to 
drink’, that’s why, first he separates the word into ÁÙ and å»Ù 
components correspondingly bringing them to IE *anti ‘before; in 
front of ’ or *ndhos ‘under’ and IE *pō(i)-// *pī- ‘drink’ forms [see 
Djahukyan 1987: 52, 144, 187, 244-245 etc.; Solta 1960: 90-91]. 
Zolta may have suggested such an approach basing on Petermann’s 
and Adjaryan’s data. 

Meantime he finds that reconstruction of earlier forms of 
ÁÙå»Ù is rather difficult.We suggest thematic reduplicated  present 
tense  like in the forms OInd. pibati, OIr. ibid ‘drinks’, Lat. bibō 
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(*pi-bō) ‘I drink’ passing on *pibeti > *hipeti and later adding ÁÝ¹  
(*ÁÝ¹-ÑÇå») >ÁÙå» [ənd-hipe > əmpe]. The word áõÙå [ump] 
was formed on the Armenian type by the help of the analogical 
resconstruction of áõ [u]: cf. áõÝ¹ ~ ÁÝ¹³μáÛë [und - əndaboys] 
‘innate’, áõÝã ~ ÁÝã³óù [unčc - ənčcacckc] ‘moustache’ on the basis 
of the pair types [Djahukyan 1987: 187]. 

But for the forms IE *anti ‘in front of; before’, *Údhos 
‘under’ the following is mentioned: “Pre-Arm. *andi- (*əndi-
?) (IE *anti- ‘in front of; before’ and *Údhos ‘under’: the last 
is used in the declined form) > OArm. ÁÝ¹ [ənd], it is rarely 
used in confusion with ¹ and ï for ÁÝï (before the vowels), 
ÁÙ- [əm] (before the labial consonants) and ÁÝ- [ən] (before 
the other consonsnts); as a preposition it expresses the senses 
of IE *anti- (‘in front of, in stead of ', ‘with, together’) and 
*Údhos (‘under’), the last one is mostly used in the 
instrumental case” [ibid: 244]. 

The etymological study was carried out in the same way in 
traditional comparative linguistics [cf. Martirosyan 2010:277-279]. 

However, a lot of work has been done in the field of 
comparative, etymologic-typological study where there are some 
references towards Armenian facts, which  can be used more 
widely than before if we take into consideration facts in all 
language forms. The etymology of the word ÁÙå»Ù [əmpem] is a 
similar step based on the modern investigation data that enlarges 
the possibility of wide usage of Armenian facts. 

So the later researchers suggest that for the meanings of ‘to 
drink’ and ‘to swallow (the liquid)’ in general indoeuropean 
language there are two different bases, IE *ek[h]o- and *p[h]oH(i)-. 

In the first case cf. Hitt. ekuzzi ‘(he/she/it) drinks’ (3th pers. pl. 
akuËanzi ‘(they) drink’, Luv. aku-, Hier. Luv. aku-, Pal. ahu 
‘drink’, Toch. AB  yok- ‘to drink’, and for meaning of ‘water’ Lat. 
aqua ‘water’, Goth. aha ‘river’, OIc. ǽger ‘sea god’. 

In the second case cf. Hitt. paš ‘swallow’, Gk. πίνω ‘I drink’, 
πώθί  ‘drink (imper. form)’, as well as Gk.. πώμα ‘drank, 
drinking’, OInd. Pibati  ‘drinks’, Lat. bibō (< bibĕre)  ‘I drink’, 
OIr. ibid ‘drinks’, Pruss. poieiti ‘drinks’, OSlav. pijo  ‘I drink’, 
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Alb. pi ‘to drink’, Arm. ÁÙå»Ù [əmpem] ‘drink’ [cf. Mayrhofer 
1963. 286-287; Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 702-703]. 

It is supposed also that initially the IE *ek[h]o
- means ‘drink 

(water)’, and the IE *p[h]oH(i)-  - ‘drink (juice, honey, wine, sweet, 
etc.)’ [see Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 703]. Note that this option 
is better expressed in Armenian, e.g. cf. ËÙ»É (çáõñ) [xmel (Íur) ] 
‘drink (water)’ and ÁÙå»É (á·»ÉÇó ËÙÇãù) [əmpel (ogelicc 
xmičckc)] ‘drink spirituous liquid)’. 

There is a quite delicate difference of meaning in these two 
Armenian roots. In Armenian water, as a beverage is saturating, 
meanwhile honey, vinegar, wine, alcohol, etc. as a beverage in a 
wider sense are spirituous juices: comp. on one hand Arm. çáõñ 
ËÙ»É [Íur xmel] ‘drink water’ and ·ÇÝÇ  ÁÙå»É [gini əmpel] ‘drink 
wine’, on the other hand - Arm. μ³Å³Ï [bažak] ’glass’ and 
ÁÙå³Ý³Ï [əmpanak] ‘goblet; tumbler’ (also ·³õ³Ã [gawatc] 
‘cup; wine glass’, ÏÃÕ³Û [ktcłay] ‘wine glass’) etc. Moreover, 
water is a common liquid, while others are used in difeerent cases, 
like in rituals, parties, etc. This is evident in all stages of Armenian. 

Thus, more real bases are created to etymologically and 
typologically analyze a great number of Armenian word-roots that 
have or have not been explained. These word-roots are word forms 
that refer to the spheres of general Armenian literary language, 
dialects, child language and natural sounds. 

Basing on this we suggest that this IE *ek[h])o- generates the 
following roots and root forms expressed by Armenian explosive 
and fricative deaf consonants Ï // Ë [k, x]. Cf.: 

a) ÊáõÙ- [xum] ‘to drink; drink’, ËáËáÙ [xoxom] ‘gorge, 
ravine’, ËáËáÙ»É [xoxomel] ‘to water; to irrigate’, ËáËáõÙÝ 
[xoxumn] ‘murmuring, gurgling’, ËáËáç- [xoxoÍ] (also 
ËáÕËáç//ËáÕËáÝç [xołxoÍ, xołxonÍ]) ‘(voice of water) 
grumbling; murmuring, gurgling etc.’, ËáËáïÇÉ [xoxotil] ‘to 
dare; to attack, to assault’, ËËáõÙ [xxum] (dial.), and ËËÙ»É 
[xxmel] (dial.) ‘to swallow; to gulp down, to absorb’ etc. [cf. 
Adjaryan 1973: 386-387; Djahukyan 1967: 119]. Here the first 
component (root) is the Ëá-//Ëáõ- [xo-, xu-], while Ù- [m-] is 
another type of component. 
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b) ÎáõÙ- [kum-] ‘(one) drink; mouthful¦, ÏÙÏÙ³É [kmkmal] 
‘stammer, falter; stutter’, as well as ÙÏÏ³É [mkkal] (*ÙÁÏ-ÙÁÏ-³É 
[mək-mək-al, with metathesis) ‘sound of goat (kid)’, ÏÙáõÏ [kmuk] 
(dial.) (anat.) ‘upper part of the throat up to the alveolar ridge; 
palate’ [cf. Adjaryan 1973: 658; Джаукян 1967: 148, and 
Djahukyan 1987: 591 etc.]. The first component here is the root 
Ïáõ- [ku-], while Ù- [m-] is the same component. 

Coming up to this we stress the following: 
1)Many of the words presented up to now have no certain or 

any etymology, the other part has been considered either as a 
natural sound word (root) of less significance than other types of 
words (roots) or as a loan word from other languages. 

2) The comparative analysis helps us to speak in favor of loan 
words and words of similar sound formation being local. 

3) Thus we can conclude that the units in comparison derive 
from IE *ek[h]o- root, the reconstruction of which is more evident 
based on family languages and especially Armenian. This has been 
practiced lately, especially using the principles of differential-
typological analyses. 

IE *p[h]oH(i)- ‘drink (juice: honey, wine, syrup etc.) gives birth 
to Armenian word ÁÙå»Ù ‘I drink’, where we can separate the 
components ÁÙ- (<*ÁÝ) [əm- (<*ən)] and å»-(Ù) [pe-(m)]. They 
have a great many versions not only in literary Armenian, but also 
in the dialects. Adjaryan also brings examples from Armenian 
dialects and child language: áõÙμ [umb] (Kharberd, Nor 
Nakhitshevan), ÁÙμÇ· (< ÁÙåÇÏ) [əmbig (< əmpik)] (Arabkir) ‘a 
small drop’, μáõ [bu], μáõ³ [bua] , μÇ-í³ [bi-va] , åáõ [pu] , ÁÙμáõ 
[əmbu] ‘water; drink’, also ÁÝμm· [ənbug] ‘drink; beverage; 
liquor’ (Svedia). In the language of Armenian Gypsies once again 
according to Adjaryan we have the words μÇ»É [biel], åÇ»É [piel] 
‘to drink’ [cf. Adjaryan 1977: 599-600]. 

First of all Armenian component ³Ý- [an-] in the meaning of 
‘to, on (towards)’, is also known in forms of ³Ù- [am-], ÁÙ- [əm-] , 
ÁÝ- [ən-] that have local conventionality due to the pronouncing 
quality of the primary component of the next syllable. Cf.: 
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a) Arm. Ó»éÝ [jeÏn] ‘hand (human part of body)’, literally 
³ÝÓ»éáóÇÏ [anjeÏoccik] ‘(table) napkin, serviette’ used for hand 
cleaning, a handkerchief, paper, etc.’ but ÏáÕ- [koł-] resulting from 
main root *ÏáÕÇÝ (< ÏáÕÝ) [kołin (< kołn)] with generative stem 
³ÝÏáÕÇÝ (also ³Ý·áÕÇÝ, ÁÝÏ»ÕÇÝ, ÁÝ·áÕÇÝ) [ankołin (angołin, 
ənkełin, əngołin] ‘place to lie down’. Cf. also Arm. (dial.) ·áÕÇÝ-ù 
[gołin-kc] (Karin, Alashkert), ·’áÕÇÝ-ù [g’ołin-kc] (Akhaltskha), 
·ûÕ¿Ýù [gołēnkc] (Tbilisi) etc. 

b) Arm. μ³éÝ³Ù [baÏnam] ‘rise; lift, raise, pick up; stand up; 
uplift’ from the word (Ñ)³Ùμ³éÝ³Ù [(h)ambaÏnam] ‘(whole) rise 
up, ascend; mount’, while μ»ñ»Ù [berem] ‘bring, fetch’ derives 
from the word (Ñ)³Ùμ»ñ»Ù [(h)amberem] ‘be patient, have 
patience; sustain, stand, endure’, Ñ³Ùμ»ñáõÃÇõÝ [hamberutcyun] 
‘patience, endurance’ etc. 

This particle ³Ù- [am-], by the way, is generally viewed as a 
variety of the component Ñ³Ù- [ham-] §a widely used 
prepositional particle¦ without the particle Ñ [h] [Adjaryan 1977: 
17-18] being considered as a Persian loan word (Av. hama-, OPers. 
hama- ‘same, like whole’, etc), illustrated by the examples 
³Ùμ³éÝ³É [ambaÏnal] ‘rise, go up’, ³Ùμ³ñÓáõÙÝ [ambarjumn] 
‘rise, go up’ and other similar words. The same can be viewed in 
the case of Ñ³Ù- [ham-] (expletive) [ibid: 18], examples are 
Ñ³Ùμ³éÝ³É [hambaÏnal]  ‘rise, go up’, Ñ³Ùμ»ñ»É [hamberel] ‘be 
patient, have patience’, etc. 

In this case it may seem that we study the sound changed form 
of the native particle (< IE *an- ‘on, to, together’) which is a 
general heritage in Persian and Armenian  introduced as a separate 
reflection. 

c) Arm. ÍÇõÕ [ciwł] (cf. ÍÇÉ//Í»Õ, ÍÇÕ [cil, ceł, cił] etc.) 
‘firewood, brushwood; shrub’ from the word ÁÝ-ÓÇõÕ (<ÁÝ-ÍÇõÕ) 
[ən-jiwł (< ən-ciwł)] ‘sprout, shoot; bud, leaf-bud’, of which 
perhaps, the stems Óáõ- [ju-] (cf. Óáõ [ju] ‘egg’, Ó³· [jag] ‘(bird or 
mammal youngling) young one’etc., from the form á //³ [o, a] and 
õ//· [w, g] the change) ‘result, follower’ we have ÁÝ-Óáõ-ÇÙ (< ÁÝ-
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Íáõ-ÇÙ) [ən-ju-im (< ən-cu-im] ‘sprout, shoot; arise, spring up’, 
and from this particle and the root Ï³É- [kal-] ‘catch’ (<IE *gË-əl-) 
we have ÁÝ-Ï³ÉáõÉ [ən-kalul] ‘perceive; take in’, ÁÝ-Ï³Éáõã [ən-
kalučc] ‘receiving; receiver’; (metaph.) ‘fiance, bridegroom’ etc. 

The traditional opinion on this case statues that this particle derives 
from ÁÝ¹ [ənd], when it is expressed mainly by an explosive consonant, 
either with a root or word that begins with a vowel. Cf. ÁÝÏ»ñ < ÁÝ(¹) - 
Ï»ñ [ənker < ən(d)-ker] ‘friend’, ÁÝÏÕÙ»É < ÁÝ(¹) - ÏÕÙ»É [ənkłmel < 
ən(d)-kłmel] ‘dip (in, into)’ , ÁÝÃ»ñ < ÁÝ(¹ ) - Ã»ñ [əntcer <ən(d)-tcer] 
‘near; by’ (cf. ³éÁÝÃ»ñ [aÏəntcer] ‘attached to, under; by, near’, 
ÁÝÃ»ñ³Ï³յ [əntcerakay] ‘assisent’) etc. This viewpoint is not complete 
and overall in his statement. 

However in this case we confront three types of changes: 
1) Reflection of IE derivative  root or a part of the stem ÁÝ¹ [ənd]. 

Cf.: ÁÝÃ³Ý³É ~ ÁÝÃ - ³Ý³É [əntcanal] ‘run; go’ (< IE *sent- ‘go’); 
ÁÝÍ³Û (also ÁÝÓ³Û ) [əncay (ənjay)] ~ ÁÝÍ(/Ó) - ³Û [ənc(/j)-ay] 

‘present, gift; dedication’ (< IE *eng’həti); 
ÁÝ¹»ñ (cf. ÁÝ¹»ñù, also ÁÝï»ñù) [ənder (ənderkc, ənterkc)] 

‘entrails; bowels’ ~ ÁÝ¹(/ï)-»ñ [ənd(/t)-er] (< IE *entero- 
‘entrails; guts, bowels’); 

ÁÝÏ»ÝáõÉ [ənkenul] ‘throw, throw about; pull, overthrow’ ~ ÁÝÏ 
- »ÝáõÉ [ənk-enul) (< IE *sengt- (*senk-); 

ÁÝÃ»éÝáõÉ [əntceÏnul]~ ÁÝ-Ã»éÝáõÉ [ən-tceÏnul] ‘read (aloud)’(< 
IE *ter- ‘call; voice, give tongue’) etc. 

2) Formation mainly refers not to the last particle of the final 
element ¹ [d], but to the version ÁÝ [ən] for (Á [ə] instead of ³ [a]) 
of the particle ³Ý [an], a complexion is formed from the unity of 
endemic or loan word root. Cf.: 

ÁÝÏÕÙ»É (<ÁÝ-, no ÁÝ¹)- ÏÕ (<ÏáõÕ <*ÏáõÉ)-(Ù)»É [ənkłmel 
(<ən, no ənd)- kł (<kuł <*kul)-(m)el] ‘submerge, sink; plunge into 
water’ (< IE *g’ul- ‘deepen, become deeper; go deep into’); 

ÁÝÃ»ñ (< ÁÝ, no ÁÝ¹)-Ã»ñ [əntcer ( < ən, no ənd)-tcer ‘near; by’ 
(< IE *pter- (*pet-) ‘leaf, sheet; blade’?) [see Djahukyan 1987: 
144, 212] etc. 
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3) The connection of this endemic or loan-word root particle. Cf.: 
ÁÝ¹·ñÏ»É (<ñÝ¹ - ·ñÏ»É) [əndgrkel (<ənd-grkel)] ‘embrace, 

envelope; include, cover’; 
ÁÝ¹³ñÓ³Ï (<ÁÝ¹-³ñÓ³Ï) [əndarjak (<ənd-arjak)] ‘spacious, 

roomy, expanded; wide, vast’; 
ÁÝ¹Ñ³Ýáõñ (<ÁÝ¹-Ñ³Ýáõñ) [əndhanur (<ənd-hanur)] ‘general; 

universal, common’; 
ÁÝ¹áõÝ³Ï (< ÁÝ¹-áõÝ³Ï) [əndunak (<ənd-unak)] ‘able, 

capable (of)’ etc. 
d) From Arm. μéÝ»Ù [bÏnem] ‘take or hold in the hand’ we 

have ÁÙμéÝ»Ù (<ÁÙ-μéÝ»Ù < *ÁÝ-μéÝ»Ù) [əmbÏnem (< əm-bÏnem 
<*ən-bÏnem)] ‘take, understand’, (metaph.) ‘good, thoroughly’, 
ÁÙμéÝáõÙ (<ÁÙ-μéÝáõÙ < *ÁÝ- μéÝáõÙ) [əmbÏnum (< ən-bÏnum 
<*ən-bÏnum)] ‘understanding; take up (by mind)’ etc. 

e) Also, we think, that the variant áõÙ- [um-] which is the 
component (*áõÙ-å»-Ù) [um-pe-m] is found in the word áõÙå 
[ump] being a parallel to the particle ÁÙ- [əm-] (ÁÙ- å»-Ù [əm-
pe-m]) . 

According to Djahukyan this distinction  comes from the IE 
prefix *an- ‘on, upon (of slope)’ and it is doubtful that “there is the 
same prefix in (Ñ)³Ùμ³éÝ³Ù [(h)ambaÏnam], Ñ³Ùμ»ñ»Ù 
[hamberem], Ñ³Ý-áõñ [hanur] words which are mixed with Persian 
prefix (Ñ)³Ù- [(h)am-], (Ñ)³Ý- [(h)an]. It’s not difficult  to see the 
variants of the same particle (*nō/*nə ) in Ý³-Ë³ÝÓ [naxanj] (cf. 
Ë³Ý¹ [xand], Ë³ÝÓ [xanj]), if it has Persian origin” [Djahukyan 
1987: 245]. 

It is remarkable that in the case of ³Ý- [an-], Ý³- [na-], and -Ç× 
[-ič], -áõ× [uč], -³× [-ač] (cf. ³ÕÇ× [ałič] ‘seductress’, Ï³õÇ× 
[kawič] ‘chalk’, μñ¹áõ× [brduč] ‘a slice of bread’, å³ñÏáõ× 
[parkuč] ‘cartridge-case’, and å³ïÇ× [patič], ³ñ×Ç× [arčič] etc.) 
affixes coincide in Armenian and Persian, because they are cognate 
languages, affixes are not borrowings. 
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We think that the roots which have labial explosive μ [b] 
consonants are descended from IE *p(h)oH(i)- ‘drink (jouce` honey, 
whine, etc)’. 

a) Arm. Ñ³ÙμáÛñ < (Ñ)-³Ù-μá-Ûñ [hamboyr < (h)-am-bo-yr] 
‘touching of lips (to someone or something)’ for a long time the 
word has been considered as one with unknown origin, but 
according to Djahukyan it is descended from Persian ham-bōδ ( cf. 
Sogd. (Manich.) ’nβyδ (*ham-baudaya-) ‘to kiss’ form and it is a 
borrowed word in Armenian [Adjaryan 1977: 25; Djahukyan 1987: 
530; Hambardzumyan 2003: 41]. 

We can think that the root of this word is μá- [bo-] having a 
prefix and suffix. 

1)There is Ñ [h] intensive augmentum with the suffix. Cf.: 
Éáõ- [lu-] (Éáõ-ñ [lu-r] ‘news, piese of news’, Éë»É [lsel] ‘hear, 

listen (to)’) > Ñ-Éáõ [h-lu] ‘obeying’; 
½ûñ- [zor-] (½ûñ-ù [zor-kc] ‘army; forces’, ½ûñ-³Ý³É [zor-anal] 

‘grow strong; become stronger’) > Ñ½ûñ [hzor] ‘strenth, courage’; 
å³ñï- //å³ñÍ- [part-, parc-] (å³ñÍ-³Ýù [parc-ankc] ‘pride’, 

å³ñÍ-»Ý³É [parcenal] ‘to be proud of’) > Ñå³ñï [hpart] ‘boast’; 
Ùáõï- [mut-] (Ùáõï-ù [mut-kc] ‘entrance’, Ùï-³Ý»É [mt-anel] 

‘enter’) > Ñ-Ùáõï [h-mut] ‘keen’; 
ëÏ³Û [skaj] < h-ëÏ³Û [h-skay] ‘strong, great, courageous 

(person)’; 
ëÏ»É [skel] < Ñ-ëÏ»É [h-skel] ‘work, stay guard awake, be 

attentive’ etc. 
2) On the other hand -(Û)ñ [-(y)r] with the last stressed syllable, 

which is probably descended from IE particle *-tero < -t(o)-+-ero-
(?). Cf. Ñ³ëïáÛñ [hastoyr] (< Ñ³ëï) [hast] ‘very strong’, ÝùáÛñ 
[nkcoyr] ‘sieve; boulter’ (<IE *neik ‘sieve; sift’), or IE *-er/-or 
particle: cf. ï³Û·ñ [taygr] ‘brother-in-law’, ùáÛñ [kcoyr] ‘related 
in kinship (of brother)’ etc. [Djahukyan 1987: 236-237, 239]: 

b) According to Hübschmann and Adjaryan Arm. μ»ñ³Ý (*å»-
ñ-³Ý) ‘mouth’ word is descended from IE *bher- ‘make a hole; 
cut’, which has similarities in Lith. burna ‘mouth’, Gk. φάρυνζ and 
Lat. frumen ‘throat’ forms, which means ‘hole; opening’. As 
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Adjaryan mentiones Hübschmann wasn’t sure and he compared it 
with Arm. μ³Ñ [bah] ‘spade; oar’, μÇñ [bir] ‘pointed wood; pick’ 
[see Hübschmann 1897: 427, 429-430; Adjaryan 1971: 392-393, 
441-442, 452]. 

This word is often used not only in Old Armenian, but also 
in Middle and New Armenian, moreover sometimes with 
component ÁÝ- [ən-] in ÁÙμ»ñ³Ý»É [əmberanel] ‘reduce to 
silence’ word. For example: “ø³Ý½Ç μ³½áõÙù »Ý 
³ÝÑÝ³½³Ý¹ù, ½ñ³Ë³õëù »õ Ùï³Ë³μù, Ù³Ý³õ³Ý¹ áñ Ç 
ÃÉ÷³ïáõÃ»Ý¿ ³ÝïÇ »Ý, ½áñë å³ñï ¿ ÁÙμ»ñ³Ý»É, áñù 
½³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ïáõÝë ÏáñÍ³Ý»Ý, »õ áõëáõó³Ý»Ý` ½áñ ã¿ ³ñÅ³Ý, 
í³ëÝ ½³õß³ù³ÕáõÃ»³Ý” [Kcanzi bazumkc en anhnazandkc, 
zraxawskc ew mtaxabkc, manawand or i tclpatutcenē anti en, 
zors part ē əmberanel, orkc zamenayn tuns korcanen, ew 
usuccanen, zor čcē aržan, vasn zawšakcałutcean] ‘There are also 
many rebellious people, idle talkers and deceivers, especially 
those of the circumcision; they must be silenced, since they are 
upsetting whole families by teaching for sordid gain what it is 
not right to teach’[Bible 1895: 1192]: 

If we take into consideration the fact that sound *å»- [*pe-] > 
μ»- [be-] interchange belongs to prewritten period we can suggest 
that Arm. μ»ñ³Ý  [beran] means ‘opening of the lips’ and not 
exactly as ‘hole, opening’. In this case the etymology of the word 
coincides with Hübschmann’s followers opinion (Walde, Boisacq,  
Trautmann, Adjaryan etc.). 

In Old Armenian there is a word ÁÙμ»ñ³Ý»É [əmberanel] 
‘prove, demonstrate; convince, persuade (to); force, oblige’, which 
according to Adjaryan has *ÁÝ¹-μ»ñ³Ý»É [*ənd-beranel] structure, 
yet we do not accept it as possible [Adjaryan 1971: 442]. 

According to H. Pedersen there are only few words in IE 
starting with consonant *p. Many linguists agreed with him, others 
not, but during  the last decade it was offered to review the plosive 
consonant system of Indo-European languages giving way to 
glottals [see Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 703; Джаукян 1982: 59-
67 etc.]. For that reason Armenian consonant system is considered 
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to be  essential and preserving archaic features [see Гамкрелидзе 
/Иванов 1984: 16-17]. Djahukyan brings additional facts (words 
and word roots) in IE*p that are seemingly reflected. This fact 
must surely be admitted to solve this problem [Джаукян 1982: 61-
62]. 

The etymology of Arm. ÁÙå»Ù [əmpem] <IE *p[h]oH(i)-‘drink’ 
is completed with IE *p-, which has general comparative value not 
only for the Armenian language, but also for the study of Indo-
European languages. 
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8. Arm. kamn < IE *ak[h]men 

 
 
 
 
 

1. There is a number of Armenian words from the semantic 
group ‘agriculture, vegetation’ that have IE origin, e.g. ³Ý¹ 
[and] ‘field, meadow’, ³ñûñ (< ³ñ³õñ) [aror (<arawr)] 
‘plow’, ³ñï [art] ‘cultivating area’]), ·³ñÇ [gari] ‘barley’, 
»Õ³Ý [ełan] ‘a farming tool’, ÏáñÇ [kori] ‘stream in the field’, 
Ñ»ñÏ [herk] ‘ploughed land’, ó³ù(³Ý) [ccakc(an)] ‘a farming 
tool’ etc. 

The names of the crops, the toponyms, means of their 
cultivation were very significant for IE languages. Thus, the 
vocabulary about that area was rather substantial. There are a great 
number of such kind of words in Armenian [see Adjaryan 1940; 
Djahukyan 1987: 212-213]. For a lot of Armenian words the IE 
origin has not been confirmed yet or are of unknown origin. 

The Arm. Ï³ÙÝ [kamn] ‘thresher, beate’ also has an IE origin. 
2. Given in Old Armenian sources, the word Ï³ÙÝ [kamn] 

occurs twice with forms, e.g. Ï³ÙáõÝë [kamuns] (acc. pl.), 
Ï³Ù³óÝ [kamaccn] (gen.-dat., abl. pl.) [see Oskeberan 1826: 745; 
Buzand 1987: 220 etc.]. 

Philologist  A. Vardanyan considers the abovementioned form 
of Buzand Ï³Ù³óÝ [kamac’n] as a mistake and makes Ï³Ù³Ýó 
[kamancc] a correction in the original text regarding it as Ï³ÙÝ 
[kamn] in nominative case, Ï³ÙáõÝù [kamunkc] in plural 
nominative, Ï³Ù³Ýó [kamancc] in plural genitive case which must 
be accepted as an accurate view [Vardanyan 1921: 410-411]. This 
word is used with its derivations such as Ï³Ù³ë³ÛÉù 
(<Ï³Ù³ë³ÛÉ) [kamasaylkc (<kamasayl)] ‘threshing-cart’, 
Ï³Ù³ë³ÛÉÇó [kamasaylicc] (gen. pl.) ‘threshing-cart’, 
Ï³ÙÝ³í³ñ  [kamnavar] ‘drive of threshing(?)’ etc. [The Bible, 
Yesay, 15: 10-11; Zaqaria Sarkavag 1870: 83]. 
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3. Adjaryan considers the word Ï³ÙÝ [kamn] as a “non-
etymologized” word though he tries to connect it with similar 
forms of related languages such as OSlav. гоумьно ‘threching 
floor’, Russ. гумнó ‘threching floor’ and others because, as he 
mentioned, “according to Pogodin [see Berneker 1: 362]” those 
words are derived *gumĭno- in which *gË- < IE *gËōus ‘cow, ox’, 
mĭnó, męti  =  Lith. minù, miñti  ‘to tread’ [Adjaryan 1973: 502; cf. 
Фасмер 1986: 474]. In his time A. Meillet denied this kind of 
genetic connection [see Adjaryan 1973: 502]. 

Applying this existing etymological attempt, Djahukyan states 
that Ï³ÙÝ [kamn] originated from IE *gem- ‘to catch, to press , to 
smash’ and Ï³Ù [kam] from IE *gÖ- [Джаукян 1965: 256]. 

The same root stem precedes to Arm. ×ÙÉ»É (<*×(Ç)Ù-É-»É ) 
[čmlel (< č(i)m-l-el) ‘smash’, and OScand. kumla ‘to smash, to 
break, to press’, Russ. жать, (sing. 1) жму ‘press; squeeze’ etc. 
Later the part of Ï³Ù [kam] in the Arm. Ï³Ù³Ñ³ñ»É [kamaharel] 
‘express’ associates with the root stem Ï³ÙÝ [kamn] or Ï³Ù [kam] 
[Adjaryan 1973: 500]. 

In this case we should mention that: 
a) A. Vardanyan’s philological correction of regarding it a 

misspelling of the word Ï³Ù³óÝ (< Ï³Ù ) [kamaccn (<kam)] is 
ignored; 

b) Associating the form Ï³ÙÝ [kamn] to IE *gem- and non-
correct form Ï³Ù [kam] to IE *gÖ- is theoretically correct but 
practically not acceptable; 

c) The root words Ï³ÙÝ [kamn] and ×Ù-(É)-(»Ù) [čm-(l)-em] are 
not correlated, similar to the look of correlation between ‘to beat’, 
‘to thresh’ and ‘to press’, ‘to smash’. Otherwise we have to prove 
the original associations of the phonemes Ï [k] and × [č]  as 
variations of the same root word. 

Later Djahukyan considered the etymology of the word Ï³ÙÝ 
[kamn] not accurate , consequently  he questioned them as “a doubtful 
form” and the sign (+) denoted more credible [Djahukyan 1987: 125]. 
Those phenomena are expressed in the dictionary of J. Pokorny and 
Adjaryan [Pokorny 1959-1969; Adjaryan 1973: 502]. Later in one of 
his works Djahukyan  mentions "Without knowing the origin of Ï³ÙÝ 
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[kamn] ‘thresher’ it is impossible to assert if Ù [m] belongs to the root 
word or the suffix" [Джаукян 1982: 116-117, 222]. 

4. In our opinion the Arm. Ï³ÙÝ [kamn] originated from the IE 
*ak[h]men ‘stone’ as a noun with -Ý [-n] base: cf. OInd. man- 
‘stone’, Lith. akmuõ, akmuñs ’stone’, OSlav. kamy ‘stone’ [see 
Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 112, 184, 297]. 

It is necessary to mention the following: 
a) As a rule IE * ú [h] turns into Arm. ó [cc], ë [s], ß [š] and in 

rare cases into Ï [k]. 
IE * ú [h])ak[h]- > Arm. ó³Ë [ccax]; cf. OInd. śākha ‘branch’, 

Lith. šakā ‘branch’, Slav. socha ‘spike’,  ‘plow’, posochŭ ‘cane’, 
Goth. hōha ‘plow’; 

IE * ú [h]er- > Arm. ëÇñï [sirt] ‘heart’; cf. Hitt. ki-ir ‘heart’ 
(gen.)  kar-di-a ‘of the heart’, Gk. καρδία ‘heart’ and OInd. śrad (< 
śrad-dhā) ‘to believe’; 

IE * ú [h]u(e/o)n- > Arm. ßáõÝ [šun],  (gen. sing.) ß³Ý [šan] 
‘dog’; cf. Cun. Luv. šu-wa-nà-i ‘dogs’, and OInd. š(u)nà,  (gen. 
pl.) šúnas, Lith. Šuõ,  (gen.) šuñs, Gk. κύων, (gen.) κυνός ‘dog or 
dog’s’ etc., as well as the Arm. ëÏáõÝ¹ [skund] ‘dog, doggie’; cf. 
Lat. canis  ‘dog’, OIr. cú,  (gen.) con ‘dog’; 

IE *sËek[h]ru- /*sËeú[h]uro- > Arm. ëÏ»ëáõñ [skesur] ‘mother 
in-law’; cf. OSlav. svekry ‘mother-in-law’, Lith. šēšuras, OInd. 
śvášura, Gk. ®κνρός  ‘mother in-law’, Goth. swaihrō ‘mother-in-
law’ etc. [Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 94, 97, 100, 112;  Джаукян 
1967; Szemerényi 1964: 291; Иллич-Свитыч 1961]. 

b) It is known that the same association with its regularities and 
exceptions is connected with the IE dialect group centum and 
satəm. In this case the IE back lingual palatal *k[h] corresponds the 
Armenian plosive Ï [k] and fricative ëÏ [sk] as well as spirant ß [š] 
consonants [cf. Абаев 1956: 286-307, 293]. 

There is a completely  different approach that attempts to 
connect Arm. ëÏáõÝ¹ [skund] (< IE *k’oËon-to) with Khot.-Sak. 
(Scyth.) or Scyth.-Slav. languages [Абаев 1965: 21-22]. 
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9. Arm. sayl < IE *k[h]oel- 

 
 
 
 
 

1. The Arm. ë³ÛÉ [sayl] ‘ancient wheeled vehicle’ is used in 
two different ways in the manuscripts; with its basic and 
metaphoric meanings; 

a) ‘a rough cart driven by oxen’: 
“ºõ ¹áõ ½³Ûë Ññ³Ù³Ý ï³ó»ë. ³éÝáõÉ Û»ñÏñ¿ë 

º·Çåï³óõáó ë³ÛÉë Ù³ÝÏ³Ýó »õ Ï³Ý³Ýó Ó»ñáó, »õ ³é»³É 
½Ñ³ÛñÝ Ó»ñ ³ÍÇó¿ù” [Ew du zays hraman tacces: aÏnul yerkrēs 
Egiptaccwocc sayls mankancc ew kanancc jerocc, ew aÏeal zhayrn jer 
aciccēkc] ‘You are further charged to say, “Do this: take wagons 
from the land of Egypt for your little ones and for your wives, and 
bring your father, and come’ [Bible, Gen. 45: 19]; 

“ºõ ³ñ³ñÇÝ ³ÛÝå¿ë áñ¹ÇùÝ Æëñ³Û»ÉÇ. »õ »ï Ýáó³ 
Úáíë¿÷ ë³ÛÉë Áëï μ³ÝÇóÝ ö³ñ³õáÝÇ ³ñù³ÛÇ” [Ew ararin 
aynpēs ordikcn Israyeli: ew et nocca Yovsēpc sayls əst baniccn 
Pcarawoni arkcayi] ‘The sons of  Israel did so and Joseph gave 
them wagons according to the instruction of Pharaoh, and he gave 
them provisions for the journey’ (Bible, Gen. 45: 21) etc.; 

b) ‘Big and Small Dippers’: 
“àñ ³ñ³ñ ½´³½Ù³ëï»ÕëÝ »õ ½¶Çß»ñ³í³ñÝ »õ ½ê³ÛÉÝ »õ 

½ßï»Ù³ñ³Ýë Ñ³ñ³õáÛ” [Or arar zBazmastełsn ew zGišeravarn ew 
zSayln ew zštemarans harawoy] ‘Who made the Bear and Orion, the 
Pleiades and the chambers of the south’ (Bible, Job. 9: 9); 

“´³½Ù³ëï»Õù »õ ·Çß»ñ³í³ñ »õ ë³ÛÉ¹ ÛÇßÇÝ ÷áË³Ý³Ï 
³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ³ëï»Õ³ó” [Bazmastełkc ew gišerawar ew sayld yišin 
pcoxanak amenayn astełacc] ‘Recalls the Constellation and Venus 
instead of (all) other stars’ (see NAD, 1837: 692); 

“ÐÇõëÇë³ÛÇÝ ³ëï»ÕùÝ, áñ ÛáÙ³Ýó ³ñùïáñáë ÏáãÇÝ, ÇëÏ 
ÛáÙ³Ýó Ñ»÷ï³ë ³·ñáÝ, ÇëÏ Û»ñÏñ³·áñÍ³ó ë³ÛÉ, »õ Ç 
Ý³õ³í³ñ³ó μ³½ÙáÛÃ” [Hiwsisayin astełkcn, or yomancc 
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arkctoros kočcin, isk yomancc hepctas agron, isk yerkragorcacc sayl, 
ew i nawavaracc bazmoytc] ‘The brightest star in the northern 
celestial hemisphere , called by some people Arcturus and by other 
– Heptas Agron, and by cultivators carriage or cart, by sailors it 
was termed as multitude (constellation)’ (Ibid.). 

c) ‘north or northern pole’: 
“ºÕçÇõñùÝ (ë»Õ³ÝáÛ) ³é ãáñë ÏáÕÙ³Ýë ³ßË³ñÑÇë 

ËáÝ³ñÑ»³É Û³éÇÝ. Û³ñ»õ»Éë »õ Û³ñ»õÙáõïë, Ç ÙÇçûñ»³Û »õ Ç 
ë³ÛÉÝ” [EłÍiwrkcn (sełanoy) aÏ čcors kołmans ašxarhis xonarheal 
yaÏin. yarewels ew yarewmuts, i miÍoreay ew i sayln ] ‘The edges 
of it (table) – namely, the “horns” directed towards the cardinal: 
towards the East, towards the West, towards the Meridian, and 
towards the Cart’ (Ibid.), 

d) ‘axis’: 
“Æμñáõ ³é Ñ³ëï³ïáõÝ ÇÙÝ ë³ÛÉÝ ½³ñ³·³ßñç³Ý³ÏÇÝ 

Ë³Õ³óÙáõÝë ßáõñç³Ý³ÏÇ í³ñ»Éáí” [Ibru aÏ hastatun imn sayln 
zaragašrÍanakin xałaccmuns šurÍanaki varelov] ‘As some cart that 
rotates speedily around itself’ (Ibid.) etc. [cf. Adjaryan 1979: 169; 
Malxaseants 1945: 180]. 

2. The thorough etymological attempt of the word ë³ÛÉ [sayl] 
belongs to E. Liden (see “Handēs amsoreay” 1905: 192). 
According to him the word was a borrowing from Phyr. *satilÁa. 
His idea was accepted by his followers [Boisacq 1923: 854; 
Pokorny 1959: 339; Adjaryan 1979: 169]. 

Other forms are considered to have been derived from this word 
like the Gk. σάτιλλα ‘constellation, Big dipper” (Hesich.), σãτίνη, 
(gen. pl.) σατινέω ‘chariot, cart’(HH= Hymni Homerici, Eur. 
=Euripides, Anacr.=Anacreon). So the Greek word has Minor 
Asian origin. Furthemore, according to Djahukyan, the word ë³ÛÉ 
[sayl] has either an Arm.-Phryg. origin from the IE *k’at- ‘to fight, 
to struggle’ or it is a borrowing from the neighboring nations. 

In the first case, the word is studied with the relation of the 
Phryg. kat- ‘struggle’ < IE *k'at- ‘struggle’ and the Arm. ë³ÛÉ 
[sayl], mentioning the following notice. 

1) “It is not likely that the Armenian word originated from this 
word-stem:  the hypothesis is based on the comparison of the Arm. 
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and Phryg. σάτιλλα constellation’, and σãτίνη ‘chariot’: a) the 
etymology of these words is not certain; b) It is not convincing that 
the initial meaning of this word is ‘chariot’; c) this Armenian word 
is probably a borrowing from a Minor Asian language and these 
words belong to that language” [Djahukyan 1970: 21]. 

2) There are two different opinions about the Arm. ë³ÛÉ [sayl] 
i.e. it has the meaning of the constellation of “Big and Small 
Dipper”. The linguists who are in favor of the close relations 
between Armenian and Phrygian tribes consider the words σάτιλλα 
(“the Constellation of Big Dipper”) and σ©τίνη ‘chariot’ to stem 
from the IE *k'at- ‘struggle, fight’ as the meaning of σάτιλλα 
‘chariot’ and the Phryg. origin word *satilÁa. Other linguists 
consider this word as a simple borrowing [Adjaryan 1940: 141, and 
1979: 169]. 

It is hereby definite to characterize the word as a Phrygian one. 
It is also not proven that the original meaning of the word 

‘chariot’ comes from an IE *k'at-. If the Arm. ë³ÛÉ [sayl] is a 
borrowing from a Minor Asian language we can assume that the 
consonant *-t was changed into Û [y] and the loss of the following 
vowel occurred in the period of Ancient Armenian (after the XII 
cent. B. C.) [Djahukyan 1970: 18]. 

The second case considered the fact that “R. Schmidt (see 
“Glotta” 44, 1967: 148-151) made an attempt to prove the 
Thracian origin of the word σάτιλλα ‘(one) constellation 
(*’chariot’; ‘cart’)” [Djahukyan 1987: 311]. The solution to the 
problem adds even more complexity to further researches. 

3. The etymological attempts are becoming unconvincing as we 
study the new data about the concept of ‘wheel, vehicle’ in the IE 
languages and other facts from the Armenian literary monuments 
and the Armenian dialects. 

In this case we deal with the native word and not with a 
borrowing. We assume the Arm. ë³ÛÉ [sayl] is native stem from 
the IE *k[h]oel- ‘wheel, vehicle’. There are similar words in related 
languages, e.g. OIr. cul ‘cart’, OIc. hvél ‘wheel’, Pruss. kelan 
‘wheel’, Let. du-celis ‘two wheeled’, OSlav. kolo (Gen. kolese) 
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‘wheel’, (pl. nom.-acc.) kola ‘cart’, Lat. colus ‘weaver, weaving, 
thread’ [see Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 258, 718-719]. 

Later the IE form was formed from the vowels *k[h]oel- ‘to spin’ 
which has the associations in related languages, e.g. OInd. cárati 
‘to turn’; ‘to wander’; ‘to go’, Av. čaraiti ‘to turn’, Gk. (Hom.) 
πέλω, (medic.) πέλομαι ‘move, budge; advance’, Alb. siéll ‘to turn, 
to spin, to bring’ etc. [idem, 718]. 

That vehicle was first used in the territory stretched between 
Transcaucasia and Upper Mesopotamia in the fourth millennium B. 
C. and later it was spread to other areas [cf. idem, 869-870]. 

4.We should consider we have dublicated form *k[h]o(e/o)k[h]olo- 
from the IE * k[h]oel- which occurred in related languages such as 
Toch. A kukäl ‘cart’, Toch. B kokale ‘cart’, OInd. cakrá ‘wheel’ 
(also ‘sun wheel’, and ‘period of year’ in §gveda-, cf. with Arm. 
³ñ»·³ÏÝ [aregakn] ‘sun wheel’; ‘period of year’, Av. čaxra- 
‘wheel’ (cf. Arm. ç³Ññ³Û [Íahray] ‘weaving machine’, ã³ñË 
[čcarx] ‘wheel of fortune’, ×³Ëñ [čaxr] ‘to spin, to turn’, 
×³Ë³ñ³Ï [čaxarak] ‘wheel’, ‘wheeled instrument’) [cf. 
Hübschmann 1895-1897: 186; Adjaryan 1977: 172-174], Gk. 
(Hom.) κύκλος ‘circle, wheel’, κύκλα (pl.), Phryg. κίκλην 
‘(constellation of) Big Dipper’, ORuss. кола ‘(constellation of) Big 
Dipper’, ОIc. hjól, hvél ‘wheel’, OEng. hweogol, hwēol ‘wheel’, 
Eng. whell ‘id.’, MLGerm. wēl ‘wheel’ etc. [Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 
1984: 718, 737-738, 869-870, and Широков 1991: 57-64]. 

According to typology the double root-word occurs not only in 
the IE languages; OHebr. gigāl, galgal ‘wheel’, Aram. galgal 
‘wheel’ (cf. Georg. gorgal ‘wheel’;‘circle’), Sum. gigir ‘chariot, 
cart’ etc. (Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 7181). 

5. According to the structure and semiotic correlation of the IE 
* k[h]oel- or the reduplicated word stem *k[h[o(e/o)k[h]olo- as well as 
typological similarities of these words in non-IE languages, we can 
state that the origin of the Arm. ë³ÛÉ [sayl] ‘cart’ and ·'³É·'³ÉÇ 
[g'alg'ali] ‘two-wheeled cart’ preserved in several dialects is much 
older than the existing opinion about it. It would be more accurate 
to say that those are native words rather than borrowings. We can 
also state that the dialect word ·'³É·'³ÉÇ [g'alg'ali] (Mush, 
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Alashkert  etc.) is older than the word ë³ÛÉ [sayl] if we take into 
account that in the mentioned form the palatalized (not glottalized) 
·' [g'] types must have preceded ë [s] (·'³É- [g'al-] and its double 
form ·'³É-·'³É-Ç [g'al-g'al-i]). 

On the other hand we can assume that: 
a) it is a hereditary feature from the period of IE unity, e.g. IE 

*k[h[o(e/o)k[h[olo- > Arm. (dial.) ·'³É-·'³É-Ç [g'al-g'al-i]; 
b) According to the abovementioned there must be (typological) 

associations with Sum. GIGIR ‘chariot’, OHebr. gilgāl, galgal 
‘wheel’, Aram. galgal ’wheel’ as IE *k[h]oek[h]olo-, Sum. GIGIR, 
Sem. *galgal, Georg. (Kartv.) gÐgar- (and *bÐbar) and OChin. (< 
IE) *gr ‘holy horse’ have the same typological equivalence and the 
same semiotics (‘cart’ > ‘pulling force’ > ‘horse’) i.e. semantic 
development [Greppin 1998: 85-86]. 

6. As a cultural (especially as ritual) phenomenon the Arm. 
ë³ÛÉ [sayl] and ·'³É·'³ÉÇ [g'alg'ali] have certain "heritage’ with 
mythical changes of the meanings of IE * k[h]oel- 

Arm. ë³ÛÉ [sayl] (‘two or four-wheeled vehicle’), and 
·'³É·'³ÉÇ [g'alg'ali] (‘two-wheeled vehicle’) must have had a very 
significant role not only in the cultural life of Armenia but of Asia 
Anterior as well. 

The two-wheeled and four-wheeled vehicles found during the 
excavations conducted in Lchashen and in other places in Armenia 
date back to be remaining from the 2nd millennium B.C. [cf. 
Пиотровский 1959: 153; Martirosyan 1969: 39-40] though there 
were attempts to consider them from much earlier period. The figures 
of carts illustrated on some dozens of cliffs in Syunik in 4th-3th 
millennium B.C. are parallel to the figures of one-wheel (i. e. 
·'³É·'³ÉÇ [g'alg'ali] - V.H.), two-wheel (i.e. ë³ÛÉ [sayl - V.H.) round-
wheeled, wooden carts with bars found at Sevan area in Nerkin 
Getashen (New Adiaman) by E. Lalayan and in Lchashen by H. 
Mnatsakanyan, this goes back to the end of the 2nd millennium 
[Mnatsakanyan 1960: 139]. Meanwhile, in the recent years especially 
in 1970s the linguistic and archeological researches date back to 
period even further to the 4th millennium [cf. Littauer-Crouwel 1974: 
20-37, and 1977, 1-7; Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 718, 869-870 etc.]. 
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7. Arm. ë³ÛÉ [sayl] (< IE *k[h]oel-) is a newer form, the phonetic 
transition is the following: 

a) IE *k[h]o > Arm. u [s], and b) IE *e > Arm. » [e] (> ³Û [ay]: 
cf. Arm. (dial.) ë¿É [sēl] ‘cart’ in which the form ¿ [ē] is considered 
a new dialect phenomenon initiated from the Old Armenian 
(Grabar) ³Û [ay] diphthong through the rules of diphthong 
simplification. 

Yet, Arm. ·'³É·'³ÉÇ [g'alg'ali] must be older because: 
a)IE *k[h]o > Arm. · [g] (palatal or glottal g’) transition is an old 

phenomenon (cf. IE *p[h]oenk[h]oe > Arm. ÑÇÝ· [hing] ‘five); 
b) we have IE *e/o ablaut of some degree Arm. ³ [a] (not ³Û 

[ay] or (dial.) » [e] or ¿ [ē] as in the word ë¿É [sēl] ‘cart’), i.e. the 
diphthong ³Û [ay] in ë³ÛÉ [sayl] parallel with ³ [a] which is 
common in Armenian (comp. ¹³ÛÉ > ¹³É [dayl > dal] ‘beestings’, 
Ù³Ûñ > Ù³ñ»É [mayr > mar-el] ‘sunset’ (cf. Ù³Ûñ³Ùáõï 
[mayramut] ‘sun-set’) [Djahukyan 1986: 29-33]. 

Thus, we can assume that the Ancient Armenian words ë³ÛÉ 
[sayl] and *·'³É [g'al] (>·'³É·'³ÉÇ [g'alg'ali]) have an IE origin, 
i.e. they are not borrowed from any other related or not related 
languages during their interaction. According to this the word ë³ÛÉ 
[sayl] and its dialect correspondences ·'³É-·'³É-Ç (< ·'³É) [g'al-
g’al-i] (<g'al)] belong to the Armenian semantic group of Indo-
European origin ‘agriculture, vegetation’ and at the same time to 
the group of ‘religion, prejudice’ related to the belief of the ‘´áÛÉù 
[Boylkc] or Big Dipper constellation’ and to the former 
imagination of ritual practices of some phenomenon or phenomena 
existent in the Armenian imagination. 
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10. Arm. sÏnel < IE *k’oer- 

 
 
 
 
 

1. In the Armenian written sources we have never come across 
the word ëéÝ»É (ëé Ý-»É) [sÏnel (sÏ n-el)] ‘to grind’ but it is used in 
several Armenian dialects (Mush, Alashkert, Bulanukh, Aparan 
etc.) and denotes ‘to grind the corn into big pieces’. We find this 
word in Adjarian’s and S. Amatuny’s dialect dictionaries as well as 
in E. Lalayan’s ethnographical journal [Adjaryan 1911: 984; 
Amatuni 1912: 599; Lalayan 1916: 77]. 

Nowadays the word is included in the mentioned dialects. 
2. The word ëéÝ»É [sÏnel] ‘‘to grind’ is not included in 

Adjaryan’s “Armenian Root Dictionary”, as well as in other 
scientific works about the Armenian etymology [cf. Adjaryan 
1979; Джаукян 1967, and 1982; Djahukyan 1987 etc.]. 

Thus, we can say that the word ëéÝ»É [sÏnel] has never been a 
matter of etymological study. It is explained with the specific 
application of the word i.e. with its dialect feature. Arm. ëéÝ»É 
[sÏnel] is a native word and it has been preserved to modern times 
with its dialect or non-literary application. It names a perception 
originated from IE and denoting a theme connected with natural 
farmstead [see Hambardzumyan 1996: 191-192]. 

3. We must seek the meaning of the verb ëéÝ»É [sÏnel] in the 
word Ñ³ïÇÏ [hatik] ‘corn, grain’, because the initial meaning of 
the word ‘to grind’ was ‘to break the grain into two pieces’. 
Adjaryan finds the application of the word only in Mush dialect 
and gives the definition as “to grind in big pieces so that the grain 
is broken into two or three pieces” [Adjaryan 1911:984]. 

4. It is known that IE *g'ernos means ‘grain’, it is connected 
with the concept to sow the seed and is specific to IE Western 
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languages [Adjaryan 1940: 16]. As usual for the concept (meaning) 
of ‘to mince, to grind’  the IE *k’orāË- ‘mill’ is used for the 
meaning of ‘grind, mince’ [Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 693]. 
According to it the Arm. »ñÏ³Ý (*»-Ïñ-³Ý) [erkan (*e-kr-an)] 
‘grindstones; mill’ originated from the IE *k’orāË- ‘mill’ (cf. 
*gorāwanā-, *gËrəË-ānā, *gËrānā) [Hübschmann 1897: 444-445; 
Adjaryan 1973, 61; Джаукян 1967, 226; 1987: 129, 450]. 

5. In our opinion the Arm. (dial.) ëéÝ(»É) [srn(el)] ‘to grind’ 
derives from IE *k’oern ‘mill’ and variations of this root word are 
IE *k’oer- or *k’oər- (comp. Goth. -qairnus ‘mill’ , OIc. kvern 
‘grindstones’, OInd. gurú- ‘heavy’, Gk. βαρύς ‘heavy’, Lat. grauis 
‘heavy’, Let. dziýnus ‘grindstones’, Lith. gìrnos (pl.) ‘grindstones’, 
OSlav. žrŭnovŭ ‘mill’ [Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984:175]. 

According to it at the earliest stages of Armenian, i.e. at the period 
when Armenian became a separate language, the root-word *ñÏ-³Ý(< 
*Ïñ-³Ý) [rk-an (<*kr-an)] in the word »-ñÏ-³Ý (<*»-Ïñ-³Ý) [e-rk-
an (*e-kr-an) and the root-word ëéÝ- (<ëé-Ý-) [sÏn- (<sÏ-n-)] in the 
verb ëé-Ý-»É [sÏ-n-el] are variations of the same root word with 
different vowels and Ï/ë [k/s] variation. This kind of distinction comes 
from the period of unity with IE because in IE we see the variation of 
*k’oern- and *k’orāË- [op. cit., 693, 868, 873]. 

It is worthwhile mentioning that the authors consider the first 
and dated to the third millennium B.C. to be the period when these 
tools (‘mill’ and ‘grindstones’) were brought to Europe from Asia 
Anterior (see op. cit., 694, 869). 

It is known that IE *k’oern ‘grindstones’ is a borrowing from 
Semitic languages; cf. Sem. *gurn- ‘cornfield, current’ > Ugar. grn 
‘current’, Akkad. maê/grattu ‘current, pressing place’, OHebr. 
gōren ‘current’, Arab. ğarana ‘to mince, to grind’], ğurn- ‘gurrnt’ 
[op. cit., 873-874]. 

Thus, the origin of both words »ñÏ³Ý [erkan] ‘grindstones’ and 
the Arm. (dial.) ëéÝ(»É) [sÏn(el)] ‘to mince in big pieces’ have 
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lasting history and they are old borrowings from Semitic languages 
[cf. Djahukyan 1987, 450]. 

According to it the Arm. (dial.) ëéÝ»É [sÏnel] belongs to the 
thematic subgroup of tools, material, product in the group denoting 
“Miscellaneous physical acts and those pertaining to certain special 
arts and crafts, with some implements materials, and products, 
other miscellaneous notions” [cf. op. cit., 213-214 etc.]. 
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11. Arm. ticc (< tikc) < IE *di-t 

 
 
 
 
 

1. Those are not the only words in the section by Khorenatsi 
“The Desire of Lady Sathenik” that haven’t been completely 
studied, even more there is another word ïÇó (<ïÇù) [ticc (<tikc] 
‘age’ that needs etymological study. There were various 
controversial views, different accounts including the correction and 
edition of the original text, attempts to explain the word ïÇó [ticc]. 

2. In the original text the word is used in its declined form: 
 
“î»Ýã³Û ê³ÃÇÝÇÏ ïÇÏÇÝ ï»Ýã³Ýë`/ 
¼³ñï³ËáÛñ Ë³õ³ñï »õ ½ïÇó Ë³õ³ñÍÇ” 
[Tenčcay Satcinik tikin tenčcans/ 
Zartaxoyr xawart ew zticc xawarci] 
‘Queen Satcinik had great desire for the 
vegetable artakhur and the shoot tits’ 
[Khorenatsi 1913: 84]. 
 
We think it represents the declined form of the Arm. ïÇù [tikc] 

i.e. it is not used as a non-singular word but a plural form in 
genitive-dative case. The latter is an initial form and must be very 
common in Ancient Armenian. The singular form of the word *ïÇ 
[ti] ‘day’ has not been found in written sources but it must have the 
meaning ‘day, epoch, period, era’ [cf. Djahukyan 1987: 117, 217, 
269, 401]. Djahukyan gives that word the common meaning ‘age’ 
too. The definition of this word fixed in the dictionary is ‘time-
denoting’. In this context the word ïÇ-ù [ti-kc] ‘age’ has 
metaphoric meaning and comes from its original, direct meaning. 

3. It is known that the Arm. ïÇ-ù [ti-kc] ‘age’ originated from 
the IE *di-t, (cf. Engl. tid ‘time, hour’). At the same time it is 
necessary to mention that Djahukyan considers the form ï¿ [tē], 
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ïÇ [ti] (< IE *dei) to be general for the root stems ïÇ-ù [ti-kc] 
‘lady’ and ïÇ [ti] ‘day’. 

It makes us think that the form ïÇó [ticc] ‘age’ (Pl.) in the word 
combination ½ïÇó Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [zticc xawarci] ‘shoot, tendril of 
plants’ is the plural genitive-dative form of the Arm. ïÇ [ti] and its 
plural form is ïÇ-ù [ti-kc]. The possible parallel preserved among 
the related languages is the Engl. tid (‘time, hour’) but the 
likelihood of other forms is also potential if we illuminate the 
parallels in the Armenian dialects and related languages. 

4. In the fragment of  “The Desire of Lady Sathenik” the 
particle ½ [z] is a prefix and not an indivisible part of the root word 
as some researchers have stated. Thus the singular nominative case 
form of the word is ïÇ [ti] and the plural nominative case form is 
ïÇ-ù [ti-kc] ‘age’which later was turned into non-singular noun. 
The word ti is declined as a common word i.e. as a non-single 
word.There is an obvious grammar change of a common word into 
non-singular form;  cf. ¹Ç (> ¹Ç-ù) [di (> di-kc)], (gen.-dat. pl.) ¹Çó 
[dicc] ‘gods’ etc. 
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12. Arm. tcanjr < IE *t’Ús-u- 

 
 
 
 
 

1.Regardless of the importance of the data for the etymology of 
the words and for the study of the Armenian pre-writing period 
history the data cannot become a basis for the further investigations 
if it is not recruited with new etymology or if the words don’t get 
their new accurate etymology and typology. From this point of 
view it is necessary to mention a number of words the etymology 
of which has still been considered incomplete or unpersuasive. A 
good example of that is the Arm. Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr] ‘thick, immense, 
bulky’ which has been studied by several scholars but according to 
new data we can consider it as originated from IE and possessing 
different phonemic structure. 

2. As we said the origin of the Arm. Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr] has not 
been completely studied yet. At different times it has been 
connected with different IE forms because of the different types of 
consonants in the root word. 

2.1. The etymology of the Arm. Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr] has a long 
history which can symbolically be divided into two stages: pre-
Adjaryan and post-Adjaryan. 

a) For the first stage Hübschmann’s etymology is very 
important   according to which the Arm. Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr] originated 
from IE *tenk- [Hübschmann 1895: 448]. Adjaryan accepts that 
concept and separates the prototype *tÚg'hu- [Adjaryan  1973: 152-
153]. Djahukyan regards G. Zolta’s etymology the most 
remarkable. He believes that as a vowel bearing IE form the Gen. 
sing. form Ã³ÝÓáõ [tcanju] of the word Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr] is the 
closest to Lith. tankus ‘thick, frequent’ [Solta 1960: 223; 
Djahukyan 1987: 197]. 

b) In this case Djahukyan has a completely different opinion. 
He thinks the IE *tenk- and *thengh- are the same *ten- ‘to draw, 
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to pull’ with growths *-k- and *-gh- [Djahukyan, op.cit.; cf. 
Sukiasyan 1986: 91,16] and he also gives IE *thengh- as a root 
form, *tng'hu- or *tng'hiu- as the source of the word Ã³ÝÓñ 
[tcanjr]. But Djahukyan has a question mark on this i.e. he 
considers them doubtful prototypes [Djahukyan 1987: 152, 109]. 

2. 2. All these facts prove the origin of the Armenian word 
Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr]  and the  etymology of the word seems complete 
and final. Later this etymology is regarded questionable, especially 
by Djahukyan. 

That’s why we emphasize Hübschmann’s etymology about the 
IE possible prototype for Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr]. Adjaryan accepts that 
etymology and comes to the conclusion that “the parallels in 
related languages must have instigated the Arm. Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr] 
from the IE *tÚkú-”. Then he adds that “our word Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr] 
originated from IE *tÚg’hu-”[Adjaryan  1973: 153]. 

In his later works Djahukyan reflects on the etymology of this 
word [Джаукян 1967, and 1982; Djahukyan 1987] and mentions 
another form (*tÚg'hiu-) parallel to the form (*tÚg'hu-), together 
with the sonant of the root forming vowel, but both of them seem 
questionable. 

New data of cognate languages greatly contribute to the 
solution of the problem. But before referring to them let’s 
remember that Hübschmann himself had mentioned about these 
parallel forms, however  they haven’t been paid careful attention to 
at that time. Likewise also Adjaryan writes about it in his 
“Dictionary of Armenian Roots”. Finally, J. Pokorny mentions the 
following data in his dictionary: Avest. ang- (anÍasåntē) ‘pull, 
seek; draw’, Lat. temō, (gen. sing.) temonis ‘harness, gear’, OIc. 
pungr ‘thick, bushy; dense’ etc. [Pokorny 1959: 1067-1068]. G. 
Zolta adds another parallel from the related language i.e. Lith. 
tankus which initiates a new study on the word Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr] and 
thus illustrates a number of cognates to other languages. 

2.3. It is notable that Adjaryan considers those parallels 
comparable with another Armenian form *Ã³Ý·ñ [tcangr] with the 
same meaning in the pre-writing period. Later at the writing period 
we have the traditional form Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr]. The question is if it is 
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possible to prove that at the stage of separate development 
especially at the pre-writing period there occurred the internal shift 
of the word *Ã³Ý·ñ [tcangr] > Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr], because of the *· 
[g] > ½ [z] shift i.e. plosives obtained fricative attributes. 

So we can conclude the following. 
a) This assumption is based on the possible existence of the 

correspondence IE *g > Arm. Ó [j]: cf. IE *b(h)Ðg(h)-u > Arm. 
μ³ñÓ-ñ [barj-r], (gen. sing.) μ³ñÓ-áõ [barj-u]) ‘high’, IE 
*g(h)alg(h)- > Arm. Ó³ÕÏ [jałk] ‘walking stick’, IE *g(h)Áem-s > 
Arm. ÓÙ»éÝ (< Ó(Ç)Ù-»éÝ) [jmeÏn (< j(i)m-eÏn)] ‘winter’ etc. 

b) Otherwise it is possible to compare the Arm. Ã³Ý· [tcang] 
with the Arm. Ã³Ý·áõ½»É [tcanguzel] ‘to avoid because of fear or 
shame, to run away’ (according to M. Djakhdjakhean’s 
Dictionary); cf. “Î³Ù Ã¿ Ã³Ý·áõ½Çó¿±ù. ½Ç ¹áõù ³Ù»Ý»ù»³Ý 
¹³ï³õáñù »Õ»ñáõù” [Kam tcē tcanguziccēkc: zi dukc amenekcean 
dataworkc ełerukc] ‘Will you show partiality towards him, will you 
plead the case for God?’ [The Bible, Job. 13: 8]; Gk. ή ύποστελετδε 
‘to escape because of fear and awe’, also with the words Ã³Ý·áõ½Ç 
[tcanguzi] ‘indolent, idle, lazy’ separating the common meaning of 
“to dense, to thicken”. The word Ã³Ý· [tcang] is considered a 
borrowing from Pers. tang [Adjaryan 1973: 151-152]. 

3. The Arm. Ã³ÝÓñ [tcanjr] originated from a completely 
different source i.e. from the IE *t’Ús-u- ‘thick, dense, solid, 
intense’ which is parallel to Hitt. dassu ‘strong’, for which the 
forms Hitt. *da(n)su- < *dÚsu-, and Gk. δασύς ‘dense, thick’, Lat. 
dēnsus ‘thick’ are reconstructed [see Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 
200]. We’ll mention the Hitt. form dankuli < dankui ‘thick, dense’ 
[Иванов 1977: 26]. 

3.1. For the IE *t’ > Arm. Ã [tc], and IE *Ú > Arm. ³Ý [an] 
association we’ll bring the following parallels: 

a) IE *t’el- > Arm. Ã»Õ [teł] ‘long, pile’, Ã»Õ-»Ù [teł-em] ‘to 
pile in length’: cf. OSlav. di-liti ‘to grow long’, Russ. длить ‘to get 
long’, ОIc. talma ‘to stop, to prevent’ [see Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 
1984: 230; Djahukyan 1987, 158]; 

b) IE *bÚdh-s- > Arm. (å³)å³ÝÓ- [(pa)panj-] ‘to get dumb’ 
and å³å³ÝÓÇÉ [papanjil] ‘grow dumb’ etc. 
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3.2 The IE *s > Arm. Ó [j] association is a matter of a separate 
study connected with the expressions of the IE plosive consonants 
and the problems around it. 

3.3 Finally, there is the particle *u in the IE form *t’Ús-u- that 
appears in the Armenian inclined forms, Gen. sing. Ã³ÝÓ-áõ [tanj-
u] ‘of thick’, nominative plural Ã³ÝÓ-áõ-Ýù [tanj-u-nkc] ‘thicks’ 
and the nominative singular is not preserved for unknown reasons. 

Thus we can assume that the etymology of the Armenian 
Ã³ÝÓñ [tanjr] is connected with the form IE *t’Ús-u- and not with 
* tÚg'hu-. 
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13. Arm. xawarci < Arm. xaw- + IE *trəg'- 

 
 
 
 
 

1. The questionable word in the fragment of "The Desire of 
Lady Sathenik" by Khorenatsi is Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [xawarci] ‘shoot, 
tendril of plants’: 

 
“î»Ýã³Û ê³ÃÇÝÇÏ ïÇÏÇÝ ï»Ýã³Ýë`/ 
¼³ñï³ËáÛñ Ë³õ³ñï »õ ½ïÇó Ë³õ³ñÍÇ” 
[Tenčcay Satcinik tikin tenčcans/ 
Zartaxoyr xawart ew zticc xawarci] 
‘Queen Satcinik had great desire for the 
vegetable artakhur and the shoot tits’ 
[Khorenatsi 1913: 84]. 
 
The etymology of this word is still undecided. 
2. The word Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [xawarci] ‘shoot, tendril of plants’, in 

our opinion has the same origin as the word Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] 
‘greens, vegetables; legums’. Still they are being studied separately 
because of their  special importance in Khorenatsi’s fragment as 
well as the obvious significance of those words in the Armenian 
lexicon. 

As a difference to the word Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] ‘greens, 
vegetables; legums’ the word Ë³õ³ñÍ [xawarc] has changed into 
noun due to the word-structure particle Ç [-i]: cf. ·»ñ-Ç [ger-i] 
‘captive’,·ÇÝ-Ç [gin-i]‘wine’, ÛÕ-Ç [ył-i] ‘pregnant’, Ù³Ûñ-Ç [mayr-
i] ‘type of tree’, ï»Õ-Ç [teg-i] ‘place’ etc.[Djahukyan 1987:231]. 

They differ from each other with ï [t] ~ Í [c] sound 
correlation: cf. ³ñ³Í-»É [arac-el] ‘graze, pasture’ ~ ³ñûï (< 
³ñ³õï) [arawt] ‘pasture, common pasture’, Ë³Ûï [xayt] ‘bait, 
lure’~ Ë³ÛÍ [xayc] ‘bait, lure’, åÇÕÍ [piłc] ‘unclean’ ~ åÕï-áñ 
[płt-or] ‘turbid, muddy’ etc. 
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Djahukyan doubtfully connects the word Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [xawarci] 
‘shoot, tendril of plants’ with Ë³õ [xaw] ‘nap; pile, fluff’ because 
of its later application Ë³õ³ñÍÇÉ [xawarcil] ‘medical herb’ 
[Djahukyan 1987: 598]. 

This kind of associations are very common in G.Ter-
Mkrtchyan’s view [Ter-Mkrtchyan 1979: 133]. 

But Djahukyan believes that in this case the word can be 
considered as an example of association between Armenian and 
South Caucasian (Kartvelian) languages. He also adds that the 
similarities between Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [xawarci] ‘shoot, tendril of plants’ 
and some other words "must be regarded as non-typical 
[contaminal?] case". According to Djahukyan only the following 
words are comparable; Ë³õ³ñÍ [xawarc] ‘shoot, tendril of plants’ 
(later Ë³õ³ñÍÇÉ [xavarcil] ‘medical herb’(?), from Arm. Ë³õ 
[xaw-] ‘nap; pile, fluff’ ~ Georg. γwarjli ‘weed, unkindness’, 
Megr. γurjul ‘plague, misfortune’, Laz (Chan.) γurjul ‘poison, 
misfortune, Georg.-Zan. *γwarjÓ- ‘Folium temulentum; seed’ 
[Djahukyan 1987: 598]. 

3. In both words Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] ‘(vegetable) garnich’ and 
Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [xawarci] ‘shoot, tendril of plants’ the second root stem 
³ñÍ- [arc-] originated from IE *trəg’- ‘to graze, pasture’. For the 
first case we have IE *g' > Arm. ï [t], and the second case - IE *g' 
> Arm. Í [c] correspondence which is different root stem 
coherence common in Ancient Armenian if we exclude the 
possibility of period difference. 

4. In this piece of the epic the word Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [xawarci] means 
‘shoot, tendril of plants’ but metaphorically it has completely 
different meaning as in the case of Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] ‘(vegetable) 
garnich’. In difference to ³ñï³ËáÛñ, which meant ‘covered with 
goat fur, (something) round and outcasted’; here with 
‘shameless’(i. e. ‘impolite; not suitable’) style the word Ë³õ³ñÍÇ 
‘shoot, tendril of plants’ is mentioned. 

In the end we should mention that these four questionable 
words of etymological study are used in two word combinations 
i.e. ½³ñï³ËáÛñ Ë³õ³ñï [zartaxoyr xawart] ’shawl; covering 
garnich’ and ½ïÇó Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [zticc xawarci] ‘dainty food’ (also 
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‘age , years; time of life’). The first is a postpositional attributive 
word combination and the second is a preposition possessive word 
combination. In one case the prefix ½ [z] is used in its precise place 
and in the other case it is used with the object. For the second case 
we would have a canonic form if the combination ½Ë³õ³ñÍÇ ïÇó 
[zxawarci ticc] ‘dainty food’ was used instead. We must take into 
consideration that this  phenomenon is obvious in Ancient 
Armenian stage. 

Thus, the words ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] ‘shawl; covering’, 
Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] ‘(vegetable) garnich’, ïÇó [ticc] ‘age’ and 
Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [xawarci] ‘shoot, tendril of plants’ used by  Khorenatsi, 
if we take into consideration their usage in the Armenian epics and 
in the figurative speech we can observe them as “cultural” words, i. 
e. ‘emotion (with some physical expressions of emotion); 
temperamental, moral, and aesthetical notions’, words belonging to 
thematic subgroup [cf. Djahukyan 1987: 218]. 
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14. Arm. xawart < Arm. xaw- +IE *trəg'- 

 
 
 
 
 

1. This word is also used in  the ancient Armenian epics "The 
Desire of Lady Satenik": 

 
“î»Ýã³Û ê³ÃÇÝÇÏ ïÇÏÇÝ ï»Ýã³Ýë`/ 
¼³ñï³ËáÛñ Ë³õ³ñï »õ ½ïÇó Ë³õ³ñÍÇ” 
[Tenčcay Satcinik tikin tenčcans/ 
Zartaxoyr xawart ew zticc xawarci] 
‘Queen Satcinik had great desire for the 
vegetable artakhur and the shoot tits’ 
[Khorenatsi 1913: 84]. 
 
And it occurs in the word combination like (½)³ñï³ËáÛñ 

Ë³õ³ñï [(z)artaxoyr xawart] ’shawl; covering garnich’ as a 
back-position attribute expressing metaphoric quality. We don’t 
find this word in Eremia Meghretsi’s dictionary and Mkhithar 
Sebastatsi gives the following definition to the word: "It is a simple 
(cf. ‘common’ V.H.) vegetation or greenery edible by people with 
or without boiling…. like salads, dill and suchlike etc." [Sebastatsi 
1749: 375, col. 2]. Later the majority of the researchers follow the 
opinion of Sebastatsi, so do the authors of “The New Armenian 
Dictionary” and consider this word Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] ‘(vegetable) 
garnich’ as a plant name. 

We approve Adjaryan’s approach to  the etymology of this 
word and mention that he considers the word Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] 
‘(vegetable) garnich’ to be the adjectival object for the back-
position attribute ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] ’tiara, mitre, diadem‘ and 
they make the word combination ³ñï³ËáÛñ Ë³õ³ñï 
[(z)artaxoyr xawart] ‘shawl; covering garnich’ [Adjaryan 1973: 
351-352]. 
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2. The word Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] consists of the parts Ë³õ [xaw] 
and ³ñï [art]. The first part Ë³õ [xaw] ‘fuzz, hair cover, thick 
layer’ is not an etymologized word but ³ñï [art] ‘field’ is rather 
old. The latter has absolutely no  connection, at least at the period 
of early Armenian, with the word ³ñï [art] ‘out, outside’ as a part 
of the word ³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxojr] ’shawl; covering‘ which was 
broadly used in ancient Armenian. In our opinion ³ñï [art] in the 
word Ë³õ³ñï [xavart] is etymologically connected with other 
words  i. e. on the  one hand it has similar sources with ³ñ³ï 
[arat] ‘to graze’, ³ñ³õï [araut] ‘grass, pasture’ and  on the other 
hand with the words ³ñ³Í(»É) [arac(el)] ‘graze, pasture’, 
(ïáõ)³ñ³Í [(tu)arac] [<*(ïáõ³ñ)³ñ³Í)] [*(tuar)arac] 
‘herdsman, cowboy’ (i.e. ïáõ³ñ < IE *dīpəro +Arm. ³ñ³Í [arac] 
‘graze, pasture’), and with the dial. word ³ñÓ(³É) [arj(al)] ’graze, 
pasture’; for the sounds ï [t] ~ Í [c] cf. Ë³Ûï [xayt] ‘bait, lure’~ 
Ë³ÛÍ [xayc] ‘cheerful’, μáõï [but] ‘breeded’, μï-»É [bt-el] 
‘fatten, feed (up)’ ~ μáÛÍ [boyc] ‘to breed’, μáõÍ-³Ý»Ù [buc-anem] 
‘breed’, åÇÕÍ [piłc] ‘foul, unclean.’ ~ åÕï-áñ [płt-or] ‘dirty’, Ñ-
å³ñï [h-part] ‘proud’~ å³ñÍ-»Ý³Ù [parc-enam] ‘brag, be proud 
(of)’, ï³ï³Ý»Ù [tatanem] ‘shake; whiver’ ~ Í³Í³Ý»Ù 
[cacanem] ‘to wave’, Ë»Õ¹ [xełd] ~ Ñ»ÕÓ [hełj] ‘chock’ etc. 

3.The root-word ³ñ³ï [arat] and ³ñ³õï [arawt] ‘pasture’ 
(vocalic alternation ³//³õ [a//au]) originated from IE *trəg'-. Cf. 
Gk. τρώγω ‘to graze, to eat’, Toch. AB trāsk ‘to chew’ [see 
Djahukyan 1987: 153 , 253; Джаукян 1982: 57]. 

Then, ³ñï [art] ‘field’ is derived from the same word stem; cf. 
Arm. (dial.) ³ñÓ³É [arj-al] ‘graze’ forming vocalic alternation low 
zero degree [see Adjaryan 1957, 37]. That’s why in Armenian we 
have to distinguish three homonyms of ³ñï [art] ‘cornfield, field’ 
(< IE *ag'-ro ‘field’), ³ñï(³)- [art(a)-] ‘out, outside’, also as a 
prefix mentioned ‘out-‘) and ³ñï- [art-] (<IE *trəg'- ‘to graze, 
pasture’). We must assume that etymologically the word ³ñï- 
[art] ‘pasture, to graze’ is connected with the words ³ñ³ï [arat] 
‘to graze’, ³ñ³õï [araut] ‘pasture’ as words from the same 
source. Djahukyan conducted the etymology of the words ³ñ³ï 
[arat] and ³ñ³õï [araut] and considered them to originate from IE 
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*trəg'-, which can be considered completely acceptable in this case 
[see also Abrahamyan 1958: 62-63]. 

Though his approach is completely convincing and acceptable 
but it is still incomplete as he covers only the etymology of the 
words ³ñ³ï [arat], ³ñ³õï [araut] and ³ñ³Í(»É) [arac(el)] 
excluding the word ³ñï [art] which has ancient application and is 
closely related to the above mentioned two words. Thus this group 
is complete with the word ³ñï- [art-] ‘pasture, to graze’ and is 
connected with the semantic group of "agriculture, vegetation". 

4.The component ³ñï [art] in the compound word Ë³õ³ñï 
[xawart] is native and has IE *trəg'- ‘to graze, pasture’. Later that 
word was linked with Ë³õ [xaw], as a second component of a 
compound word, which was used metaphorically in Khorenatsi’s 
work, which means that the usage of the main direct meaning 
refers to an earlier stage. Thus we can assume that the word 
Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] in the section of our interest has the 
metaphorically meaning of ‘covered with short hair, fuss’ or 
‘appearing from under the short fuzz, naked’. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Part III. 
 

Some IE paralleles between Armenian 
and Ancient Anatolian Languages 
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0. Preliminary 

 
 
 
 
 

1. The researches of the recent two or three decades have set 
forward completely new problems about the IE languages and 
there has risen the necessity to reconsider the traditional 
approaches. They somehow refer to different associations of 
Armenian and Ancient Anatolian (Hittite-Luvian) languages. 

Regardless of the classification accepted in the 1970s the Hitt.-
Luvian languages are presently divided into two subgroups; Hitt.-
Lidian (Hittite, Lidian and Carian) and Luv.-Likian (cuneiform 
Luvian, Hieroglyphic Luvian, Likian A, Likian B and Palayian). 
Chronologically they are divided into three periods, i.e. Early (18th 
-12th centuries B.C.), Middle (15/13th -8th centuries B.C.) and Late 
(8th -3rd cent. B.C.) [cf. Нерознак 1981: 11-12]. 

The attributes of such classification are the internal tribal 
contact of these languages and their dialectal variativity [cf. 
Иванов 1982, 48-50]. 

2. The associations of the Armenian and Hittite-Luvian 
languages have been a major subject for both Armenian and 
foreign orientalists, linguists, professionals on epigraphy and other 
researchers. The interest has grown greatly since the second half of 
the twentieth century when the orientalists finally deciphered most 
of the signs of the cuneiform system and could observe the 
relatedness of Hittite and other IE languages [see Spenean 1920: 
48-123; Kronasser 1956; Иванов 1963; Королев 1976 etc.]. 

a) G. Ghapantsyan and G. Djahukyan have their great 
contribution to this problem. Their works especially with 
etymological attempts were apparent achievements in 
etymological-lexical  analyses. Ghapantsyan judges from 
linguistic, historical, cultural and mythological points of view [see 
Ghapantsyan 1931, and 1947, 1956-1975, 1961: 146-219 etc.]. 
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Djahukyan mainly makes evaluations about the glosses (items) of 
vocabulary, the original equivalents of the words, makes some 
corrections and additions and states certain phonetic rules [see 
Djahukyan 1970: 123-167, and 1987: 311-321]. He also considers 
that both languages have plosive shifts in the consonant system and 
describes these features while other researchers describe the 
attributes of the shift in Hittite-Luvian languages [Djahukyan 
1970:130-132, 134]. 

b) Later such works were written but the authors study special 
cases especially in etymology [see Greppin 1980; 1982, 65-71; 
Kossian 1994: 63-65 etc.]. The detailed study of the vocabulary of 
Luvian, Lydian and other languages shows that a great number of 
Armenian phenomena are associated with the corresponding units 
of these languages with their phonetic peculiarities and semantic-
cognitive relations. 

In the recent years the comparative-typological studies on the 
IE languages have set forward such theories according which along 
with Hittite-Luvian languages Armenian also has ancient (archaic) 
features concerning to Indo-European condition and though the 
Hittite-Luvian records date back to earlier periods yet the 
Armenian records still preserve features of the same importance 
[Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984; Mайрхофер 1988: 530 etc.]. 

Nowadays Armenian acquires more significance in the study of 
the Indo-European languages than it had before. At present new 
approaches are applied to solve the existing problems and as the 
latest authors mention in their works  published during the latest 
two or three decades,  the data on Armenian, once almost ignored, 
is accurate and valuable containing ancient and typological features 
which are extremely useful for the reconstruction and description 
of the IE condition. 

According to such views we are going to consider a 
phenomenon  refering to Armenian-Luvian word equivalents. It’s 
worthwhile mentioning that according to the latest data those types 
of equivalents are numerable and they are not the result of regular 
borrowings but tribal frequency expressed in different languages. 
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1. Arm. cawi ~ Luv. taËi- 

 
 
 
 
 

In this case our subject of interest is the Arm. Í³õÇ [cawi] ‘blue 
eyed’ and its Luvian equivalent taËi- ‘eye’. 

1.The Arm. word Í³õÇ [cawi] ‘blue eyed’ is used in the literary 
works of the fifth century: 

“ºõ ³Í¿ñ Ï³óáõó³Ý¿ñ ³ÕçÇÏ ÙÇ ÏáÛë ÝÙÇÝ Ñ³Ù»Ù³ï, 
·»Õáí »õ Ñ³ë³Ï³õ, ³ãë Í³õÇ, ÛûÝë ÙÇ³ÏÇóë, μÇμë 
Ë³ñï»³ß” [Ew acēr kaccuccanēr ałÍik mi koys nmin hamemat, 
gełov ew hasakaw, ačcs cavi, yawns miakiccs, bibs xarteaš] ’And 
brought about a virgin similar to the previous one with the stature 
beautiful and slim with sea-blue eyes shading into brown, ached 
eye-brows’ [Oskeberan 1862: 660; cf. NAD]; 

“²Ûë ³ÝáõÝ, ³ë»Ý, ·³Ý·ñ³Ñ»ñ »õ Í³õÇ »õ ÷³ñ÷³é ¿ Ç 
ÍÝ¿” [Ays anun, asen, gangraher ew cavi ew pcarpcaÏ i cnē] ‘This 
name, they say, with wavy hair and blue eyes and is smiley-face by 
birth’ [Barsegh Kessaratsi 1830: 119; cf. NAD] etc. 

“The New Armenian Dictionary” [NAD 1836: 1013] explains 
the words §Íáí³·áÛÝ ³ãûù, ³ÝáÛß Ï³åáõï³Ï ï»ë³Ý»É»ûù, 
Ë³Ûï³ÏÝ¦ [covagoyn ačcokc, anoyš kaputak tesaneleokc, 
xaytakn’] ‘sea-blue-color eyes, pleasant blue view, blue-eyed’ and 
gives the New Armenian translation åÉáõ½, ³Ýáõß³ãáõÇ [pluz, 
anušačcui] ‘blue-eyed’. In this explanation the word ³ÝáÛß [anoyš] 
‘sweet’ must be interpreted as ‘pleasant, funny, dear, lovely’ [ibid, 
217] 

Adjaryan gives the definition of the word Í³õÇ [cawi] 
‘pleasantly blue-eyed’ which is the exact explanation of “The New 
Armenian Dictionary” [see Adjaryan 1973: 450]. Both dictionaries 
include the two variants of the forms Í³õÇñ [cawir] ‘sea blue’, and 
Í³õÇÏ [cawik] ‘bluish green’ which can be a special matter of 
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discussion (we’ll not reflect on them now leaving for another 
time). 

2. It is commonly known that H. Adjaryan and G. Djahukyan 
revealed the etymology and morphology of the word Í³õÇ [cawi] 
‘blue eyed’. However, the word Í³õÇ [cawi] ‘blue eyed’ hasn’t got 
its vigorous etymology or any equivalents in other languages yet. 

a) Adjaryan believes the attempts of the previous etymology of 
the word Í³õÇ [cawi] are inaccurate even the ones made by the 
authors of “The New Armenian Dictionary” and S. Tervishyan. It 
is necessary to mention that S. Tervishyan considers Í³õ [caw] 
‘blue eyed’ as the initial form of the word Íáí [cov] ‘sea’. 
Adjaryan supposes the possible associations with Caucasian 
languages: cf. Avar. zob, Darg. dzubri, Kurin. ccaw, Tabas. dzav, 
Agh. zaw, Lak. ssau. Like Trubetskoy Adjaryan also mentions that 
all these words have the meaning ‘sky’ and are related to each 
other [Adjaryan 1973: 450]. Adjaryan states that the word Í³õÇ 
[cawi] can be understood as ‘sky blue’ [ibid]. 

In another work Adjaryan assumes the word Í³õÇ [cawi] ‘blue- 
eyed’ has Urartean (“Chaldean”) origin i.e. it is a borrowing [see 
Adjaryan 1940: 151]. 

As we see the solution to the issue has remained indistinct. 
b) Djahukyan focuses on this word in his later work. He follows 

the opinion of Adjarian and considers the word Í³õÇ [cawi] as an 
Urartean borrowing [Djahukyan 1987: 436, 609-610]. Later on, in 
another chapter of the same work speaking about the possible links 
between the Armenian and East-Caucasian (Nachian-
Daghestanian) languages he includes the word Í³õÇ [cawi] in the 
list of the word equivalents [Djahukyan 1987: 604-615]. In fact it 
is mentioned that at first "H. Adjaryan considers 11 words as loan-
words from Eastern Caucasian languages", however he rejects 
some of them and adds others, including the word Í³õÇ [cawi] [see 
Djahukyan 1987: 609]. 

According to it the Arm. Í³õÇ [cawi] ‘blue-eyed’ (< ‘sky blue’) 
is observed as one of the 16 borrowings from the East-Caucasian 
(Nakhian-Daghestanian) languages: comp. Lezg. ццав ‘sky’, 
OAgh. ц(ц)ва ‘sky’ (ibid, 609). It’s worthwhile mentioning that the 
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equivalent is included in Adjaryan’s “Dictionary” along with other 
words [Adjaryan 1973: 450]. 

In two of his previous works Djahukyan speaks about the possible 
associations among the Armenian, Hittite-Luvian and Caucasian 
languages, connected with general concepts of ‘eye’ and ‘sky-blue’. For 
example, in many works on Indo-European, Khuro-Urartian and 
Caucasian languages Djahukyan  compares the IE *dei- ‘to shine, to 
radiate, to sparkle’ and their forms with the words Kartv. te- ‘light’, ten- 
‘to make visible, to enlighten’, ca- ‘sky’ [Джаукян 1967: 66, 182]. On 
the other hand the Kartv. form  ca- ‘sky’ is compared with Lak. ccab, 
Lezg. ццав, Tabas. дзаб etc. [ibid, 182]. It is worthwhile adding that in 
the same work the author compares the IE *okË- ‘to see’ and *okË-, 
*okË± - ‘eye’ and their parallel forms with the Georg. u¢« ‘to see’, also 
with some resemblance to Kartv. twal- ‘eye’, Georg. twal- and other 
forms [ibid, 98]. 

In his last works Djahukyan mentions the following: “There are 
words, which are common in Hittite-Luvian, Armenian and a 
number of Caucasian (especially Kartvelian) languages, and their 
source is still doubtful” [Djahukyan 1970: 157]. As an example, 
some parallels like Luv. taËi- ‘eye’; present’ ~ Kartv. twal- ‘eye’ 
are drawn in the footer. 

c) Summerizing Adjaryan’s and Djahukyan’s lexicological 
(root-words) and etymological analyses we may observe, that in 
some cases there are certain parallels between Arm. Í³õÇ [cawi] 
‘blue eyed’ and (Eastern) Caucasian, between Armenian and 
Kartvelian (see Kartv. twal- ‘eye’), as well as between Urartian 
languages. 

3. In written works the Luv. taËi- ‘eye’ is used both as an 
incoherent word or as a part of lexico-morphological structures like 
the forms tawi- or dawi- and da-a-u-i-iš (nom. sing.), da-a-u-wa 
(pl., nom.-acc.), tauswašši- or dauswašši- ‘visual’ [see Laroche 
1959: 96]. Luv. taËi- is compared with the first two parts of the 
word Ta-Ëa-ú-i-ma-an which occurs on the Capadocian tablets 
(3rd-2nd and the beginning of the 2nd millennium) found in the Old 
Assyrian trade colonies in Minor Asia [cf. Goetze 1954: 351-352; 
Laroche 1966: 183; Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 860]. 
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a) Some scholars examined the association of the sounds Hitt. š- 
~ Luv. t-: cf. Hitt. šakuËa ‘eye’ ~ Luv. taËi- ‘eye’, Hitt. ÜuišËant- 
‘animal’ ~ Luv. ÜuitËali-‘animal’ etc. [see Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 
1984: 861] on the one hand and the association of the sounds Hitt. t 
~ Arm. Í [c] on the other: cf. Hitt. taÜÜu(Ëa)i- ‘smoke’ ~ Arm. 
ÍáõË [cux] ‘smoke’, (gen. singl.) ÍËáÛ [cxoy] [see Djahukyan 
1970: 157; 1987: 203, 314 etc.]. Consequently, there is great 
possibility that the Luv.  t ~ Arm. Í [c] sounds appear coincident in 
their phonetic aspect. 

In order to show the equivalency of the Hitt. šakuËa ‘eye’ ~ 
Luv. taËi- ‘eye’ it is sensible to make a quotation “As for the 
aspirates in the Hitt. language š- is regularly used in cases when the 
corresponding consonant is missing in other languages… In the 
same way Luv. d- corresponds to Hitt. š-: cf. Hitt. šakuËa, Lat. 
ocu-(lus), Luv. dawi- ‘eye’ (kw->w- obscuration) in the word” 
[Иванов 1982: 33]. 

b) It is essential to add that there is the following opinion about 
the correspondence of Hitt. š- ~ Luv. t-: 

“Different Indo-European sibilants *s- and *š- are observed in 
Hittite and Luvian languages. It is known that there is a similar 
sound *s (cuneiform š) in Hittite and Luvian which derives from 
Hitt. s ~ Luv. s correspondence while the Indo-European *ç- has 
different correspondences in Hittite and Luvian. Thus we have 
Hitt. s ~ Luv. t type of correspondence between those languages; 
cf. Hitt. šakuËai ‘eye(s)’ ~ Luv. taË-i ‘eye(s)’” [Гамкрелидзе 
/Иванов 1984: 122]. As for phonetic association we may observe 
relations between Hitt. k and Luv. ø (zero). 

c) Accordingly we may confirm that the Hitt. s (cuneiform š), 
Luv. t ~ Arm. Í [c] are phonetic parallels, however the Arm. Í [c] 
perhaps is closer to Luvian interdental pronunciation of IE *ç [see 
Гамкрелидзе /Иванов 1984: 122). 

From this point of view the Armenian phonetic variations Í [c] 
~ ï [t] or ë [s], as well as Arm. ó [cc] ~ ß [š] and Ã(ë) [tc(s]) 
become very remarkable: 

Cf. Arm. ³ñ³Í»É [aracel] ‘to graze’ ~ ³ñ³õï [arawt] 
‘pasture’, Í³Í³Ý»É [cacanel] ‘to wave’ ~ ï³ï³Ý»É [tatanel] ‘to 
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swing’ ~ ë³ë³Ý»É [sasanel] ‘shake, shake loose’, í»ó [vecc] ‘six’ 
~ í»ß(ï³ë³Ý) [veš(tasan)] ‘sixteen’, and í³Ã(ëáõÝ) vatc(sun) 
‘sixty’, (dial.) í³óáõÝ [vaccun] ‘sixty’ and a number of other 
variations. 

Such a parallel is rather strong especially on the basis of the 
articulating similarity of the sounds Hier. Luv. t, Hitt. z (perhaps s) 
and t and the Arm. Í [c]; in Anatolian languages they have been 
lateral phonemes somewhat close to semi-fricatives [cf. Иванов 
1963: 76-77, 97-98]. 

4. The Arm. Í³õÇ [cawi] ‘blue eyed’ and Luv. taËi- parallel 
forms have Indo-European origin. We must also take into 
consideration that according to the mythology of Indo-European 
peoples the light (the sun) comes from the sea. We are not going to 
discuss how well this legend is preserved in the historical-
mythological ‘memory’ of those people or to make an attempt to 
connect the Arm. Í³õÇ [cawi] ‘blue’ with the word Íáí [cov] ’sea’ 
or the other meanings of that word. 
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2. Arm. kaytc ~ Hier.Luv. kati- 

 
 
 
 
 

The history of the study of Armenian and Ancient Anatolian 
(Hittite-Luvian) languages starts at the 20s of the twentieth century 
and covers two periods (the middle of the 20s-70s and 70s to 
present days). During the first period the subject of interst is the 
clarification of the tribal relations between the compared 
languages, the vocabulary and partially the norms of grammar (N. 
Martirosyan, G. Ghapantsyan, N. Adonts, H. Adjaryan, G. 
Djahukyan, I. Diakonoff, A.Goetze, E. Forrer etc.). During the 
second period linguistic, political, cultural record-source, 
toponymical problems and others become the matter of study (L. 
Barseghyan, V. Khachatryan, A. Kossian, J. A. Greppin, O. 
Karuba, V. Haas, M. Salvini, J. Puhvel, J. Tishler etc.). 

There are a number of words, root-words, affixes and other 
morphemes that don’t have their etymologies yet. They are 
significant not only as separate units but also from the view-point 
of their origin and assosiations with other languages. 

Below we examine a separate issue connected with Armenian 
and Hettite-Luvian relations. 

1. The Armenian Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc ] ‘pot, basket’ and Hier. Luv. kati- 
‘cup; goblet’ correspondence has never been a matter of 
comparative-etymological study by any researcher yet. 

2. The general denotation of the Arm. Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc ] is ‘a 
basket’, ‘a pot’ Adjaryan like H. Manandyan has a more precise 
definition for it, i. e. ‘a basket, a container to measure sixty 
liters’(it is also mentioned that a liter is 1,3 kilograms) [Adjaryan 
1973: 505]. 

We have two homonyms for this word; Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc ] ‘a toy for 
teeth of a baby’ and Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc ] ‘to hop, dance of joy’. The first 
cognate does not have its etymology yet and the second one, 
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according to Djahukyan, originates from the IE *kai-t- ‘light’ 
[Djahukyan 1970: 98]. 

Using Djahukyan’s examples about the second cognate we can 
make additional observations. Later on Djahukyan considers the 
word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc ] as a dialectal variation of the words Ë³Õ [xał] 
‘game’, Ï³ù³õáõÙÝ [kakcawumn] ‘to walk gracefully’, å³ñ [par] 
‘a dance’, óáõó [ccucc] ‘hof’ [see Djahukyan 1987: 399]. In his 
previous work Djahukyan writes the following about the origin of 
the word: “Below we make a list of the Armenian words without 
confirming their Pelasgian or Thracian origin because: a) a number 
of researchers believe that dissimilated desaspiration observed in 
some Pelasgian words occured in Greek as a result of the influence 
of the specific phonetic rule in Greek (Grassmann’s  law); b) in 
some cases we deal with the Iranian source i.e. with the kh > Arm. 
Ë [x] transition typical to Iranian…” [Djahukyan 1970: 98]. Along 
with other 18 counterparts he mentions the words Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc ] 
‘hop, dance of joy’ , Ï³ÛÃ»É [kaytcel] ‘to have fun, to hop, to 
dance’ - IE *kai-t- ‘light’ (cf. OHGerm. heitar, Germ. heiter 
‘merry, lively’ [ibid]. 

In this case alienating the Iran. kh > Arm. Ë [x] transition 
specific to Iranian and supporting the Armenian Ï [k] / Ë [x] 
variation we can associate the word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] with Arm. Ë³Ûï 
[xayt]; cf. Arm. Ë³ïáõïÇÏ [xatutik] ‘motley; dandelion’ and 
Ë³Ûï [xayt] ‘happiness, joy’(Adjaryan 1973: 326-327). Adjaryan 
considers these cognates to get their source from the IE *khaid- 
and mentions resemblances in a number of related languages like 
OHGerm. heitar ‘bright’, Germ. heiter ‘merry, bright’ etc. As we 
see these are the same examples used by Djahukyan to confirm the 
connection between Arm. Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] and IE *kai-t-. 

As a result we can assume that the Arm. Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] and 
Ë³Ûï [xayt] have the same origin; For that reason Adjaryan and 
Djahukyan separate IE *kai-t- or *khaid- with their voiced/ 
voiceless, voiceless/voiceless-aspirated variations. 

a) It is a plausible guess that the initial and the oldest form of 
the word Arm. Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] ‘basket, pot’ is Ï³Ã [katc] because of  
the addition of the sound Û [y] refers to later written monuments. 
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Moreover, the appliance of the diphthong of simple vowels is a 
comparably late period phenomenon in the Indo-European related 
languages: cf. Germ. heiter ‘merry, bright’, Goth. heito ‘warm, 
fever’, Let. kaists ‘shining with joy’ etc. [Adjaryan 1973, 326]. 

b) The initial application of the word is in the “Bible”: “ºõ 
³×³å³ñ»³ó ²μÇ·»³, »õ ³é »ñÏ»ñÇõñ ÝÏ³Ý³Ï »õ »ñÏáõë 
³Ù³Ýë ·ÇÝõáÛ »õ ÑÇÝ· áãË³ñ Ñ³ëáõó»³É »õ ÑÇÝ· ³ñ¹áõ 
÷áËÝ¹áÛ »õ Ï³ÛÃ ÙÇ ã³ÙÇã, »õ å³Õ³ïÇïë »ñÏ»ñÇõñ, »õ »¹ Ç 
í»ñ³Û ÇßáÛ” [Ew ačapareacc Abigea , ew aÏ erkeriwr nkanak ew 
erkus amans ginwoy ew hing očcxar hasucceal ew hing ardu 
pcoxndoy ew kaytc mi čcamičc, ew pałatits erkeriwr, ew ed i veray 
išoy] ‘Then Abigail made haste, and took  two hundred  loaves, 
and two bottles of wine, and five sheep ready dressed, and five 
measures of parched corn, and  hundred clusters of raisins, and two 
hundred cakes of figs, and laid them on asses’[The Bible, A Kings 
25: 18-35]. This part is a translation from the Greek origin: ‘kαî 
¬σπενσεν Αβιγαια kαî ¬λαβεν διάκοσίονς ¢ρτoνς  kαî δύο άγγεία 
οίνον kαî πέντε πρÅβατα πεποιημένα kαî πεντε οιφι ¡λφίτον kαî 
γομορ ¬ν σταφίδος kαî διαοσιας παλάθας kαî ¬θετο  έπί τοÏς 
Àνονς’ [The Bible, Βαs., Α, 18-20]. 

The following comments are rather important. 
1) Zohrapian’s text of the “Holy Books” (see “Holy Bible. Old 

and New Testaments”, editor I. Zohrapean, Venice, 1805) contains 
the Armenian expression Ï³ÛÃ ÙÇ ã³ÙÇã [kaytc mi čcamičc] ‘a pot 
of raisins’ and such comments: ”Hebrew  Ñ³ñ»õñ áÕÏáÛ½ ã³ÙãáÛ  
[harewr ołkoyz čcamčcoy] ‘a hundred bunches of raisins’, i. e. the 
Hebrew text can be translated in different ways”; 

2) according to the Hebrew text the later translations 
contain dissimilar phrases: Ñ³ñÛáõñ áÕÏáõÛ½ ã³ÙÇã [haryur 
ołkuyz čcamičc] ‘a hundred bunches of raisins’ or Ù»Ï 
½³ÙμÛáõÕ  ã³ÙÇã [mek zambyuł čcamičc] ‘a basket of raisins’ 
[see The Bible, 1896 (printed copy): 361, and 1981: 377, 
1994: 377, 1994, 1999: 351 etc.]. 

3) Only Etchmiadzin version applies the new meaning of the 
word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] as ‘a basket’ which is rather close to the concept 
of ½³ÙμÛáõÕ [zambyuł] ‘a basket, a pot’. 
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Afterwards, Old Armenian translation suggests Greek 
correspondences ¡γγεία, οιφι, γομορ, and παλάθας for Arm. ³Ù³Ý 
[aman] ‘receptacle; pitcher, crockery’, ³ñ¹áõ [ardu] ‘(measures) 
unit of weight’, Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] ‘pot, basket’ and å³Õ³ïÇï 
[pałatit] ‘bunch; cluster’ , however only the latter is a loan word, 
the rest are translations. 

Consequently, the Greek phrase γομορ ¬ν  σταφίδος is translated 
into Old Armenian (Grabar) as Ï³ÛÃ ÙÇ ã³ÙÇã [kaytc mi čcamičc] 
‘a basket of raisins’ and in New Armenian (Ashkharabar) the same 
expression is translated as Ñ³ñÛáõñ áÕÏáõÛ½ ã³ÙÇã [haryur ołkuyz 
čcamičc] ‘a hundred bunches of raisins’ or Ù»Ï ½³ÙμÛáõÕ ã³ÙÇã 
[mek zambyuł čcamičc] ‘a basket of raisins’. It is obvious that the 
word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] ‘pot, basket’ has not found its implementation 
in New Armenian because of its semantic obscurity. Thus, the 
application of that word is limited only within the Armenian 
semiotics and its source must be found in Ancient Armenian. 

c) Adjaryan refuses the existing etymology and interpretation 
attempts about the word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc]. The explanation of the 
author of  “The New Armenian Dictionary” is rather noteworthy. It 
runs as follows: “as root word for harvesting, i.e. կթոց [ktcocc], 
քթոց [kctcocc], կեղթ [kełtc] ‘basket of grapes, raisins or grape 
bunch’”[NAD, 1837: 1044]. The explanation áÕÏáÛ½ ÝáóÇÝ 
[ołkoyz noccin] ‘bunch of raisins, grapes’ (i.e. for grapes and 
raisin- V.H.) considers the translation of the “Holy Bible”, while 
the other cases consider the definition of ‘pot, basket’. The authors 
of NAD  also add that the literary word Ï»ÕÃ [kełtc] ‘basket’ has 
the anticipatoral phoneme Õ (ł) which is present in the dialectal 
form Ï³Õó (kałcc) ‘milk’. Moreover, literal forms of կթոց [ktcocc] 
and dialectal քթոց [kctcocc] are also mentioned which suggests 
being derived from կայթ (<կաթ)  [kaytc, katc] root. 

The authors  of  NAD point out the native names which are 
loans with substantial measure units ·ñÇõ [griu] ‘measure (of 
bread,wine etc.)’, ùáé [kcoÏ] ‘sort of measure’, ³ñ¹áõ [ardu] ‘a 
kind of measure’ ·áÙáñ [gomor] ‘sort of measure’which have their 
semantic and lexical application in the Holy Bible and its 
translations. It is reasonable to assume that Adjaryan could have 
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admitted this prestigious explanation as a base for the etymology of 
the word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc]. 

Both the words ³ñ¹áõ [ardu] ‘a kind of measure’ used in the 
Holy Bible and Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] (< *Ï³Ã [katc]) are featured with 
phonetic mutations which are vital for the comprehension of the 
Armenian historical phonetics. According to the Greek scholars the 
Arm. ³ñ¹áõ [ardu] is a loan word from OGk.  ¡ρτάβη ‘name of 
Persian measure‘, i. e. “the Greek authors have passed on to us and 
from which the Arab. irdabb or ardabb forms have been loaned” 
[see Adjaryan 1971: 310]. 

d) The word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] has not had any comparative-
etymological explanation yet. It was used during the later centuries 
as a common name of a container of grain (barley, wheat, corn 
etc.) [Adjaryan 1973: 505]. Later on etymological studies do not 
comprise the assessment of the word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] ‘basket, pot’ 
[see Djahukyan 1970; 1987: 311-321; Greppin 1980; 1982 etc.]. 

3. We are apt to think that the Arm. Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] ‘basket, pot’ has 
Indo-European origin and its counterpart is the Hier.-Luv. kati- which 
is associated with Greek (even Pre-Greek or Pelasgian) forms. 

a) Before we reflect the phonetic association between Hitt.-Luv. 
(Anatolian) and Armenian languages or the etymology of the word 
Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] ‘basket, pot’, we should mention that it is considered 
a loan word from Hittite-Luvian languages to Greek at a very early 
period. Apparently, the word was borrowed through Pre-Greek 
(Pelasgian). Theoretically the Pre-Greek κηθίς ‘basket, pot’ and 
κάθιδοι ‘pans, basket’ are also loan words with the similar B and A 
types i.e. with the Pre-Greek and Kretominoian form ka-ti [see 
Chadwick/Baumbacհ 1963: 209]. 

The Pre-Greek κηθίς and κάθιδοι are loans from the earlier 
period of Anatolian languages especially from the hieroglyph. 
Luv. kati- (see Гиндин1967: 168). Furthemore, we can confirm 
that those Pre-Greek cognates are loan forms, with the help of 
the evidence of the existing “voiceless aspirates in (pre)Greek 
is a contradiction to Hittite-Luvian simple voiceless  
consonants and this fact supposes the subsistence of a mediator 
language” [cf. Гиндин 1967: 168]. 
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b) We should notice that later on Djahukyan, perhaps not 
independent from Gindin’s view, finds the Pelasgian “consonant 
system like Armenian had consonant shift: IE *bh, *dh, *gh > Pel. 
b, d, g, IE *b, *d, *g > Pel. p, t, k, IE *p, *t, *k > Pel. ph, th, kh (the 
aspirate shift is not observed only in rare cases which is explained 
with the difference of times they are borrowed)” [Djahukyan 1970: 
83-84]. This phenomenon is proved by V. Georgiev [see Георгиев 
1958, and Georgiev 1981; see also Gindin’s thesis in: “Вопросы 
языкознания” 1959: 106]. 

c) In this case the mediator language could be only Pelasgian: 
cf. Pre-Greek-Anatolian *gati- > Pre-Greek (Pelasgian) *kathi- or 
*khathi- > Gk κηθίς though the invariant form for Pre-Greek 
(Pelasgian) is *k(h)athi- [see Гиндин 1959: 106, 185]. 

As a result we can claim that there exists the correspondence 
among Anatolian (Hitt.-Luvian) g > Pelasgian k and Anatolian 
(Hitt.-Luvian) t > Pelasgian th etc. (Гиндин, op.cit.). Notably, this 
theory was based on the thesis that in Luvian the gati- , and not the 
kati- form could be reconstructed. 

4. If we discuss the Arm. Ï³ÛÃ ‘basket’, the Hier.Luv. kati- and 
Pre-Greek *k(h)athi- (variants: *kathi- and *khathi-), Kretomin. 
ka-ti, Gk . κηθίς  and κάθιδοι  with their initial meanings, i.e. the 
concept which is common for all of them (‘to separate, to acquire, 
to achieve, to store, etc.’), it can be concluded that they all are 
related with Gk. κτάομαι ‘I achieve’, κτ½μα ‘achievement; share’, 
Mik.Gk. ki-ti-me-na ko-to-na ~ κτιμένα κτοίνα ‘to give land, share 
of land’, and Ind. k¥atrám and k¥atriya ‘(initial meaning) a share, a 
piece of land’ [see Иванов 1965: 39, 289; Гамкрелидзе/Иванов 
1984: 148, 788 etc.]. 

a) Hier.Luv., Pre-Greek (Pelasgian) and Modern Greek and 
other languages root-words contain simple vowel in contrast to 
Armenian diphthong ³Û [ay]. Yet, this phenomenon is not limited 
to the above-mentioned languages. Adjaryan considers the initial 
variant of that word to be with the vowel ³ [a]. This type of root 
words refer to the old period of Armenian which appeared only in 
literary works. The registers of the Armenian dialects testify that 
they are a manifestation of much earlier facts. 
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It is a common rule from the comparative-etymological 
viewpoint: cf. 

·³ÛÃ [gaytc]  ‘to slip, to fail, to make a mistake’, and ·¿¹ [gēd] 
‘mistake’, ·ÇÃ [gitc] or ·áõÃ [gutc] (dial.) ·Ã»É  [gtcel]) ‘to mislead, 
to destroy’: 

¹³ÛÉ //¹³É [dayl, dal] ‘beestings’, and ¹Ç»É [diel] ‘to 
breastfeed’; 

í³ÛÃ»É [vaytcel] ‘to empty, to fill out’, and í³Ã»É // íáÃ»É 
[vatcel, votcel] ‘id.’, íÇÃ»³É [vitceal] ‘to pour to the end’; 

ó³ÛÃ //ó³Ûï [ccaytc, ccayt] ‘to spring, the hop, spring 
(something)’ and (dial.) ó³Ã¿É [ccatcēl] ‘to pee’; 

Í³ÃÇÉ // Ó³ÃÇÉ [catcil, jatcil] ‘to spring’; 
ó³ÛÉ // ó³É³Ï [ccayl, ccalak] ‘pubis’ (according to Adjaryan an 

unknown word though is has IE origin); 
÷³ÛÉ//փաղ//փող [pcayl,pcoł]‘brilliance; wave, flutter’, ÷³ÛÉ»É  

[pcaylel]  ‘shine,  glitter’, ÷³Õ÷³ÕÇÉ  [pcałpcałel]  ‘gleam; 
sparkle’, ÷áÕ»É [pcołel] (idem), ÷áÕ÷áÕ»É  [pcołpcołel] (idem) etc. 
[see  Adjaryan  1971: 510-511, 611, 619, and 1979: 300, 449, 476-
477; Hambardzumyan 1998: 25-26; Simonyan 2008: 3-6 etc.]. 

b) Fostering Adjaryan’s correction of the word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] 
into Ï³Ã [katc] in one of the original works we conclude that 
those words are plausible variants (in written sources) which 
had lexical-communicative value. Conversely, as the common 
denotation of the word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] is ‘to gather, to separate’ 
we can state that the words ÏÇÃ [kitc] ‘the product from the 
cattle’ and ÏáõÃ [kutc] (cp. ³Û·»ÏáõÃ [aygekutc]) ‘the blossom 
and harvest of the orchard’ are variants (see "The Bible" the 
meaning of ‘basket, pot’ for the word Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc]) along with 
the Arm. (dial.) ùÃ»É [kctcel]// ùÃ¿É [kctcēl] ‘to milk; to harvest 
the orchard’, ÏÃáó [ktcocc] ‘the container for the harvest; 
basket, pot’, (dial.) ùÃáó [kctcotc] [id.]. 

According to Adjarian the last three words are word stems or 
root word alternates and haven’t got their etymology yet [Adjaryan 
1973: 585]. The list can be furthered with the Arm. (dial.) ùÃí»É 
//ùÃíÇÉ [kctcvel, kctcvil] ‘to clean the hair from nits, to clean the 
hair’ (e.g. Mush, Alashkert etc.). 
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5. Consequently, we can assume that Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc] (< Ï³Ã 
[katc]), ÏÇÃ [kitc], ÏáõÃ [kutc] and others are Armenian alterations 
and have IE origin. The comparison of the data of the related 
languages enables us to reconstruct a counterpart, which was the 
source for the above mentioned forms IE *gat-i- with the particle 
*-i- as the basic vowel [according to Adjaryan the word Ï³ÛÃ 
[kaytc] belonged to the Ç [i] declination in Old Armenian. 

Finally, we should mention that Ï³Ã [katc] ‘to pick, to store, to 
obtain, to separate, etc.’, is a completely different root-word as 
compared with word Ï³ÃÝ [katcn] ‘milk, product’. 
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Index of Words 

 
Armenian 

³½³½»É [azazel] ‘dry; get dry’ 88 
³½¹áõ ³Í/³½¹áõ³Í [azdu ac,  

azduac] 84, 87 
³É-  (*³É-) [al-] ‘dark’ 46, 68, 69 
³Éù,  (gen.)  ³Éáõó [alkc, ( alucc)] 

‘dept’ 76 
³Õ- [ał-] 46, 68, 69, 72, 75 
³Õ³É [ałal] ‘grind, mill’ 67- 69 
³Õ³ËÇÝ [ałaxin] ‘servant, 

maid-servand’  67  
³Õ³ÙáÕ(ÇÙ) [ałamoł(im)] 

’agitate;  trouble" 74, 75 
³Õ³õ³Õ(»Ù) /աղեւաղ 

[aławałem, ałewał] ‘perverted’, 
‘agitate, trouble’       75 

³Õ³õÝÇ× [aławnič] ‘mill’ 70  
³Õ³õñÇ(ù) [aławri(kc)] ‘mill’ 

67, 68 
³ÕÇç (³ÕÇ×) [ałiÍ, ałič] 66, 

67,69, 70, 71, 99 
³ÕË /³Ë [ałx, ax] ‘family’67, 75 
³ÕË³Ù³ÕË [ałxamałx] ‘stupid; 

foolich’ 74, 75 
³Õç/ուղջ  [ałÍ, ułÍ]  72-74 
³Õç³Õç [ałÍałÍ] 72-74 
³Õç³ÙáõÕç [ałÍamułÍ] ‘twilight’ 

72-74 
³Õç³ÙÕç»³É [ałÍamłÍeal] 72, 73 
³Õç³ÙÕçÇÏ [ałÍamłÍik] 73 
³Õç³ÙÕçÇÝ [ałÍamłÍin] 67, 72, 73 
³ÕçÇÏ(Ý) (*աղիջ-իկ)[ałÍik(n) 

(*ałiÍ-ik)]’girl’ 62, 63, 66-70  
³ÕçáõÃÇõÝ [ałÍutciwn] 72, 73 
աղջումաղջ  [ałÍumałÍ] 72   

³Õï /ուղտ [ałt, ułt] ‘dirt, filth’ 
72-74  

³Õï³Õï(áõÏ) [ałtałt(uk)]  72, 74 
³Õտ³ÙáõÕտ [ałtamułt] 72-74 
-³×/-ուճ [ač, uč] (suffix)  99 
³×ÇõÝ [ačiwn] ‘cinders’ 88 
ամ-/-³Ù- (-ում-) [am (um)] 

(prefix/infix) 73, 75, 76,  96, 
97, 99 

³Ù³Ý [aman] ‘receptacle’ 139 
ամբառնալ  [ambaÏnal] 97 
ամբարձումն [ambarjumn] ‘ise, 

go up’ 97 
ամբողջ  [ambołÍ] ‘all’ 30 32 
ամորձատել  [amorjatel] 

‘castrate’ 69 
այգեկութ  [ajgekutc]  ‘grape 

harvest’ 142 
 այլ  [ayl]  ‘other’ 75  
³ÛÉ³ÛÉ(»Ù)/³ÛÉ»õ³ÛÉ(»Ù)   
[aylayl(em)/ayleuayl(em)] 

‘different’; ‘agitate, trouble’ 
74, 76 

³ÛÕáõÙ³ÛÕ [ayłumaył] 
‘agitation; distortion’ 76 

ան-/ նա-  [an, na] (prefix) 58, 
76, 96, 98, 99  

³Ý·ÇõÝ (³ÝÏÇõÝ) [angiwn 
(ankiwn)]  ‘cormer,turnig’)] 
’corner, turning’ 32, 34 

³Ý·ողÇÝ (³ÝÏողÇÝ)/ըÝ·ողÇÝ  
(ըÝÏեղÇÝ) [angołin 
(ankołin), əngołin (ənkełin)] 
(dial.) ‘bed’ 97   
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³Ý¹ [and] ‘there, over there’ 76, 
103 

 անդի  [andi] ‘before’ 94    
³Ý¹áõÝ¹ [andund] ‘abyss, 

gulf’76 
³ÝÓ»éáóÇÏ [anjeÏoccik] 58, 

97‘serviette’  
³ß [aš] ‘granule, grain (wheat 

corn)’ 77  
³ß³Ý [ašan] ‘threshing’ 63,77-

79, 
³ß³Ý»É [ašanel] ’thresh’ 77-79,  
³ß³ñ³Û /³ßáñ³Û [ašaray, 

ašoray] ‘rye’ 77 
³ßáõÝ [ašun] ‘autumn’78, 79 
³å³Ëáõñ»É [apaxurel] ‘to 

incover the head’  81 
³åï³Ï (³-åï-³Ï) [aptak (a-

pt-ak)] ‘slap in the face’ 57 
³é³õûï (³é³õ³õï) [aÏawot 
(aÏawawt)] ‘morning’ 88 
³é³ù»³É [aÏakceal] ‘messanger’ 

57 
³é³ùÇÝÇ [aÏakcini] ‘virtuous’ 

58  
առընթեր [aÏəntcer] 98 
³ë-  [as]  84, 88 
³ëï /Ñ³ëïÇã [ast  hastič] 84 
³ëï  ³Í /³ëï ¿³Í [ast ac,ast 
        ēac]   84 
³ëïáõ³Í [astuac] ‘god’ 64, 84-

86, 88 
³ëïáõ³Í (²ëïáõ³Í) [astuac 

(Astuac)] ‘God’ 64, 88 
(³ë)-ïáõ³Í [(as)-tuac] 86 
³ñ³Í(»É) [arac(el)] ‘graze, 

pasture’ 121, 125,126, 134  
³ñ³ï [arat] ‘vice’ 125, 126 
³ñ³õï/արօտ [arawt, arot\ ] 

‘pasture’ 121, 125, 126, 134 

³ñ³õñ /արօր [arawr, aror] 
‘plow’ 103 

³ñμ»Ù [arbem] ‘drink’ 32, 34 
³ñ¹ [ard] ‘now, at present’ 35 
³ñ¹áõ [ardu] ‘(measures) unit of 

weight’ 139, 140 
³ñ»·³ÏÝ [aregakn] ‘sun’ 20, 

109 
³ñ»õ³·³É [arewagal]’sunrise; 

dawn’ 84 
³ñÑ- [arh] 74 
³ñÑ³Ù³ñÑ(-³Ýù) [arhamarh(-

ankc)] ‘contempt’74 
³ñÑ³Ù³ñÑ(-»Ù) [arhamarh  
         (-em)] ‘despise’ 74, 75 
³ñÓ³É [arjal]  (dial.) ‘graze, 

pasture’ 125 
³ñçÝ [arÍn] 22 
³ñï [art] ‘field’80, 82, 103, 126 
³ñï(³)- [art(a)]  (prefix)   
                    ‘outside’ 81, 82, 125   
³ñï³ËáÛñ [artaxoyr] ‘tiara, 

mitre, dianem’ 63, 80-83, 
122, 124, 125   

³ñï³Ëáõñ³Ï [artaxurak] 
‘external wreath or condition’ 
81 

³ñï³Ëáõñ»É [artaxurel] ‘to 
uncover the heag’ 81  

³ñïÇ× [artič] ‘vetch’ 70 
-³õ- [-aw-] (infix) 75 
³õ³½ [awaz] ‘sand’ 34 
³õ¹ [awd] ‘shoe’ 30 
³õ¹ [awd] ‘air’ 34 
³õÃ [awtc] ‘shelter; dwelling’ 34 
³ù- [akc-] ‘foot’ 57 
³ù³óÇ [akacci] (ù³óÇ [kacci]) 

(dial.) ‘kick’ 57 
(μ³½Ù)³ÕË-³ÕË [(bazm)ałx-

ałx] ‘multichanged’ 74 
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բաժակ [bažak] ‘glass’ 95 
բահ [bah] ‘spade’ 101 
μ³Ý [ban] ‘speech’, affer’ 31 
μ³Ý³Ù [banam] ‘open’ 30 
բառնամ [baÏnam] ‘rise, lift; 

raise, pick up; stand up; 
uplift’ 97   

μ³ñÓñ [barjr] ‘high’ 119 
μ³ñÓñ³ù»³ó [barjrakceacc] ‘a 

person of a long shank’ 58 
բե- [be] 58, 101 
μ»Ï³Ý»Ù [bekanem] ‘annul, 

reserve’34 
μ»ñ³Ý (*պ»-ñ-³Ý) [beran (pe-r-

an)] ‘mouth’ 52, 58, 100, 101 
μ»ñ»Ù [berem] ‘bring’ 33, 97 
բիել (պիել) [biel (piel)] ‘drink’ 

92, 96 
բիվա [biwa] ‘water; drink’ 93, 

96 
բիր [bir] ‘pointed wood; pick’ 

101 
μá-/å»- (μ»-) [bo-, pe- (be-)] 

‘drink’ 52, 58, 100, 101 
Բոյլք [boylkc ‘Big  Dipper 

constelation’ 111 
μáÛÍ (μáõÍ³Ý»Ù) [boyc 

(bucanem)] ‘breed, rear; 
breeding’  125 

բու/բուա (*պու) [bu, bua (pu)] 
‘water; drink’  93, 96  

μáõï/μï»É [but, btel] ‘breed, 
rear’ 125 

բռնեմ  [bÏnem] ‘held; keep’ 99 
բրդուճ  [brduč] ‘a slice of bead’ 

99 
գալգալ(ի) / գ'ալգ'ալ(ի) 

 [galgal(i), g'ałg'ał (i)]  (dial.) 
‘cart’  63, 90, 109-111  

գաղ(եմ) / գաղգաղ(եմ) 
[gał(em)//gałgał(em)] ‘whirl; 
enlarg’  90, 91 

գաղգազ(իմ) [gałgazim] ‘whirl’ 
90 

·³ÛÃ (ել)[gaytc(el)] ‘stumbling; 
stumble’ 91, 142 

·³ñÇ [gari] ‘barley’77, 103 
·³ñß(ելի)[garš(eli)] ‘disgusting’ 

31 
գաւաթ  [gawatc]  ‘cup’ 95 
·»ï [get] ‘river’ 34 
·»ñÇ [geri] ‘prisoner’ 121 
·¿¹ [gēd] ‘mistake’ (dial.)  142  
·Ã»É [gtcel] (dial.) ‘to mislead, to 

destroy’ 142  
·Ç /·ÇÑÇ/գիյի [gi, gihi, giyi] 

‘sort of tree’ 35, 36 
·ÇÃ/·áõÃ [gitc/gutc] ‘mislead, 

destroy’ 142 
գիլգիլ/գիլգուլ [gilgil, gilgul]   

(dial.)  ‘great millet’  77 
·ÇÝ¹ [gind] ‘ear-ring’ 32, 34 
·ÇÝÇ [gini] ‘wine’ 36, 121 
·Çß»ñ [gišer] ‘night’ 84  
·ÉáõÉ [glul] (dial.) ‘great millet’    

77 
 գողինք/գ'ողինք/գողէնք 

[gołinkc, g'ołinkc, gołēnkc] 
(dial.) ‘bed’  97 

·áÙ [gom] ‘cattle shed; cowshed’ 
33 

·áÙáñ [gomor] ‘sort of measure’ 
139 

·ñÇõ [griv] ‘measure (of bread, 
vine etc.) 139 
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գուինի [guini] ‘vine’ 36 
գուիրապ [guirap] ‘pit’  36 
¹³É / ¹³ÛÉ [dal, dayl] (dial.)  

‘colostrum; beestings’ 35, 
111, 142 

¹³É/¹³ÛÉ [dal, dayl] ‘colostrum; 
 beestings’ 35, 111, 142 

¹³É³ñ [dalar] ‘green’ 31 
¹³Ý [dan] (dial.) ‘grain’ 77 
¹³éÝ³Ù [daÏnam] ‘become’ 31 
դի [di] ‘dead body’ 116 
¹Ç»É [diel] ‘breastfeed’ 35, 116, 

142 
¹(Ç)Ý»Ù [d(i)nem] ‘to put’ 33  
¹Çù/դից  [dikc,  dicc] ‘God(s)’ 

87, 116 
¹á÷»Ù /տոփեմ [dopcem, 

topcem] ‘to stamp, to 
stample’ 32 

*¹áõÝ¹ [*dund] ‘ringing; sound’ 
76 

»Õ³Ý [ełan] ‘pitchfork’ 103 
»Õμ³Ûñ [ełbayr] ‘brother’ 31 
»ï [et] ‘afterwaeds; back’  
»ñ»ÏáÛ [erekoy] ‘evening’ 34 
»ñ»õÇÙ [erewim] ‘be seen’ 34 
»ñ»ù [erekc] ‘three’ 31 
»ñÏ³Ý(ù) (*ե-կր-ան) 

[erkan(kc), ekran] ‘mill,  mill-
stone’ 20, 21, 113 

-եւ- [ew] (infix) 76 
»õÃ(Ý)/»³õÃ(Ý) [ewtcn,  eawtcn] 

‘seven’ 31 
»÷»Ù [epcem] ‘boil’ 32, 34 
½³ÙμÇõÕ [zambiwł] ’a basket, a 

pot’ 138  
(½)»Õ-/ող-  [(z)eł-, օł] ‘full, 

plenty’  46 

զօր(ք)  [zorkc] ‘army; forces’ 
100 

զօրանալ [zoranal] become 
stronger’  100 

էրնել [ērnel] (dial.) ‘deat off  
the grain’ 78 

ըմ-/ըն- [əm, ən] (prefix) 52, 58, 
93, 94, 96, 98, 101  

ըմբել/ընբել [əmbel, ənbel] 
(dial.) ‘drink’ 92 

ըմբերանել  [əmberanel] 
‘convince, persuade (to); 
force, oblige’  101 

ըմբիգ [əmbig] ‘a small drop’ 
93, 96 

ÁÙμéÝ»մ (-ում)/*ÁնμéÝ»մ  
           (-ում)  [əmbÏnem, -um, 

ənbÏnem, -um] ’understand’  
58, 98, 99 

ըմբու /ըմպու  [əmbu, əmpu] 
(dial.) 93, 96 

ըմըգ [əməg] (dial. ) ‘drink’ 93 
ըմպանակ  [əmpanak]  

‘drinking-glass’  95  
ÁÙå-/ընպ(-»լ, -»Ù) [əmp-, 

ənpel,- em] ‘drink’ 51, 52, 
58, 92-96, 99, 102 

 ըմպե [əmpe] ‘drink’ 94 
ըմպիկ [əmpik] ‘a small dop’ 93, 

96 
ընբան /ընպան [ənban,  ənpan] 

‘the upper part of the 
mouth; the pharynx’ 92 

ընբուգ [ənbug]  (dial.) ‘drink; 
beverage; liquor’ 96 
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ընդ/ընտ  [ənd, ənt] ‘with; 
together; under’ 94, 98 

ընդաբոյս [əndaboys] ‘ innate’ 
94 

 ընդարձակ [əndarjak ] 
‘spacous, roomy; wide’ 99 

*ընդ-բերանել [*ənd-beranel]  
‘prove; convince; oblige’ 101 

ընդգրկել [əndgrkel]  ‘embrace, 
envelope; include, cover’ 99 

ընդեր(ք)/ընտեր(ք) [ənder(kc), 
ənter(kc]  ‘entrails; bowels’ 
94, 98 

ըն(դ)թեր [ən(d)tcer]  ‘near; by’ 
98 

 ըն(դ)կեր  [ən(d)ker]  ‘friend’98 
ըն(դ)կղմել   [ən(d)kłmel]  

‘submerge, sink; pluge into 
water’ 98 

ընդհանուր [əndhanur] 
‘general; universal(of)’  99 

*ընդհիպե  [*əndhipe] ‘drink’ 94 
ընդունակ [əndunak]  ‘able. 

capable  (of)’ 99 
ընթանալ [əntcanal] ‘run;  go’ 98 
ընթեռնուլ [əntceÏnul] ‘read 

(aloud)’  98 
ընթեր [əntcer] ‘near; by’  98  
ընթերակայ [əntcerakay] 

‘assisent’   98 
ընծայ/ընձայ [əncay, ənjay] 

‘present, gift; dedication’  98 
ընծիւղ/ընձիւղ [ənciwł, ənjiwł] 

‘sprout, shoot; bud, leaf-bud’ 
48, 97 

ընծուիմ/ընձուիմ  [əncuim, 
ənjuim]   ‘sprout, shoot; 
arise, spring up’  97, 98  

ընկալուլ [ənkalul] ‘perceiver; 
take in’  98 

ընկալուչ [ənkalučc] ‘receiving; 
receiver’ 98’ 

 ընկենուլ  [ənkenul] ‘throw; 
pull, overthrow’ 98 

ընկեր [ənker] ‘friend’ 98 
ընկղմել [ənkłmel] ‘ submerge, 

sink; plunge into’ 98 
ընչացք   [ənčcacckc] 

‘moustache’ 94  
Ã³Ý³Ù [tcanam] ‘to wet; to 

drench’ 33 
Ã³Ý· [tcang] ‘dear; precious’ 

119 
Ã³Ý·áõ½»É [tcanguzel] ‘to avoid 

because of  fear or shame;  to 
run away’ 119 

Ã³ÝÏáõ½Ç [tcankuzi] ‘indolent, 
idle, lazy’ 119  

Ã³ÝÓñ (*Ã³Ý·ñ) [tcanjr 
(tcangr)] ‘thick; dense’ 63, 
117-120  

Ã»Õ(-»Ù) [tceÒ(-em)] ‘to pile in 
length’ 119 

թերումբ/թերումպ [tcerumb, 
tcerump] ‘half  drunk’ 92 

Ã»ù»Ù [tcekcem] ‘incline, to tilt; 
to bend’ 34 

Ã(Ç)éãÇÙ [tc(i)rčcim] ‘to fly; to 
fly away’ 35 

-իկ(ն) [ik(n)] (suffix)  66 
*-իճ /-իջ [ič, iÍ] (suffix)  69, 70, 

99_ 
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ÉÇ (*-ÕÇ) [li (łi)] 46 
լսել (լու-, լու-ր) [lsel (lu-, lur)] 

‘hear, listen (to) 100 
ÉáõÇ× [luič] ‘flea’ 70 
É(ի)ք³Ý»Ù [l(i)kcanem] 

‘abandon’ 34 
Ë³Í³Ý»Ù [xacanem] ‘to bite, to 

nibble’ 31 
Ë³Õ [xał] ‘play’ 137 
Ë³ÛÃ»Ù [xaytcem] ‘to sting, to 

bite’ 34 
Ë³ÛÍ  / Ë³Ûï [xayc, xayt] ‘bait, 

lure’, ‘cheerful’ 121, 125 
Ë³Ûï [xayt] ‘dandelion’ 137 
Ë³Ûï [xayt] ‘happiness, joy’ 

137 
Ë³Ý¹ /Ë³ÝÓ [xand, xanj] 

‘jealousy’ 75, 99 
Ë³éÝ³Ù³éÝ [xaÏnamaÏn] 

‘mixed’ 74 
խատուտիկ  [xatutik] ‘motley; 

dandelion’ 137 
Ë³õ [xaw] ‘nap; pie, fluff’ 122, 

124-126 
Ë³õ³ñ [xawar ] ‘gloom; 

gloomy’ 72 
Ë³õ³ñÍ/ Ë³õ³ñÍÇ [xawarc, 

xawarci] ‘shoot, tendril of 
plants’ 116, 121, 123  

Ë³õ³ñï [xawart] ‘greens, 
vegetables; legums’ 63, 121-
126 

Ë³õñÍÇÉ [xawrcil] (dial.) 
‘medical herb’ 122 

Ë»Õ¹ [xełd] ‘strangle’ 75, 125 
խինդ [xind] ‘joy, gaiety’ 75 
ËËáõÙ  (ËËÙ»É) [xxum,  xxmel] 

(dial.) ‘to  swallow; to gulp 
down, to absorb’ 51, 95 

խմել (խում-) [xmel (xum-)] 
‘drink’ 51, 52, 95 

ËÝÓ(áÕ) [xnj(oł] ‘give a coarse  
laugh’  75  

ËáËáÙ(»É) [xoxom(el)] ‘to 
water,  toirrigate’ 51, 95 

ËáËáւÙ(ն) [xoxum(n)] 
‘murmuring, gurgling’ 51, 95 

ËáËáç/ËáÕËáç/ËáÕËáÝç 
[xoxoÍ/xołxoÍ /xołxonÍ] ‘voice of 

water; murmuring’ 51, 95 
ËáËáïÇÉ [xoxotil] ‘to dare; to 

attck, to assault’ 51, 95 
ËáÛñ [xoyr] ‘diadem; tiara’ 81, 

82  
*ծա-/ *ծի-  [ca, ci]  (verb. root) 

48 
 ծաթիլ/ձաթիլ [catcil, jatcil] 

(dial.)  ‘to spring’ 142 
Í³Í³Ýել (-»Ù) [cacanel, (-em)] 

‘wave’ 125, 134 
Í³ÕÇÏ(ն) [całik] ‘flower’ 66 
Í³õ(Ç) [caw(i)] ‘pleasantly blue-

eyed’ 131-133, 135 
Í³õÇÏ [cawik] ‘bluish green’ 

131 
Í³õÇñ [cawir] ‘sea blue’ 131 
Í»Õ- /ÍÇÕ-/ծիւղ- [cel-, cił-, 

ciwł] (cf. ÁÝ-ÓÇõÕ  [ ən-jiwł]) 
‘sprout, shoot’ 48, 97 

ÍÇÉ-/Í³ղ- (*ÍÇ-, *Í³-) [cil-, 
cał- (*ci-,*ca-)]  (verb. root) 
‘firewood, brushwood; shrub’ 
48, 97  

Íáí [cov] ‘sea’ 132, 135 
ÍáõË (ÍËáÛ) [cux (cxoy)] 

‘smoke’ 134   
Ï³É - [kal] ‘catch’ 98 
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Ï³É (Ï³Éë»É) [kal (kalsel)] ‘to   
beat the grain’ 77 

Ï³Õó [kalcc] (dial.) ‘milk’ 35, 
139 

Ï³Ù(Ý) [kam(n)] ’thresher’ 103- 
105 

Ï³Ù³Ñ³ñ»É [kamaharel] 
‘express’ 104 

Ï³Ù³ë³ÛÉ [kamasayl] 
‘‘threshing-cart’ 103  

Ï³ÙÝ³վ³ñ [kamnavar] ‘drive 
of threshing’ 103 

Ï³ÛÃ (<Ï³Ã) [kajtc, katc] ‘pot,  
basket’ 65, 136-141 

Ï³ÛÃ (<Ï³Ã) [kaytc, katc)] ‘to 
gather, to separate’ 142, 143 

Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc ] ‘a toy for teeth of a 
baby’ 136 

Ï³ÛÃ [kaytc ] ‘to hop, dance of 
joy’ 136, 137  

Ï³ÛÃ»É [kaytcel] ‘to have fun, to 
hop, to dance’ 137 

Ï³ÃÝ [katcn] ‘milk’ 35  
Ï³åÇ×/ÏáåÇ× [kapič, kopič] 

‘size; a mesure of trade’  70   
Ï³ñÃ [kartc] ‘angle, fiish-hook’ 

35 
Ï³õ (-իճ) [kaw (-ič)] ‘clay; 

chalk’ 70, 99  
Ï³ù³õáõÙÝ [kakcawumn] ‘to 

walk gracefully’ 137  
Ï»(³)-/Ï»³- [ke(a)-, kea-] 

(verb. root) ‘life’ 48 
Ï»³Ý- (Ï»Ý-) [kean- (ken-)] 

(verb. root) ‘life’ 48 
Ï»³Ýë- (Ï»Ýë-) [keans- (kens-)] 

(verb. root) ‘life’ 48 
Ï»³Ýó-(Ï»Ýó-)[keancc-(kencc-)] 

(verb. root) ‘life’ 48 

Ï»³ó- (Ï»ó-) [keacc- (kecc-)] 
(verb. root) ‘life’ 48 

կեղթ [kełtc] ‘basket of grapes’ 
139 

Ï»Ý¹- (Ï»Ý¹³Ý-)[kend- 
       (kendan-)] (verb. root) ‘life’ 

48 
կթղայ [ktcłay] ‘ vine glass’ 95 
ÏÃáó /ùÃáó [ktcocc, kctcocc) 

(dial.) ‘(large) basket, pot’ 
139, 142 

ÏÇÃ [kitc] ‘grape harvest’ 142, 
143   

ÏÇÝ (Ï³Ý³Ùμ, ÏÝ³õ, Ï³Ý³Ûù, 
ÏÝáç,ÏÝáç¿) [kin, kanamb, 
knaw, kanykc,  knoÍ, knoÍē)] 
‘women, wife’ 49 

ÏÇÝ/ÍÇÝ [kin.,cin] ‘women, wife; 
born, birth’ 49 

ÏÙÏÙ³É (ÙÏÏ³É <* ÙÏÙÏ³É) 
       [kmkmal (cf. mkkal < 

*mkmkal)] ‘to stammer, to 
falter’ 96 

ÏÙáõÏ [kmuk] (dial.) ‘the upper 
part of  the throat to the palat’  
51, 96 

կող(-ն, -ին) [koł(-n, -in)] ‘side’ 
97 

Ïáå³ñ [kopar] ‘confines, 
boundaries’ 70 

Ïáí [kov] ‘cow’ 33 
Ïáñ»³Ï (Ïáñ»Ï) [koreak(korek)] 

‘millet’ 77 
ÏáñÇ [kori] ‘stream in the field’ 

103 
ÏáõÃ [kutc] ‘grape harvest, 

vintage’ 142, 143 
ÏáõÙ [kum] ‘drink, mouthful’  

51, 96 
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ÏáõéÝ (ÏéÝ³Ï) / ×áõéÝ [kuÏn 
(kÏnak), čuÏn] ‘wing; arm’, 
‘back’ 33, 50 

ÏéÝ³ï [kÏnat] ‘armless, one-
armed’ 50 

կռտել [kÏtel] ‘to castrate, to 
emasculate’ 69   

Ñ³ղ-/հող- [hał, hoł]   (verb. 
root) 46  

Ñ³×³ñ [hačar] ‘spelt, german 
wheat’ 77 

(Ñ)³Ù- [ham] (prefix) 58, 97, 99 
(հ)ամբառնալ [hambaÏnal] 

‘rise, go up’ 97, 99 
(հ)ամբերել  [hamberel]  ’be 

patient, have patience’ 97, 
99 

(հ)ամբերութիւն 
[hamberutciwn] ‘patience, 
endurance’ 97 

Ñ³ÙμáÛñ (Ñ-³Ù-μá-Ûñ) 
[hamboyr] ‘kiss’ 52, 58, 100 

(Ñ)³ն- [han] (prefix) 99 
հանուր [hanur] ’common’ 99 
Ñ³ëÏ [hask] ‘ear, ear of grain’ 

77 
հաստ(ոյր)  [hastoyr] ‘very 

strong’  100 
 (Ñ)³ëïáõ³Í [hastuac]  ‘god’  

85 
Ñ³ïÇÏ [hatik] ‘grain’ 70, 77, 

112 
հատիճ [hatič] ‘corn’ 70 
Ñ»Õ-/հոլ-/հալ- [heł, hol, hal] 

(verb. root)  46 
Ñ»ÕÓ [hełj] ‘chock’ 75, 125 
Ñ»ÕÓ³ÙÕÓáõÏ /Ñ»ÕÓ³ÙÁÕÓ(áõÏ) 

[hełjamałjuk, hełjaməłj(uk)] 
‘stifling; suffocatinh’ 75 

Ñ»ÕáõÙ [hełum] ‘fill (in); pour 
out’ 33, 46 

Ñ»ï(-ք, -ոյ) [het-kc,-oy] ‘trace;  
‘track’ 30, 57 

 Ñ»ñÏ [herk] ’ploughing, tillage’ 
103 

 ÑÇÝ· [hing] ‘five’ 30, 35, 111 
 հզօր [hzor] ‘strenth, courage’ 

100 
հլու [hlu] ‘obeying’ 
հմուտ [hmut] ‘keen’ 100 
հորթ  [hortc] ‘calf’  32 
Ñå³ñï [hpart] ‘boast’ 100, 125 
հսկայ [hskay] ‘strong, great, 

courageous (person)’ 100 
հսկել [hskel]  ‘work, stay guard 

awake, by attentive’ 100 
Ó³· [jag] ‘young one’ 34, 97 
Ó³ÕÏ [jałk] ‘scutching’ 119 
Ó»Õ (Ó»Õ-áõÝ) / ÓáÕ- [jeł, jeł-

umn, joł-] ‘roof, house-top’ 
48 

ձեռն [jeÏn] ‘hand; arm’  97 
Ó(ի)Ù»éÝ [jimeÏn] ‘winter’  119 
ձու [ju] ‘egg’  97 
×³Ë³ñ³Ï [čaxarak] ‘wheel’; 

wheeled instrument’  109 
×³Ëñ [čaxr] ’to spin, to turn’ 

109 
×»Õ-/×ÇÕ-/×ÇõÕ-/×áÕ- [čel-,  čil-, 

čiwl-, čoł] ‘branch’ 48 
×(ի)ÙÉ»É [č(i)mlel] ‘smach’104  
×éÝÇÏ [čÏnik] (dial.) ‘thigh, hip’, 

‘throw off, overthrow’  33, 50  
Ù³É(»É) [mal(el)] ‘to geld, to 

castrate’ 69 
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Ù³ÙáõÉ [mamul] ‘(printing) 
press’ 69 

Ù³Ûñ [mayr] ‘mother’ 30, 34,   
Ù³յñ (Ù³ñ»É) [mayr (marel)] 

‘sunset’ 111 
Ù³Ûñ³Ùáõï [mayramut] ‘sunset, 

sundown’ 84, 111 
Ù³ÛñÇ [mayri] ‘type of tree’ 121 
մանրել [manrel] ‘to grind, to 

crush’ 69 
Ù³ÝáõÏ(ն) [manuk(n)] ‘baby, 

infant’ 66 
մաշել [mašel] ‘to wear out, to 

rags’  69   
Ù»Õ(Ù)/մեղ(ք) [mełm, mełkc] 

‘mild, soft’, ‘sin’ 69 
Ù¿· [mēg] ‘haze, mist’ 34 
մէնտիլ [mēntil] (dial.) 

’headpiece’ 82  
մլաղաց [mlałacc] ‘a mill’ 69 
ÙÉÙÉ»É [mlmlel] ‘to rub, to 

scratch’ 69 
ÙÕï³·áÛÝ [młtagoyn] ‘sombre, 

obscure’ 73 
ÙÕï³Ý³É [młtanal] ’to cover 

with gloom’ 73 
ÙÕïáõÃÇõÝ [młtutciwn] 

‘darkness, gloom’ 73 
ÙÕï÷³ñ³ï [młtapcarat] 

‘dispelling darkness’ 73 
ÙáÛÃ [moytc] ‘pillar, pilaster; 

support’ 30, 32, 34 
մուլ- [mul] (verb. root) ‘a mill’ 

69 
-ÙáõË [mux] (Ó»éÝ³-ÙáõË 

(ÉÇÝ»É) [jeÏnamux (linel)]) ‘to 
undertake’  32 

ÙáõË [mux]  (dial.) ‘smoke’ 34  

ÙáõÕç /ÙáõÕï [mułt, mułÍ] 
‘ashgrey’ 72-74 

մուտ(-ք)/մտ(-անել) [mutkc, 
mtanel] ‘entrance’, ‘enter’ 
100 

Û³ëïÇë ³ÍáÕ [yastis acoł] 
‘creator, maker’  84 

Û»Õ-/Û(Á)É-/ÛáÉ-[yeł-. y(ə)l-, yol-] 
(verb. root) ‘change’ 46 

Û»ï [yet] ‘back, backwards’  57 
ÛÕÇ [yłi] ‘pregnant’ 121 
ÛáÉáí [yolov] ‘full, a lot of; 

many, much’ 33 
Ý³Ë³ÝÓ [naxanj] ‘envy; 

envious’ 75, 99 
Ý»ñ·»õ [nergew] ‘down’ 35 
նքոյր [nkcoyr] ‘sieve; boulter’ 

100 
ßÇղ-/ßÇõղ- [šił-, šiwł-] (verb. 

root) ‘squint-eyed’48 
ßáõÝ [šun] ‘dog’ 21, 105  
áëïÇÝ [ostin]  ‘arid, dry’ 88 
áï(-Ý, -ք)  [ot (-n, -kc)] ‘foot’ 

33, 57 
áñÃ (որթատունկ) [ortc 

(օrtcatunk)] ‘vine; vine-
stock, grape vine’ 32, 35  

ã³ñË [čcarx] ‘wheel of fortune’ 
109 

å³Õ³ïÇï [pałatit] ‘bunch; 
cluster’ 139 

(å³)å³ÝÓ (-Çլ) [papanjil] 
‘grow dumb’ 119 

å³ï(-Ç×) [pat(- ič] ‘pod’70, 99 
å³ï³ÕÇ× [patałič] ‘ivy’ 70 
å³ñ [par] ‘dance, dancing’ 137 
å³ñÍ(-անք, -»Ý³Ù) [parc  
        (-ankc, -enam)] ‘brag, be  
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         proud (of) 100, 125 
պարկուճ  [parkuč] ‘cartridge-

case’ 99 
պարտ [part] ‘pride’ 100 
պե(* պե-) (verb. root) ‘drink’ 

58, 101  
å»Õ»Ù [pełem] ‘to excavate, to 

unearth’ 33 
պիել [piel] ‘to drink’ 92, 96 
åÇÕÍ [piłc] ‘unclean’121, 125 
åÕïáñ [płtor] ‘turbid, muddy’ 

121, 125 
ç³Ññ³Û [Íahray] ‘weaving 

machine’ 109 
 ջարդել [Íardel] ‘to mince, to 

crush’  69 
ջիղ/ջիլ/ճիլ [Íił, Íil, čil] (dial.) 

‘nerv; tendon, sinew’ 91 
éáõÝ·Ý [rungn] ‘nostril’ 32, 34 
ë³ÛÉ /ë»É (սէլ) [sayl, sel (sēl)] 

(dial.)] ‘cart’ 63, 90, 91, 106-
111 

ë³ÛÃ(³ù)»É [saytcakcel] 
‘stumble’  57, 91 

ê³Ý³ë-³ñ [Sanas-ar]  
(mythological name ) God’(?) 
86 

ë³ë³Ý»É [sasanel] ‘shake, shake 
loose  135 

ëÇñï [sirt] ‘heart’’heart’ 30, 32, 
34, 105 

êÇõ-ÝÇù [Siw-nikc] (toponymic 
name) 86 

սկայ [skay] ‘strong, great, 
courageous (person)’ 100 

սկել [skel] ‘work, stay guard 
awake, be attenitive’  100 

ëÏ»ëáõñ [skesur] ‘mother-in-
law’ 105 

ëÏáõÝ¹ [skund] ‘dog doggy’  21, 
105 

ëáñáõÝ [sorun] ‘a kind of wheat’ 
77 

ëéÝ(»É) [sÏnel] (dial.) ‘to mince 
in big pieces’ 21, 26, 63, 112-
114 

ëïÇå»Ù [stipem] ‘to insist’ 30, 
34 

í³Ã»É/íáÃ»É/ í³ÛÃ»É (íÇÃ»³É) 
[vatcel, votcel,vaytcel 
(vitceal)] ‘to empty’, ‘to fill 
out’, to poue to the end’ 142  

í³Ã(ëáõÝ)/í³óáõÝ [vatcsun, 
       vaccun] (dial.) ‘sixty’ 135 
í»ß(ï³ë³Ý) [veštasan] 

‘sixteen’ 135 
í»ó [vecc] ‘six’ 135 
íÇñ³å [virap] ‘pit; cellar, 

prison’ 36 
ï³É/ï³Ù [tal, tam] ‘to give’ 29, 

33, 57 
ï³Û·ñ [taygr] ‘brother-in-law’ 

30, 100 
ï³ï³Ý»Ù [tatanem] ‘to shake; 

shake loose’ 125, 134 
ï»ÕÇ [tełi] ‘place’ 
տէ/տի(ք), (gen.pl.) տից    [tē, 

ti(kc), ticc] ‘day’; ‘age’  63, 
115, 116, 123 

ï¿ñ [tēr] ‘master, owner, lord’ 
84  

*տի-եւ (art.տի-եու) [tiew, 
tieu]‘ god’  87 

ïÇõ [tiw] ‘day; daytime’ 57, 85, 
87 
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*ïáõ /*ïáõ- [(art.) ïááõ]  [tu, 
tu- (<tou-)]   (verb.root) 85-
87, 89 

*ïáõ³Í (*îáõ³Í) [*tuuac, 
*Tuac] ‘giver’;‘god’ 84-89  

ïáõ³ñ³Í [tuarac] ‘herdsman, 
cowboy’ 125 

ïáõÁÝç»³Ý [(art.) 
       *ïááõըÝç»³Ý)] [tuənÍean, 
         touənÍean) ‘day; 
         daylight’  87 
ïáõÝ [tun] ‘home’29, 57 
ó³Ë [ccax] ‘firewood, 

brushwood’ 
ցայթցայտ (ցաթէլ) [ccaytc, 

ccayt, ccatcēl] ‘to spring, the 
hop, spring (something)’ 142 

ó³ÛÉ (ó³É³Ï) [ccayl (ccalak)] 
       ‘pubis’ 142 
óաւÕուն (ցողուն, ցօղուն) 

[ccawłun, ccoł-un] ‘stem. 
stalk’  48, 49 

ó³ù³Ý [ccakcan] ‘a farming 
tool’  103  

ó»ñ»Ï [ccerek] ‘day; daytime’ 84  
óáñ(»Ý, եան-) [ccoren, -ean ]     

wheat 77 
óáõó [ccucc] ‘hof’ 137 
ումբ (ումբու)/áõÙå [(art.) 

*ոումպ] [ umb, ump 
(oump)] ‘water; drink’  52, 
58, 92-94, 96, 99 

áõÝç [unÍ]  ‘under; depth; floor’  
76 

áõï»É [utel]’to eat’ 57 
áõïÇ× [utič] ‘moth’ 70 
փամփ- (÷³Ù÷áõßï) [pcampc- 

(pcampcušt] ‘bladder; bullet’ 
32, 35anot’  

÷³ÛÉ (÷³ղ, ÷áÕ) [pcayl (pcał, 
      pcoł)] ‘brilliance; wsve, 

glutter’ 142 
÷³ÛÉ»É /÷áÕ»É (÷³Õ÷³ÕÇÉ, 

(÷áÕ÷áÕ»É) [pcaylel, pcołel, 
pcałpcałil, pcołpcołel]  ‘shine; 
glitter; gleam; sparkle’ 142  

÷»ÕÏ [pcełk] ‘shut; window-  
shutter’ 3133, 89 

փեռեկ  [pceÏek] ‘crack’ 89 
÷áËÇÝ¹/÷áËÇÝÓ [pcoxind, 

pcoxinj] ‘the flour of fried 
and ground wheat’ 75  

÷áõÉ [pcul] ‘stage, phase’ 30, 31 
ù³Ù»É [kcamel] ‘to press (out)’ 

33 
ù³ÝÇ [kcani] ‘how; how much’ 

33 
ù³ñμ [kcarb] ‘asp(ic); viper’ 35 
քացի [kcacci] ‘kick’ 57 
ùÃ»É/ùÃ¿É [kctcel, kctcēl (dial.) ‘to 

milk; to harvest the orchard’ 
142 

ùÃáó [kctcocc] (dial.) ‘basket’ 
139, 142 

ùÃí»É /ùÃíÇÉ [kc tcvel,  kctcvil] 
(dial.) ‘to clean thehair (from 
nits) 142 

ùÇëï [kcist] (dial.) ‘awn, beard’ 
77 

քոյր  [kcoyr]  ‘sister’ 100 
ùáé [kcoÏ] ‘sort of measure’ 139 
օդ [awd]   ‘air’ 34  
օթ (cf. օթևան  ) [awtc  

(awtcewan)] ‘shelter, 
lodging;  dwelling’  34 
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Indo-European 
 
*aghl(u)- 74 
*ag'-ro 125 
*ak(h)men 103, 105 
*al-  66, 68-70 
*alā-  68 
*alətriÁo-  68  
*alghi- 72, 73 
*alghÁo- 73 
*alio- 76 
*ambh- 32 
*ambho- 30 
*an- 97, 99  
*anti(-)  52, 93, 94 
*ang-/*ank- 32, 34 
*ar-t- 35 
*ar-(t[h]o)- 80, 82 
*as-  88 
*au-dh-o-  30, 34 
*auti-  34 
*belō- 33 
*bhā-  30  
*bhā-n  31 
*bhā-nis  31 
*bheg-  34 
*bher-  100 
*bherō  33 
*bÚdh-s-  119 
*bhrªter  31 
*b(h)Ðg(h)-u- 119  
*bhsə-bh- 34 
*dāiËer   30  
*dei(-)  116, 133 
*dñ-Áe-mi  33 
*dñili  35 
*dõpəro  125 
*di-t  115 
*diË-  85 

*dom 29 
*doph- 32 
*dō-  29 
*dhāl-  35 
*dhªl-  31, 35 
*dhē-  31 
*dhē(i)-  35 
*dhēi- 35 
*dhēÁe-  35 
*dhē-no   33  
*dhəi-  35 
*dhəi-il-  3 
*dhī-  35 
*dhÐg'h-nā  31 
*dhundhos  76 
*ek(h)o-  51, 94-96 
*eng'həti  98 
*entero- 98  
*eph- 32, 34 
*-er  100 
*(e)s-en  77, 79  
*es-en/r-  79   
*galakt  35 
*gat-i-  142 
*gem-  104 
*gēu-  50 
*gÖ-  104 
*gÑb-ti-  35 
*gumÂno- 104  
*gur-no-s  33 
*g'ernos  112 
*ghьriÁo  77 
*ghomo-  33 
*ghÐsi   31 
*g'hagËh  34 
*g(h)alg(h)-  119 
*g(h)Áem-s  119 
*g(h)Ði-  77 
*gËhinÁo-  36 
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*gËhirap-  36 
*gËou-  33 
 *gËōus   104 
 *gËrānā  113 
*gorāwanā- 113 
*gËrəË-ānā  113       
*Has-  88 
*Has-t’ieË-os  84, 88 
*h2elhi- 69 
*Áag'i-diË-ag'  85  
*kai-t-  137 
*keu- 50 
*kÖ-  33 
*kÐp- 35 
*k’at- 107, 108 
*k’en-49 
* k’erdi  30, 32, 34 
*k’oËon-to  105 
*k’Ëon   21 
*k’Ëon-to  21, 105 
*khaid-  137 
*khād-s-  31 
*khai-t-  34  
* ú (h)ăk(h)-  105  
* ú (h)u(e/o)n-  105 
* ú (h)er-   105 
 * k(h)o(e/o) k(h)olo- 90, 109, 110 
* k(h)oe k(h)olo-  110 
*k(h)oel-  90, 106,  108-111   
 *k’oei-  48 
*k’oen-  49 
*k’o(e)naH2-s  49 
*k’oer-/*k’oern  112, 113 
*k’oər-  113 
*k’oi-  48 
*k’orāË- 21, 113 
*kËa-m   33 
*likË-  34  

*mªtér  30, 34 
*mel-  67-69, 73, 74,  
*meighā  34  
*meu-thi 30,  32, 34  
*mÓ-/*mul- 67  
*mōl- 74 
*m(Ë)elh2-  69 
*mulghio-/*mughlio-74 
*mukho  32, 34  
*Údhos  52, 93,  94 
*neik  10 
*nō-/*nə-  99 
*ōd-  70 
*okË-/*okË±-  133 
*-om  88 
*-or  100 
*-os 87   
*os-en-r-  79   
*oskhon  79 
*oskhÚ  79 
*pedo  57 
*pedo-m  30 
*peh3-  58 
*pel-nu-mi  31 
*penkËe-  30, 35,  
 *pə-li-  67, 71  
*phamph-  32, 35 
*phelg-  31, 33 
*phōlo  30, 31 
*p(h)el-H- 47 
*p(h)et’/ *p(h)ot’- 57 
*p(h)l-eH-  47 
p(h)Ó-H-  47 
*p(h)oenk(h)oe  111  
*p(h)ip(h)oH-  58  
*p(h)oH(i)- 51,52, 92, 94-96, 100,  
      102 
*pi-/*pï- 52, 92, 93   
*po-/*pō- 92, 93 
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*pō-/*pō(i)- 52, 92 
*pod-  33  
*pol-  33 
*pompo/*popmo  93 
*pop-  93 
*por-thu-  32, 35 
*prep-  34 
*pter- (*pet-) 98 
*pter-i-ski  35 
*regËos-  34  
*sengt- *(senk-) 98  
*sent- 98 
*septÖ  31 
*(s)meugh-/*(s)mughlio- 74 
*snerk- 35 
*sqeu- 82 
*sÐbh- 32, 34 
*srungh-  32, 34 
*steib(h)o  30 
*steibo- 34  
*sËek(h)ru/*sËk(h)uro- 105 
*tā-n 33 
*teÁË-  87 
*tek-34 
*t’el- 119 
*ten- 117 
*tenk- 117 
*ter-  98 
*-tero(< -t(o)-+-ero-) (?) 100 
*thengh- 117, 118 
*t’eÁË-os 88 
*t’ÁeË- 87 
*t’ÁeË-os/*t’ÁeË-s  88  
*t’ÁË- 87 
*tng'hu-/*tng'hiu- 118 
*tnk'u- 118 
*tÚg'hu-/*tÚg'hiu-  117, 118, 120  
*t’Ús-u- 117, 119, 120 
*t’om   29 

*t’ō- 29 
*treÁes  31 
*trəg'-  121, 122. 124-126  
*Ëedo-  34 
*Ëendhā  32, 34 
*wītā  35  
 
Hittite 
akuËanzi   94 
ara / DAra / ULara   82 
dankui  dankuli  119 
*da(n)su- (<*dÚsu-)  119 
dassu  119 
ekuzz i  94 
ÜuisËant- 134 
kar-di-a (gen.)  105 
ki-ir  105 
paš  94  
šakuËa /šakuËai  (gen.)  134 
Šiu-  (Anat. *Tiu-)   87 
šiun (acc.)  86 
šiunaš (gen.)  86 
šius  86 
šiËaz  86 
ŠiËaz (<*ŠiË-az) 89  
taÜÜu(Ëa)i- 134 
zena- 79 
zeni (dat.-abl.)  79 
 
 Luvian 
aku- (Hier. Luv.) 94 
da-a-u-i-iš (nom. sing.)  133 
da-a-u-wa  (pl. nom.- acc.)  133  
dauswašši- / tauswašši- 133 
dawi- / tawi- 133, 134   
ÜuitËali-  134 
kati- (Hier. Luv.) 136, 140, 141 
šu-wa-nà-i (Cun. Luv.) 105  
Ta-Ëa-ú-i-ma-an  133 
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taËi-  131, 133, 134, 135 
*TiËa- / *Tiu- (Anat.)  87  
TiËat- (*TiË-at)  86, 87, 89 
DTiËaz    86 
 
Palaic 
ahu   94 
tiÁaz 86 
TiÁa  87 
 TiËaz (*TiË- az)  89 
  
Tocharian A/B 
kokale (Toch..B) 109 
kukäl (Toch. A) 90, 109 
kukale (Toch..B) 91 
trāsk (Toch. A/B) 
yok- (Toch. A/B)  
 
Old Indian 
cakrá-  91, 109 
cárati  109 
devá-  87 
diva-/ divya-  87 
devá−   88 
dyªuh 86 
Dyáu− (*Dyá-u−)  87, 89 
Dyáu¥  86 
gurú-  113 
man-  105 
pa-  92 
pibami 92 
pibati  93, 94 
Ðt¢-  82 
śākha   105 
śrad  105 
śrad-dhā  105 
šúnas  (gen. pl.)   105    
š(u)nà  105 
śvášura  105 

upa-bdá-  57  
 
Indian 
k¥atrám  141 
k¥atriya  141 
 
Bengali (Hindi)  
āèā  68 
 
Armenian (Gipsy) 
μÇ»É [biel] /åÇ»É [piel]  92  
 
Avestan 
a-bda  57 
ang- 118 
anÍas¦nt´   118 
arəta-  82 
*arta- 68 
aša-  68 
čaraiti  109 
čaxra-   109 
daēva-   87  
fra-bda  57 
hama- 97 
xaōδa-   82 
  
Old Persian 
arta-  82 
hama-  97 
xauda  82 
 
Pahlavi 
kapič  70 
*xōδ   82 
 
Parthian  
xwd  / xūd  82 
 
 Sogdian (Manichaean) 
’βyδ (*ham-baudaya-)  100 
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Ossetian 
xodā  / xūd  82 
 
Afganian 
xol  82 
 
Persian 
ārd  68 
ham-bōd (Iran.) / ham-boδ  58, 
     100 
tang  119 
xōi   82 
zardachwar   81 
 
Greek 
¡-βυσσος  76  
¡λέω   68, 69  
¡λλος  75 
¢ρσιον.  δίκαιον 82 
¡ρταβη (OGk.) 140 
¡χλύς  74 
βαρύς  113 
δασύς  119 
Διúός (gen.)  86 
Διός (<*Δι-ός) (gen.)  86, 89 
δi~ος 87 
di-we (Mik.-Gk.)  86, 89 
¬x-   82 
«kνρός   105 
«π-ί-βδα  57 
«χ-  82 
«χπνέω  82  
«χφέρω   82  
*gati-  (PrGk.-Anat.)  141 
Ζεύς (*Ζε-ύς)  86, 89 
μλίον  κύκλος 20 
κάθιδοι (Pr.Gk.) 140,141 

kαρδíα   105 
ka-ti (Kret.-Min., Pr.Gk.) 140 
*kathi (Pr.Gk.) 141 
*k(h)athi- [Pr.Gk.(‘Pel.’)]  141 
κηθíς  (Pr.Gk.) 140, 141 
ki-ti-me-na ko-to-na  
       (Mik.-Gk.)   141  
κoινh~   25 
κτάομαι  141 
κτ½μα  141 
κτιμ±να  kτοίνα (Mk. Gk..) 141 
κύκλα (pl.)   109  
κύκλος (Hom.)  91, 109  
κbων 105  
κυνός (gen.)  105 
¿π-ώρη (Hom.)   79 
πέλομαι   109 
πέλω (Hom.)  109  
πεπώκα (Eol.)   92   
πίνω  (Eol.)    92, 94 
πÓθί  94 
πώμα  (Eol.)   92, 94  
πÓνώ  92 
πÛσις (Eol.)   92  
σάτιλλα  107, 108 
 σατινέω  (gen.pl.)  107 
σa~τίνη  107, 108  
τρώγω   125 
φάρυνξ  100 
 
Phrygian (and Brygian) 
kat-  107 
κίκλην  91, 109 
σάτιλλα (*satilÁa) 108 
σ©τίνη  108 
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Albanian 
pi /pï   95 
siéll  109 
 
Latin 
alius 75 
aqua  94 
bibō (*pi-bō) (<biběre) 92,  94 
canis  105 
 colus  90, 109 
dēnsus  119 
deus  86, 87, 89 
Diouis [*Diou-is (OLat.)] 86, 89           
Diúvei (Osc.)  86 
dius / di-vus  87  
diuus-  88 
*diËÁos  87   
 ex- 82 
exemplum  82 
experimentum  82 
ex-portō  82 
frumen  100 
grauis  113 
Jouis (OLat.) (gen.)  86 
mulier  67 
ocu-(lus) 134 
*pibeti (<*hipeti)  94 
*pibō (*pi-bō)  92, 94   
pōtus  92 
temō  [-nis (gen. sing.)] 118  
 
Old Irish 
cú  [ con  (gen.)] 105  
cul  90, 108 
dia [dé (gen.)] 87 
ibid 93, 94 
ibim 92 
  
Gaulish 
an-nwfn 76 

Old Cimric  
iben  92 
 
Cornish   
evaf  92 
 
Gothic 
aha  94 
aljis  75 
asans 79 
heito  38 
hōha  105 
-qairnus  113 
swaihrō   105 
 
 German 
ab-grund  76 
aran (OHGerm.) 79 
Ernte  79 
heitar (OHGern.)  137 
heiter  137, 138 
vēl  (MLGerm.) 109 
 
Old Icelandic 
hjól 109 
hvél   90, 108, 109 
kvern 113 
talma 119 
tívar   87 
Týr  88 
pungr 118 
ǽger 94 
ónn  79 
 
English 
hweogol / hwēol  (OEng.) 109 
kumla (OScand.)  104 
tid   115, 116  
whell 109 
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 Prussian 
aglo (OPruss.)  74   
assanis  79 
deiws  87 
kelan  90, 108 
poieiti  94 
pouit (OPruss.)  92 
 
Lithuanian 
akmuõ 105 
akmuñs 105 
burna 100 
diμwas  87 
gìrnos (Pl.)  113  
miñti  104 
minù 104 
šakā 105 
šēšuras  105 
šuñs (gen.)  105 
šuõ  105 
tankus 118 
 
Lettish 
du-celis 90, 108 
dzirÛus 113  
kaists 138 
  
 Old Slavian 
bez-dŭna  76 
di-liti  119 
goymьno 104 
kamy   105 
kola (nom-acc. pl.)  109 
kolo  [kolese (gen.)]  90, 108  
pijo  94 
piti  92 
posochŭ   (Slav.)  105  
socha  (Slav.) 105 
svekry  105 
žrŭnovŭ  113  

 Russian 
бéздна  76 
гумнó  104 
длить  119 
жать  [жму (sing.)] 104 
кола (Old Russ.)  109 
осень [осени  (abl. sing.)] 79 
пить  92   
  
Sumerian 
gigir/ GIGIR   109, 110 
 
Hurrian  
Šimigi   87 
 
Urartian  
Aštiuzi  85 
DiauÜi  86 
Šivini  87 
 
Semitic  
*gurn-  113 
*galgal-  110 
 
Akkadian 
mak / grattu   113 
 
Ugarit (lang.)  
grn  113 
  
 Old Hebr. 
galgal  (Aram.)  110 
gigāl  109 
gilgāl  110 
gōren  113 
 
Arabic 
ardabb / irdabb  140 
ğarana  113 
ğurn-   113 
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Georgian 
*bÐ-bar- (Kartv.)   110 
ca- (Kartv.)   133 
gorgal  109 
gÐgar (cf. *bÐ-bar-) (Kartv.)   110 
γw  36 
γwarjli  122 
*γwarjÓ (Georg.-Zan.)  122 
γwia / γwiē [Tuch (Georg. dial.)] 
       35, 36 
γwirabi  36 
γwini / γwino  36 
te- (Kartv.)   133 
ten-  (Kartv.)    133 
twal- (Kartv.)   133  
u¢«   133 
 
Megrelian  
γurjul  122 
 

Laz [Chan. (lang.)] 
γurjul  122 
 
Aghul (lang.) 
zaw  

ц(ц)bа (OAgh.) 
 
Avarian  
zob  132 
 
Darginian  
dzubri  132 
 
Lak  (lang.) 
ccab  133 
ssau  132 
 
Lezgin  
ccaw   (Kurin. (dial. Lesgin) 
        132 
ццаb  132, 133 
 
Tabasaran (lang.) 
дзаб  133 
dzav  132 
 
Old Chin 
*gr (< IE)  110
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